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MESSAGE
It gives me immense pleasure that Indian Institute of Information Technology 

Allahabad (IIITA), Prayagraj (Uttar Pradesh) has built an innovative ‘Flexible Academic 

Program (FAP)’ framework which is precisely focussing on the larger objectives of 

NEP 2020.

The progress of the nation depends on the efficacy of our ability to innvoate, 

create, develop efficient design techniques, industry-institute interaction and efficient 

solutions for good governance. India has the most cost effective higher education 

system in the world. India is well on its way to become a knowledge power hub leading 

to overall growth in all the spheres of existence. We are fortunate to have an 

opportunity to take forward the leadership in the knowledge revolution and help India 

evolve into a developed nation through technical education. The initiatives such as 

Digital India, Make in India, Start-up India, Smart Cities, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and 

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan are examples of such successes. Our graduands can emulate 

these in mobilising and integrating enormous knowledge resources.

The government of India rolled out the National Education Policy 2020 with great 

ambition of uplifting the overall education standards in the direction of making a 

self-reliant nation and high character citizens. Ensuring life long quality education for all 

citizens through coordinated efforts of various levels of institutes in optimal utilisation or 

resources has been a crucial objective of NEP 2020. The framework which has been 

prepared by IIITA Prayagraj in line with the goals of NEP will definitely provide many 

flexibilities to the students.

I appreciate the efforts of IIITA Prayagraj and wish all the success to the 

FAP framework.

(Dharmendra Pradhan)
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Foreword by the Patron

Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe
Chairman, AICTE, New Delhi

I am very happy to know that IIITA Prayagraj is going to admit 50 students under Flexible 
Academic Program framework w.e.f. academic year 2022-23 via JOSAA/CSAB 2022. It is 
heartening to note that IIITA Prayagraj is going to release a reference book on this auspicious 
occasion.

NEP 2020 focusses on student centric flexible education system enabling students to move 
within and across education, training and employment. By adopting FAP, young 
learners/students can adapt their learning pathway as they go along, to suit their interests and 
abilities.

Flexibility in choosing multiple exit points would further allow students to respond and adjust as 
they move toward their goal. Students encounter the challenges in their new role and new 
environment and may need to change and adapt to meet these new challenges. Flexibility allows 
students to get to know themselves better and schedule their learning schedule accordingly. This 
means their focus is high and their capability of retaining information is significant when they start 
learning.

Along with the above, Flexible learning allows the students to decipher when and how they will 
learn by tailoring their course to their own capabilities. This ultimately would lead to retaining 
information and producing better results. They would also have the advantage of learning at their 
own pace which can help to alleviate a lot of pressure.

The flexible learning also help moulding the learner to plan their activities according to their 
interest and enthusiasm. It also keeps the mind of learner pleasant and upbeat and without any 
external fear. It has also been proved that flexible learning in classroom helps to promote quality 
education. I give my heartiest congratulations to the office bearers of IIITA Prayagraj for initiating 
such a noble cause of admission of 50 students under this FAP framework w.e.f. academic year 
2022-23 via JOSAA/CSAB-2022.
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Persistent

Foreword by the Patron

Dr. Anand Deshpande

I would like to congratulate the IIIT-A Faculty members and Members of the Senate for launching 
the visionary Flexible Academic Program. The program allows students the flexibility to 
personalize their curriculum by choosing courses that meet their requirements and ambitions. 
This is possible through the unique collaboration among multiple institutions of national 
importance. The program helps institutions define areas to focus and build expertise as they can 
leverage the expertise of other institutions while providing the students an opportunity for holistic 
education.

This program is completely aligned with the National Education Policy 2020, and I am confident 
that all premier institutes will adopt the program wholeheartedly.

Putting together a multi-institution program is difficult and I commend the faculty, the senate and 
the committees that worked tirelessly to put this program together.

I encourage students and other institutions to participate and benefit by joining this unique 
program.

With best wishes for the success of the Flexible Academic Program.

Chairman, Board of Governors IIIT Allahabad, Prayagraj

Founder, Chairman and Managing Director of Persistent Systems
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Foreword by the Patron

Padmashree Prof. Manindra Agrawal

I am well aware of this initiative taken by IIIT Allahabad for the past year or so, I know that under 
the leadership of Prof. Neetesh Purohit, the institute has been working on developing the FAP 
concept and that it has evolved significantly to a level that admissions are now offered for the 
academic year 2022-23.

At its heart lies the wonderful idea that a student should have the flexibility to acquire knowledge 
from multiple institutions and that there should be a clearly defined process enabling the students 
to achieve it. The FAP initiative is that enabler. It has several interesting ideas like multiple exits, 
reentry, specialized minor and major modules on the latest technologies, HSS modules, the 
scope of multidisciplinary education in hybrid mode with flexible fee structure, etc.

IIITA's initiative of developing a FAP integrated service (FAPIS) platform for extending various 
services like the academic bank of credits (ABC), digital certifications, etc, and the willingness to 
make these services to other institutes which may offer FAP in the future is particularly 
appreciated. It underlines the seriousness of the institute in effectively implementing NEP2020 
through FAP

I am very excited and look forward to seeing the FAP getting implemented and the students 
benefit from this as soon as possible. I will be happy to be involved with this initiative and help it 
get implemented.

IIT Kanpur
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Foreword by the Patron

Prof. P. K. Mishra

The Flexible Academic Program (FAP) framework is indeed a highly innovative and effective way 
of implementing NEP2020. IIITA Prayagraj must be appreciated for putting great efforts in drafting 
the fine details and curriculum for FAP, and for becoming the first institute which is offering 
admissions under the FAP framework.

At  AKTU Lucknow, the discussions at proper platforms have been started. A 5 member 
committee under chairmanship of Pro VC AKTU Prof Manish Gaur keeping the national 
coordinator FAP Prof Neetesh Purohit as coordinator has been constituted with the mandate of 
preparing a customized proposal for FAP implementation at AKTU w.e.f. academic year 2022-23. 
I am hopeful of starting admissions in a few colleges of AKTU soon as a pilot run.

I wish all the best to IIITA for publishing this reference book on FAP. I am sure that it will be useful to 
students, teachers as well as other institutes in understanding FAP framework.

Vice Chancellor, AKTU Lucknow
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Foreword by the Director CFIIIT

Prof. R. S. Verma

With great pleasure, I announce that Indian Institute of Information Technology-Allahabad (IIIT A), 
Prayagraj will admit 50 students through JOSAA-2022 under the Flexible Academic Program 
(FAP) framework. The Institute is also publishing a reference book for aspiring candidates and 
academicians to help them understand the modalities of the FAP framework.

I have recently received the additional charge of the Director IIIT-A, Prayagraj. I have 
experienced the great enthusiasm of the faculty members of the Institute for making the FAP a 
grand success. The New Education Policy-2020 (NEP-2020) states that

"The vision of the Policy is to instill among the learners a deep-rooted pride in being 
Indian, not only in thought, but also in spirit, intellect, and deeds, as well as to develop 
knowledge, skills, values, and dispositions that support responsible commitment to 
human rights, sustainable development and living, and global well-being, thereby 
reflecting a truly global citizen."

I think that the FAP framework proposed by IIIT-A possesses the potential to bring positive 
changes in the higher technical education which will comply with the proposed vision of NEP 
2020.

I wish IIIT-A, Prayagraj all the best for the success of the FAP framework.

Director, IIIT Allahabad, Prayagraj (Additional Charge)

Director, MNNIT Prayagraj
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Foreword by the Director CFIIIT

Prof. S. N. Singh

India, which has been spreading the light of its knowledge and spirituality across the globe for 
centuries has been called the world GURU. All the civilizations were seen walking on the path 
shown by us of education the early period, education was mainly given by Brahmin families in 
India. During the time of Mughals, the education system was under elitist ideology. The British 
rule promoted a modem state, economy and modern education system.

After independence of India in 1947, the higher educational and technical institutions like IIMs 
and IITs in the country for better education were envisaged. Many NITs and IIITs were also 
established for technical and IT education in the country. There were many reforms and policies 
were implemented but there was utter need to relook our education system in the current 
environment and technological advancements. Education being in the concurrent list, both state 
and central government are responsible for improving the education in the country.

The first education policy came in 1968. It was based on the recommendations of the Kothari 
Commission (1964-1966). In this, education was declared a subject of national importance 
Aimed at better training and qualification of teachers with compulsory education for children up to 
the age of 14 years. The teaching of Sanskrit language was encouraged as an essential part of 
culture and heritage. A target of 6 percent of the budget has been set for expenditure on 
education. Three language formula was implemented at the secondary level.

The objective of National education policy 1986 was to lay special emphasis on equality of 
educational opportunity, especially for Indian women, scheduled tribes and scheduled caste 
communities. Expansion of open university system was started with Indira Gandhi National Open 
University. A call was given to build a rural university model based on the philosophy of Mahatma 
Gandhi. Its objective was to promote economic and social development at the grassroots level in 

Former President IEEE Indian Council

Director, IIITM Gwalior
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the rural India.

One of the main objectives of the amendment, which was done in 1992, in the National policy on 
education 1986, was to organize a common entrance examination at the national level for 
admission to professional and technical programs in the country. National level Joint Entrance 
Examination (JEE) and All India Engineering Entrance Examination (AIEEE) and State Level 
Engineering Entrance Examination (SLEE) have been prescribed for admission to engineering 
and architecture programs. It offered a lot of convenience. New Education Policy (NEP) 2020, 
which came after several years, has provided the flexibility in education system and employable 
education with help of skill development courses. The on-line education with multi-entry and 
multi-exit options is possible in new information technology, Skill development and vocational 
training will be promoted to increase the employability at various levels in the education system, 
Creating a single research fund for all the areas and one regulatory body is major step for overall 
development in education and research to encourage the healthy competition in Indian education 
system, the permission of foreign universities in India is a welcome move. A common examination 
for the admission to the colleges will be offered so that pressure and inconvenience of students 
and their guardians can be minimized. Professional bodies involved in research and 
development in India and abroad are instrumental in implementation of new education policy 
through workshops, conclaves, conferences, etc.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineer (IEEE), USA is the largest professional body in 
engineering and technology, and it is involved in many educational and accreditation activities 
around the globe. The ABET and pre-university education programs of IEEE are focused areas 
for improving the engineering education in the world. Some initiatives such as Smart Global 
Village, humanitarian technology activities, women in engineering, etc. are very effective in 
promoting skill development and generating the employability at the local bodies.

The concept of Flexible Academic Program (FAP) proposed by Prof Neetish Purohit, IIIT 
Allahabad is very effective and very useful as per direction of NEP 2020. He has organized as 
series of events for FAP The outcomes of brainstorming sessions organized should be 
considered in refining and implementation of the concept and approach. visited the site of FAP 
and found the details which are very informative and clear.

'We want the education by which character is 
formed, strength of mind is increased, the 

intellect is expanded, and by which one can 
stand on one's own feet.'

Swami Vivekananda
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IIITD&M
Kancheepuram

Foreword by the Director CFIIIT

Prof. D V L N Somayajuly

I am very happy to associate with IIIT Allahabad for implementing Flexible Academic Program 
(FAP) initiated in connection with National Educational Policy 2020. The document prepared by 
the team of experts from this great Institute is very informative and covers most of the NEP 
initiatives. In fact, IIITDM Kancheepuram and IIITDM Kurnool has signed Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) with IIIT Allahabad for implementing the NEP activities for the benefit 
various students with greater flexibility for them to learn based learning by doing. The evaluation 
system designed under this is very well designed.

I am very much eager to implement in associated with faculty of the three Institutions certain 
activities in pilot mode in order to devise stringent, quality oriented metrics for smooth 
implementation and strengthening various initiatives under National Education Policy 2020.

I will be happy to be involved with this initiative and wish that all are implemented.

Director, IIITDM Kurnool and

Director (Acting), IIITDM Kancheepuram
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Foreword by the Director CFIIIT

Prof. Pravin N Kondekar

We are extremely happy to extend our heartiest congratulations IIITA Faculty for conceptualizing 
the FAP (Flexible Academic Program) under the lead of Prof Neetesh Purohit. We all know that 
among the Institute of National Importance all over the Nation there is a very little interaction and 
that too only for sharing govt. policies, rules and regulations etc. But we were missing identifying 
the strength of every institute in teaching and research. If all institute implements FAP then we are 
opening ample opportunities to students for choosing their subject of interest even from other 
Institutes.

Multi Exit and Multi Institutional Program requires a great Interaction among the institutes and 
faculty which will happen perhaps for the first time in Higher Education in India among the 
institutes adapting FAP. If at the entry level of the institute itself the students is aware and 
choosing admission through FAP scheme. He will developing his own scheme for choosing 
various subjects across the institutes adopting FAP. This certainly a great initiative to leverage 
institute's resources and strengths to others.

In my opinion FAP truly represents the mechanism for implementation of major part of NEP-2020 
announced by Hon'ble Prime Minister in higher education sector. We too at our institute have 
initiated a proposal of FAP to be deliberated in upcoming senate meeting and we are confident 
that we will adopt it soon.

We wish all INI come together to facilitate our students to get maximum benefits of learning 
through this FAP implementation in all INI to begin with all IITs.

Director (Acting), IIITDM Jabalpur
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Preface

Dr. Vijay Kumar Chaurasiya

IIITA has developed an innovative framework named "Flexible Academic Program" (FAP) that offers a lifetime 
educational subscription to individuals who are willing to avail the opportunity of continuous learning throughout their 
lives. This program has been designed based on the recommendations (for higher education) of the New Education 
Policy (NEP) - 2020. The FAP aims to seek the services of the best faculty and resources available nationally and 
internationally to provide a comprehensive learning opportunity to the candidates. A candidate can get enrolled in the 
FAP program irrespective of their background, caste, religion, financial status, urban/rural background, and age in an 
inclusive manner. It will provide multiple entries and multiple exit options to the candidate to continue their learning 
and upgrade their skill sets/educational qualifications at any age. FAP will also offer the candidates multi-disciplinary, 
multi-institute, multi-mode, multi-lingual and lateral entry options. Further, IIIT Allahabad, with an industry 
collaborator, has developed the FAP Integrated Services (FAPIS) platform for FAP students as a single point solution 
for their record-keeping, institute migration, credit transfer and management, etc. This unified IT platform will keep a 
record of seamless carrier development of the students.

The provisions of FAP will result in a great qualitative shift in the professional students' skill set, which will become 
visible soon; many more such possibilities are contained in the FAP. It can be more systematically implemented 
through a centralized nodal agency called FAP Consortium. Identifying this, IIITA has already sent a proposal to the 
Ministry of Education (MoE) for building a Multi-disciplinary Education Research University (MERU) for the wide-
scale implementation of FAP. In the FAP program, a student will have the option to study the first year in one institute, 
the second year in the same or some other institute, and so on. The FAP will enable the students to think and plan 
their learning in different institutions.

The primary objective of FAP is to generate skilled professionals required for "Atmanirbhar Bharat Mission" of our 
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi. It would help to improve multi-disciplinary education, research, employability 
and learning from pioneers. In addition, the FAP will allow the students to avail different courses of their choice like 
humanities, management, art, science, engineering and technology, mixed-mode teaching methodology, i.e. 
physical and virtual mode and increased revenue for the participating institutes/universities.

Together we shall bring change in the professional education landscape and make our nation great again!

Theirfore let's join hands together to implement the FAP in IIIT Allahabad and other institutions of national 
importance.

Jai Hind, Jai Bharat!

Institute Co-ordinator (FAP), Associate Professor

IIIT Allahabad, Prayagraj
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Abstract

Prof. Neetesh Purohit
National Co-ordinator (FAP) and Dean (Academics)

IIIT Allahabad, Prayagraj

The national Education Policy 2020 (NEP2020) was announced by the Government of India on 29th July 2020. 
Immediately, IIIT Allahabad undertook a thorough study of NEP2020 and found that it is indeed a great visionary 
initiative towards building a self reliant developed nation. Therefore, with the aim of effective implementation of 
NEP2020, the institute decided to develop a novel innovative framework along with backbone ICT support system, 
over which all educational institutes of India should be able to more easily interact and contribute in imparting 
quality education to all students irrespective of their location. Starting from September 2020, the Institute organized 
several events including Webinars, Seminars, and National Conference etc. to gather proposals/consultations from 
eminent academicians, administrators and researchers affiliated with IITs, IITs, NITs, NITI Aayog, AIU, AICTE, and 
state technical universities. As an outcome of this rigorous exercise, IIITA Prayagraj has delivered "Flexible 

Academic Program (FAP)" framework, and has announced that 50 candidates will be admitted via JoSAA-2022 
under FAP framework.

Why students should prefer FAP

The NEP-2020 has clearly stated that, "Inclusive and equitable quality education and to promote lifelong learning 
opportunities for all require the entire education system to be reconfigured to support and foster learning." The 
proposal FAP framework is perfectly aligned with the vision of NEP 2020 which ensures the availability of "lifelong 
learning opportunities" to the students through innovatively infusing the standard B. Tech, M. Tech., and Ph.D. 
programs (including working professional mode) in an integrated package, wherein the course credits once earned 
can be utilized whenever it is required. The FAP frame work facilitates multiple exit points with highly simplified re-
entry mechanism from the point of exit. The "equitable quality education" needs involvement of highest quality 
teachers working in top rated institutes of India and abroad in teaching the FAP students studying in various 
institutes/colleges/universities. FAP has introduced multiple systematic ways to address this requirements. To begin 
with, teaching through ONLINE/Hybrid mode involving local teachers is enabled, later on short visits to various 
higher ranked institutes may also be enabled for performing experiments/project/internship etc. An innovative per 
credit-based tuition fee system has also been introduced in FAP for supporting practical financial needs under such 
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arrangements. Indeed, the FAP is "inclusive" too; on one hand, instead of the current practice of teaching 
of several technologies through 3-4 credit elective courses, the FAP will impart complete knowledge with entire skill 
set in a specific latest technology through dedicatedly designed 8-credit minor and 16-credit major modules (several 
such options will be made available to FAP tudents involving multiple experts from other institutes and industry too). 
Also studying many multidisciplinary/languages/Arts/Sports/Community Services courses has also been 
provisioned under FAP. These courses may be either independent or linked adding up to 12 credits specialization in 
any specific field of Humanities, Social Sciences, Marketing, Finance, General Management, etc. This approach 
may drastically enhance the employability and entrepreneurship qualities of FAP students. 

It may worth haring that many other in titute of national importance and state technical universities have started the 
process of adopting FAP framework. Very soon, some of them may also announce admission under FAP framework. 
Also, IIITA has been actively talking to a few reputed foreign universities requesting them to join FAP framework. 
Furthermore, a completely new framework for conducting placement activities is under active consideration which 
will ensure better job opportunities for FAP students. All such developments will soon unfold many new benefits to 
the students admitted under FAP framework. 

Benefits to Nation and the institutes who may offer FAP 

An economically feasible option for harnessing the human resource and infrastructure facilities in most optimized 
way has paved the path for conceptualizing the FAP. In the long run, FAP is going to act as a backbone support system 
through which, all institutes/universities will have soft interlinking. A lot of students are taking one or more years of 
drop to study Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics in various coaching classes for getting admission in a high-rated 
institute. It is not only a huge useless financial burden on their parents, but it is a great loss to the nation too, as its best 
minds are getting delayed to serve the nation. To this end, FAP is creating a great opportunity to all deserving students 
to learn and interact from highly qualified faculty members associated with renowned institutes. This arrangement 
may motivate these students not to go for the DROP option but to study engineering subjects with similar devotion to 
avail the above said opportunity of learning engineering skills from experts. By this, a great qualitative shift in skills 
of engineering students may become visible in near future. 

The FAP is beneficial for institutes, colleges and teachers too. Observing the advantages of FAP, there is a possibility 
that better quality students may be attracted to get admission under FAP framework, at lower ranked 
institutes/colleges which may ultimately uplift the overall student's intake quality. While offering specialized 
modules to the FAP students (even in ONLINE mode) the teachers of higher ranked institutes will require support of 
a few local teachers/research scholars for undertaking lab/project workshop pertaining to the respective modules. 
Some of these trained students will be able to undertake multidisciplinary projects under institute's faculty member . 
All such things will surely open up new collaborations opportunities for undertaking joint research and development 
activities. Besides offering courses to the institute's FAP students, the faculty members may offer the same or other 
courses to FAP students of other institutes (if it is allowed), it may generate additional revenue for the institute and the 
teacher.

Particulars of FAP implementation at IIITA 

The flexibility to choose the courses (i.e. subjects) offered by different teachers. belonging to the same or different 
institutes with different per credit tuition fee, flexible languages of instructions for different courses (as available), 
flexible mode of teaching i.e. ONLINE/On Campus/Hybrid as offered by the registered teachers, flexibility to speed 

introduction 
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up/down learning by adopting more (up to 24) or less (minimum 10) credits in each semester and to cover some 
credits during summer/winter breaks (up to 12 credits), etc. is permissible under FAP framework. In the standard FAP 
curriculum of llITA, after building robust fundamentals in the first five semesters either in the field of Information 
Technology or Electronics and Communication Engineering, 8-credit minor specialization modules belonging to the 
respective field in the 6th semester, and 16-credit major specialization modules in the 7th semester will be offered. 
The slot for learning independent multidisciplinary/languages/ Arts/Sports/Community Services courses have been 

st nd th thcreated in almost each semester, moreover the option of choosing interlinked courses in 1 , 2 , 5  and 6  semester 
courses has also been provisioned to earn a 12 credit specialization in a specific multidisciplinary/ languages / Arts 
/Sports streams. The 8th semester will have a major project along with the choice of going for internship in a reputed 
company (from the approved list) or opting multidisciplinary/HSS courses. 

stThe FAP student may avail the 1  exit option after completion of 120 Credits, the 2nd exit option after completion of 
B. Tech Degree requirement of 160 Credits, the 3rd exit option after completion of M. Tech Degree requirement of 
225 Credits+ 2 Research Credits and the 4th and final exit option after completion of PhD Degree requirement of 260 
Credits+12 Research Credits. A FAP student who may opt any of the aforementioned exit points will be eligible for 
continuing the next higher study program in either regular (in campus) or working professional (along with job) 
mode. However, at the time of re-entry they may be asked to earn some additional credits. These facilities may enable 
the FAP students to more systematically plan/prepare for other goals of their life including the placement activities. 

Here, it may worth mentioning that I Credit can be earned after completing a course having either 1 hour of Lecture, 
or 2 Hour of Tutorial or 2 Hour of Practical in a semester time (i.e. 18 weeks including holidays and assessment/ 
examination periods), whereas research credits can be earned by performing various research activities, such as, 
publishing papers in conference/journals, patents, start-ups, conducting sessions in workshop, etc. as may be defined 
from time to time by the institute. Whenever a student could not qualify for a course, he will be dropped and no credits 
will be earned by him. In the case of a hard core course, the student needs to again enroll in the course whenever it is 
offered next time (may be in a different institute/ with a different teacher). However, in case of HSS or soft core 
courses, he may opt for another subject in subsequent sessions. The working professional mode of study requires a 
student to convince a teacher about his research idea which is duly supported by his employer too. Then the teacher 
will prepare a customized plan for the students and after its ratification by a competent committee the admission may 
be offered in the working professional mode for earning M.Tech./Ph.D. degree. 

General norms and conduct rules for FAP students may be same as applicable to non-FAP students of lIlTA except the 
clauses which are explicitly defined for FAP students, like, tuition fee. The FAP students need to pay for the 
respective FAP course fee chosen by him/her in each session (Jan-Jun/July-Dec), along with other applicable fees. 
The FAP students of another institute who may visit IIITA will be required to pay additional fee for hostel and other 
facilities as may be defined by lIITA FAP students vi it other institutes then such an additional fee needs to be paid by 
them. Per credit tuition fee of all courses offered by IlITA teachers to FAP courses has been defined as Rs. 3000 (with 
10% annual increment) for 2022 batch. Once the system becomes mature, this decision-making may be transferred to 
the respective main teacher of each course/module. The Fee of specialized modules/Courses developed by other 
institutes will be decided by the main teacher of the respective module. Depending upon the lab/hands-on 
expenses/brand name etc. parameters some of these courses may be costlier and hence it may become possible that 
FAP students, who opt for such costly modules may need to pay more fees as compared to those students who would 
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choose low cost courses/modules. In principle, offering courses with no tuition fee, as a service to the nation, may be 
permissible to renowned teacher of CFTIs and other similarly placed institutes. 

The ICT backbone support system for FAP  implementation 

Soon, FAP Query Response System (FAP-QRS) and FAP Integrated Services (FAPIS) ICT platforms will become 
operational. Only the FAP students/teachers/institutes can use FAPIS, but FAP-QRS will remain available for all 
persons for posting any query and getting suitable response. The FAPIS will maintain a block chain technology based 
perpetual academic bank of credits (ABC) allowing the FAP students to redeem the predefined number of earned 
credits to get a degree and exit. Hand shaking with other ABCs, digital certificates, inters institute movement with 
credit transfer, non-overlapping course allotment, ONLINE examination system, etc. many services will be offered 
to the FAP students through FAPIS. In future, if any other institute/university/college adopts FAP then FAP-QRS and 
FAPIS services may be extended to their students too. 

The courses offered by various teachers will be displayed on the FAPIS dashboard of each student and they can 
choose any course subject to satisfaction of the prerequisite conditions (if any). Each student will be able to choose 
the relevant course floated by his parent institute's teacher. He may choose another institute's teacher' course too (in 
ONLINE mode, unless ON Campus is explicitly mentioned therein) as visible on his FAPIS dashboard. Excluding 
the extreme scenario like COVID-19, a student cannot opt for more than 40% credits in online mode (it includes HSS 

stcourses) with reference to the next exit point, i.e. for the students admitted via ]oSAA the 1  exit point is after earning 
120 credits so maximum 48 ONLINE Credits may be allowed, however, if a student declares to take the exit after 160 
credits then ONLINE 64 Credits may be allowed to him by the FAP Coordinator, who may, however, consider 
individuals requests and permit opting more ONLINE Credits too. A pre-fixed class timetable from 9 AM to 9 PM on 
all 7 days (including Saturday and Sunday) will be made available through the FAPIS platform, before opting for a 
course the students will be able to see it class timings, lecture plan, involved teachers, etc. Highly demanded courses 
may run in multiple slots simultaneously by different teachers. 

Multidisciplinary Education Research University (MERU) for FAP 

For accomplishing larger goals of FAP framework there is a requirement of establishing a Multidisciplinary 
Education Research University (MERU) which may manage FAPIS and work for making available new 
opportunities of high quality learning, bulk placements, interdisciplinary research collaborations at national and 
international levels, etc. The FAP units which may be physically located in various institutes/colleges should be 
virtually attached to this MERU for availing such benefits. Identifying this need, IIITA has already sent a complete 
proposal to Ministry of Education (MOE) containing Draft of the Act, statues, and ordinances. This MERU may 
become instrumental in opening up many new dimensions, and hence, several innovative opportunities for all 
students will become available. 

Extending the idea of building FAP consortium involving all similarly placed institutes 'Summer Semester' may be 
used for managing FAP students temporary visits to other institutes of the consortium, learning some courses ON 
Campus mode, and returning back to the parent institute in the next regular session. A student may plan an exclusive 
stay in another institute for duration of one full semester after availing such a facility through FAPIS. Moreover, 
independent FAP consortiums should be created by all state level technical universities, and opportunities can be 
created for a few toppers of such state level consortiums may be given opportunity to switch to CFTI's consortium in 
near future by creating a few supernumerary seats in each CFTl. I am pleased to share that AKTU Lucknow, GTU 
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Ahmedabad and a few other state level universities have already started working in this direction. All such 
consortiums may also work under the MERU. As soon as MERU becomes operational, the new age of the education 
system will prevail across the country.
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"As a crucial step to lead India into the fourth industrial 

resolution, multidisciplinary education is vital. Even engineering 

schools such as IITs will move towards more holistic 

multidisciplinary education with more arts and humanities; while 

arts and humanities students will need to learn more science. And 

this will be compounded with an effort to include more vocational 

subjects and soft skills."

–Padma Vihushan Hon'ble K. Kasturirangan
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A Brief presentation on Flexible Academic Program (FAP) Long Term Vision

(A framework for achieving the goals of NEP 2020)
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``Ùen veerefle GÛÛelece efMe#ee ØeCeeueer ceW DeecetueÛetue yeoueeJe Deewj veS peesMe
kesâ mebÛeej kesâ efueS GheÙegkeäle ÛegveewefleÙeeW keâes otj keâjves kesâ efueS keânleer nw''

–je°^erÙe efMe#ee veerefle 2020 DevegYeeie 9.3

‘A butterfly flaps its wings in the Amazonian jungle, and
subsequently a storm ravages half of Europe’

– The Chaos theory's famous saying

he=‰Yetefcehe=‰Yetefce

G

G

G

29 pegueeF& 2020 keâes je°^erÙe efMe#ee veerefle 2020 peejer ngF& Fmekesâ GefÛele ef›eâÙeevJeÙeve nsleg efš^heueDeeF&šerS, ØeÙeeiejepe ves JÙeehekeâ efJeÛeejcebLeve nsleg 
ØeÙeeme Meg¤ efkeâÙes 5 efmelecyej 2020 keâes efš^heueDeeF&šer, efHeâj 17 efmelecyej 2020 keâes SveDeeF&šer, Deewj efHeâj 20 efmelecyej 2020 keâes DeeerDeeF&šer kesâ 
efveosMekeâeW Deewj efMe#ekeâeW kesâ efueS DeeÙeesefpele Jesefyeveej ceW ueÛeeruee Mew#eefCekeâ hee"Ÿe›eâce keâe Øee¤he Øemlegle efkeâÙee ieÙee leovlej osMe kesâ efJeefYevve 
efnmmeeW ceW Deveskeâ mebieesef‰ÙeeW keâe DeeÙeespeve ngDee; efš^heueDeeF&šerS ØeÙeeiejepe, SveDeeF&šer hešvee, efš^heueDeeF&šer hegCes pewmes je°^erÙe cenlJe kesâ 
mebmLeeveeW keâer meervesš (Senate) ceW ÛeÛee& ngF&; DeeF&efš^heueF&, SDeeFÙet, efMe#ee ceb$eeueÙe, veerefle DeeÙeesie, AICTE pewmes mebmLeeDeeW mes pegÌ[s efJeefMe‰ 
JÙeefòeâÙeeW SJeb DevÙe Deveskeâ efJeMes<e%eeW mes efceues megPeeJeeW keâes meceeÙeesefpele keâjles ngS ̀ ueÛeeruee Mew#eefCekeâ hee"Ÿe›eâce' (FAP) keâe Skeâ Øee¤he lewÙeej 
ngDee~ 3 Deewj 4 efomecyej 2021 keâes efš^heueDeeF&šerS ØeÙeeiejepe ceW FAP hej ØeLece je°^erÙe meccesueve keâe DeeÙeespeve ngDee, efpemeceW FAP kesâ efJeefYevve 
DeeÙeeceeW hej efJemle=le ÛeÛee& ngF&~ keâF& DeeF&DeeF&šer / SveDeeF&šer / efš^heueDeeF&šer kesâ efveosMekeâeW (Ùee Gvekesâ Éeje veeefcele Gvekesâ mebmLeeve kesâ Jeefj‰ 
efMe#ekeâeW), kegâÚ jepÙe lekeâveerefkeâ efJeMJeefJeÅeeueÙe kesâ kegâueheefle, SDeeF&Ùeg (AIU) efMe#ee ceb$eeueÙe, veerefle DeeÙeesie, AICTE pewmes mebmLeeDeeW mes pegÌ[s 
efJeefMe‰ JÙeefòeâÙeeW kesâ meeLe ner DevÙe Deveskeâ ieCeceevÙe efJeMes<e%eeW ves GlmeenhetJe&keâ menYeeefielee keâjles ngS meeLe&keâ ÛeÛee& keâer~

efš^heueDeeF&šerS, ØeÙeeiejepe keâer meervesš ves FAP kesâ ØeeÙeesefiekeâ ef›eâÙeevJeÙeve kesâ ØemleeJe keâer mecegefÛele meceer#ee kesâ efueS 3 Skeämešve&ue Deewj 6 Fbšjveue 
meervesš meomÙeeW keâer meefceefle keâe ie"ve efkeâÙee~ Fmeer meefceefle keâer DevegMeb<eeDeeW kesâ Deveg¤he meervesš ves Je<e& 2022-23 mes JoSAA 2022 Éeje 50 Úe$eeW 
keâes FAP kesâ lenle ØeJesMe osves keâer Devegceefle oer~

efš^heueDeeF&šerS, ØeÙeeiejepe Éeje mLeeefhele meskeäMeve 8 kebâheveer IIIC ves FAP kesâ ØeeÙeesefiekeâ ef›eâÙeevJeÙeve kesâ efueS FAPIS huesšHeâece& yeveeves Deewj Fmes 
meYeer DevÙe mebmLeeDeeW (pees Yeer FAP ueeiet keâjWies) keâes GheueyOe keâjeves nsleg DeeJeMÙekeâ keâeÙe&Jeener Meg¤ keâer~
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Proposed FAP Consortiums and MERU
Type-1 : Type-2 :
Institutes of National Importance (INIs)

IITs: Admission via JEE Advance
NITs/IIITs Admission via JEE Mains

Colleges of a state (and Pvt. Universities) headed
by respective State Technical University

(INIs of the respective state may extend support)

Many independent FAP consortiums under 
various pilot runs headed by different 
institutes/Technical Universities/IITs coordinated 
by a nodal Agency, as defined earlier

Within a Type multiple independent consortiums 
may also be possible e.g. the older IITs may have 
a different consortium and newer IITs may have 
another independent consortium.

Intra and inter-consortium movement may be 
allowed through a transparent and fair 
mechanism, as may be defined by the nodal 
agency.

Moreover, these institutes may plan their own 
FAP programs through their own consortium 
(Type-4, as Type-3 should be of those where an 
IIT is heading its mentored colleges), which may 
also be coordinated by the same nodal agency, so 
that, some time in future Technical FAP to other 
discipline FAP movement may

INIs AICTE
Governed

Non-
Technical

Admission via
JoSAA

Admission via
Non-JoSAA

Floating
miscellaneous

courses

These images are downloaded from multiple source only for the academic purpose of illustration

Flexible Academic Program "FAP"

Advanced Diploma in ECE/I (120 Credits)

Entry (Minimum
Qualification:
Intermediate)

Lateral Entry**
(Minimum Qualification:

Certification or
Equivalent ECE/IT)

Lateral Entry**
(Minimum Qualification:
Diploma or Equivalent in

ECE/IT)
Lateral Entry**

(Minimum Qualification:
Advance Diploma or
Equivalent in ECE/IT) Lateral Entry**

(Minimum Qualification:
B.Tech or Equivalent in

ECE/IT) Lateral Entry**
(Minimum Qualification:

PG Diploma or
Equivalent in ECE/IT)

No Lateral Entry

No Lateral Entry

1 – Full Implementation 2 – Restricted Implementation 3 – Tup-Up Implementation
WAYS OF IMPLEMENTATION

PhD in ECE/IT (260 Credits + 12 Research Credits)

(Currently Not Enabled)  Master of Technology with Research Certificate in ECE/IT (250 Credits + 5 Research Credits)

(Currently Not Enabled)
Diploma in ECE/IT (80 Credits)

(Currently Not Enabled)
Certification in ECE/IT

(40 Credits)

(Currently Not Enabled)  PG Diploma in ECE/IT (192 Credits)

Master of Technology Degree in ECE/IT (225 Credits + 2 Research Credits)

Bachelor of Technology Degree in ECE/IT (160 Credits)
Exit Points

** At the Lateral Entry Stage, additional credits may be assigned to the students. He may
be asked to complete these credits before starting the regular course work, or may be
allowed to complete along with some other courses.

1 Theory credit = 1 Hour and 1 Tutorial or Practice Credit = 
2 Hours of engagement per week during the semester 
period as may be announced by VI. # Research Credits 
(RC) can be earned by conferences/journals publication 
patent/copyright filling/earning. Academia/Consultancy 
externally/self-funded Project etc.

FAP's Multi

Entry/

Multi E
xit

opportunities

st1  Sem nd2  Sem rd3  Sem th4  Sem th5  Sem th6  Sem th7  Sem th8  Sem th9  Sem th10  Sem th11  Sem th12  Sem th7  Sem th8  Sem

st1  Yr. 20 14 6
nd2  Yr. 43 25 12
rd3  Yr. 65 35 20

th4  Yr. 77 51 32

th5  Yr. 95 60 37

th6  Yr. 102 80 43

th7  Yr. 108 99 43

th8  Yr. 108 109 43

40

80

120

160

192

225 + 2RC#

250 + 5RC#

260 + 12RC#

Year
Theory
and
Tutorial
Credits

Practice
Credits

Non-
Technical
Credits

Total Credits
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The Nodal Agency (a MERU) proposed to be established by MOE

Proposed Financial Model Constitution and Responsibilities
Income Sources

Grants from Govt./Autonomous Bodies.
Donations from industries/philanthropists.
Course Fee collected from the enrolled 
students.

Expenditures
Development, Operation and Maintenance 
costs of the backbone software.
Honorarium to Teachers, TA's, Office bearers of 
nodal agency, etc. persons
Service charges to Coordinating Institute(s)
Overheads to the institutes whose teachers are 
offering courses in FAP
Advertisement, and other miscellaneous costs.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

The MOE should establish a Multidisciplinary Education 
Research University (MERU) for acting as a nodal agency 
during pilot run bridging among various institutes/ 
universities which offer FAP. Also it should conduct ‘full 
FAP’ and similar innovative programs after getting the 
power of conferring degrees through the Act of Parliament. 

The nodal agency should provide backbone support 
(FAPIS) needed for various pilot runs e.g. issuing VISA's 
for visiting Pls, Credit Conversions and Banking, etc. tasks.

The nodal agency will have its own BOG, Senate and other 
bodies consisting of a few Professors/Officers working at 
Pls (as nominated by respective Director/VC), Nominees 
of MOE Govt. of India, AICTE, UGC, NIC, etc. These 
bodies will function as they works in institutes of national 
importance (INIs).

The nodal agency should work in distributed manner i.e. it 
may designate one of the PI as a coordinating institute for a 
particular batch of a particular specialization transferring

For time being, the MOE may designate any Institute of 
National Importance as the Nodal Agency.

Faculty/TAs
and Service
Providers

PIs

Student

�

�

�

�

�

All technical courses have been reorganized and their 
syllabus has been redefined to ensure that there should 
be completeness (in some sense) at each exit point.

In 7th and 8th Year instead of semester system, yearly 
system will be followed. Further no lateral entry is allowed 
at this stage.
Depending upon speed of earning credits, the duration 
gets shortened or increased. At any point of lateral entry, 
depending upon the previous credits earned, and the 
time gap, a few more credits may be asked to be 
completed for earning the next level certificate.

In each semester 2 credits are required to be completed 
from miscellaneous basket and another 1 credit by sports 
or community service. For NCC/NSS type courses these 
credits may be combined into 3 credit courses. The 
model tested in the "Orientation Camp" for systematically 
organizing organizations may be adopted.
Instead of individual elective subjects complete modules 
of specialized streams are proposed to be offered in 6th 
and 7th sem. The graduating student will have skills of 2 
such specialized modules. If a student wants to continue 
study in one of these two streams then he/she should 
move ahead through M.Tech. by research mode. 
However, if someone wants to change the stream at this 
stage then he/she needs to adopt the standard 
curriculum.

Main Features of the FAP Curriculum Primary responsibilities of the PIs of MERU

Motivating its faculty members to offer courses for students 
enrolled under FAP. ONLINE, ON Campus modes, Offered 
Language in which they will teach the course, per student fee 
(from 0 to some upper limit as may be fixed by the nodal 
agency), the minimum and maximum number of students for 
which they will run the course, etc. 

.
Notifying maximum number of students who may be 
accommodated in their campus. (the hostel, mess etc. 
charges may be collected extra from the students reported to 
their campus). Notifying about the vacancy created at their 
institute at any level (of the relevant programs offered), for 
whatsoever reason, allowing the Nodal agency to fill it 
through FAP Top-UP scheme.
Admit the students carrying the VISA issued by the nodal 
agency and release them after the semester is over. 
Ensuring that the results should be submitted before the 
deadlines defined by the nodal agency.
Allowing the nodal agency to use its name/logo in 
advertisements, marksheets/transcripts etc. purposes.
Designate a faculty as FAP Coordinator, who is the part of 
nodal agency and may be the point of communication for the 
respective institute.
Any other responsibility as may be assigned by the nodal 
agency.

The honorarium and 
institute's overhead will be in proportion to the number of 
students taught by them
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As long as prerequisite conditions are satisfied, the students may opt more OR less credits in a
given semester to choose early or later completion of the chosen exit points credit requirements.

#RC
* Details given in table

Exit Point FAP in ECE FAP in IT

40
(20+14+6)

Relevant theory with small electrical/ 
electronic/digital circuits fabrication on PCB. 
Basic PC/Web tools and programming. 
Processional Letter writing.

Knowledge in Computer Basics including unix commands, softwares 
and hardwares, basic programming skills, realize the networking aspects 
of computers and can manage the IT infrastructure of any organization. 
Small-scale innovative IT-Enabled electronic products, loTs and small-
embedded products, good communication skills.

80
(43+25+12)

Relevant theory with circuit design and 
fabrication for wider applications, PC/Mobile 
assembling and troubleshooting.

Strong foundations in Information Technology in terms of object oriented 
programming, complexity analysis, operating system, computer and 
communication networks, manage the database for the organizations, 
front-end and back-end solutions by integrating with databases. Start 
any digital marketing industry.

120* Relevant theory with SMT fabrication. RF and 
communication based systems design and 
testing, Managerial skills.

Good hands-on experience with full stack development and will be able 
to develop the full fledghed projects of webservices, solutions for real-
world problems using AI and ML tools for different data, including images.

160*

160*

#225* + 2

#250* + 5

#260* + 12

Two specialized domain training with relevant 
in depth theory, planning and building big 
implementation projects. Enterpreneurship, 
Banking etc.

Research Methodology, up to date research and development status of a narrower specialization, Research
paper writing skills.

Research problem formulation skills in the chosen narrower specialized field and relevant software/hardware tools 
used in the research, research projects writing.

Critical Research, Reviewing the peer's research works, Sharpened experimental and Analytical skill in the
chosen field of research.

Reputed Journal Paper Publications, Patent Filing, Thesis Writing, Consultancy projects.

Develop efficient IT solutions for real-world applications. The certification 
course in 4th year can be in a specialization such as (AI & ML, Cyber 
security, Data Science, etc.) based on the elective courses that 
specialization.

Targeted skills at each exit point of the FAP

Backbone ICT Support System for FAP

FAP Query Response Systen (QRS) is designed to provide sings window
system for contain are query & getting suitable response.

FAP integrated service (FAPIS) plateform will provide 
following services.

A) Interactive Dashboards for students, Teachers, supporting 
teachers, Institute's/College FAP coordinator, Head of the 
consortium, etc.

B) Financial Transactions via 3rd party interface.

C) Academic Bank of Credits (ABC) implementation for FAP 
students. And its possible hand shaking with other similar 
ABCs as may be decided by the consortium heads.

D) Generating marksheet, transcripts, degree, certificates etc. 
and making it available via digilocker.

E) Data verification by employers.

F) Mobile as well as desktop interfaces, etc. Accreditation for every exit points with associated options for
re-entry

through Block Chain enabled secured Cloud Repository

Multiple
Subject
Baskets

Cloud
Credit

Repository

Multiple
Exit and

Entry
Options
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Steps for Implementation of the NEP 2020 via FAP

�
�a)

FAP students
After getting admission in FAP in any discipline in any 
affiliated college/institute of any consortium, each student 
needs to enroll himself on FAPIS and pay the enrollment fee 
of Rs. XXXX into ‘IIITA Infocummunication Incubation 
Center’ (IIIC), bank account via online mode. (IIIC is a 
section 8 company constituted by IIITA Prayagraj, which is 
developing and maintaining the FAPIS platform.)

 The student shall be given a portal where he/she can select 
courses of choice as per the rules governing the consortium and 
applicable to the degree program of the student. She can select the 
on campus courses only in her parent institute, however online 
courses may be opted in any other institute of the consortium.

After  selecting maximum allowable courses (as may be defined 
by the consortium), he needs to pay the fee for these courses and 
other applicable fees of his/her parent institute via ONLINE mode 
into consortium heads bank account.

 Depending upon the intra consortium movement norms, the 
student may be allowed to visit another institute after completion of 
1st year/2nd year and so on. Accordingly, the students who will be 
allowed to visit another institute will have to pay the residential fees of 
the visiting institute and the retention fee of the parent institute too for 
the said duration.

 The continuous assessment approach will be followed and the 
student will be able to see the marks awarded to him/her as soon as it 
is uploaded after each assessment. Also, after completion of the 
course the final marks/grades of each subject, the updated 
transcript, accumulated credits, and other details like fee paid, etc., 
will remain visible to him/her.

b)

c) 

d)

e)

B) FAP Main Teachers
a)

b)

c) 

d)

e)

 Any teacher of the participating Institutes, the Institutes of National 
Importance (INI) or other similarly placed institutes as may be 
chosen by the consortium may become Main Teacher. He will 
choose the course with he wants to offer and specify the maximum 
number of on-campus (Physical mode) and ONLINE students whom 
he would like to teach, the fee for the offered course, the language of 
instructions, etc. relevant details

 He needs to choose the slot from the available slots for conducting 
lectures, tutorials and practice sessions (as per the assigned credits 
to the course e.g. if a course has LTP = 1:1:1 then the teacher needs 
to choose 1 hour lecture, 2 hour tutorial and 2 hour practical slot). It 
may be on a ‘first come first serve’ basis during 8AM to 8PM on 
weekdays. The HESS subjects may however be allowed on 
weekends too.

He MUST enter all the aforementioned information after obtaining 
consent of the FAP coordinator (or any other competent official) of 
his/her institute/college. The teacher of and may be there in more 
than one consortium.

 As per frozen timetable he/she needs to conduct the course with 
the help of supporting teachers, undertake continuous assessments 
and keep uploading marks of all enrolled students on FAPIS after 
each assessment session and the final result of each student.

 From the total fee collected from students for opting this course, 
X1% will be paid to the main teacher, X2% to the supporting 
teachers, X3% to the college/institute to which the teacher is 
affiliated, X4% to the consortium head, X5% to FAPIS. The 
consortium will decide the values of X1 to X5.

C) FAP Supporting Teachers
a)

b)

D) FAP Institutes/College Coordinators
a) 

b)

c)

d)

 The main teacher may choose his colleagues or 
M.Tech./Ph.D. students of any institute as a supporting 
teacher. Particularly, the subject teachers of the parent 
colleges/institutes of those students should be involved, who 
have joined the course in ONLINE mode. The list of such 
teachers with contact details will remain available on the 
main teacher's dashboard.

 They need to follow the instructions of the main teacher in 
Toto.

The information submitted by the teachers of respective 
institute/college, the status of their own students should be 
visible to coordinators.

 They can raise flag in case of any inconsistency. They can 
also talk to concerned entity and help rectify the 
errors/inconsistencies.

 They will ensure that the payments to the main teachers 
and supporting teachers should be done within time.

 They will be responsible for providing various facilities to 
the main/supporting teachers, and the students as may be 
needed for smoothly conducting the teaching/assessments.

E) FAP Head of Various Consortium (via IIIC)
a)

b)

F) FAP Administrator (MERU Head via IIIC)
a) 

b)

c)

d)

 Entire information both academic as well as financial 
should remain visible to him.

 He has authority to instruct IIIC for making any changes in 
the rule position or any such policy decision.

He is the super user who will have the responsibility to 
ensure smooth running of all services via IIIC. It includes 
proper financial transactions involving 3rd party platforms.

 He needs to keep on adding new innovative features and 
facilities for making the experiences of all users.

 Confidentiality, security, authenticity etc. issue need to be 
addressed.

 Google classroom, etc. external facilities e.g. conducting 
ONLINE examination etc. may be suitably integrated.

Continue...
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IIITA Admin Block @ Front
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Proposed fine tuning in GATE to facilitate Inter-consortium 
movement under FAP 

The Chaos theory's famous saying 'A butterfly flaps its wings in the Amazonian jungle, and subsequently a 
stormravages half of Europe', appears to be a close equivalence while proposing a few minor changes in GATE as 
these may potentially bring huge changes in the Indian academic system and the society. Following are such simple 
proposed fine tunings in GATE 

(A) The current syllabus of GATE for each stream should be partitioned into 4 sections. The section I should more or 
less contain the contents which are usually taught in 1st year B.Tech/BE of various Institutes/universities. Similarly 
the 2nd, 3 rd and 4th sections should be close to whatever is taught in respective year of B.Tech/BE program. 

(B) The GATE question paper should also have 4 parts. Each part should have the questions from the respective 
section as mentioned above. Further, the score of the candidates should be separately recorded for each part of the 
question paper. And the final score may be obtained by adding these scores (it may be a simple addition OR 
proportionate addition). 

(C) All students studying in any B.Tech/BE/Integrated or equivalent courses in any year of their study should be 
officially allowed to appear for respective (including lower rung parts of the GATE paper) i.e. a student studying in 3 
rd year of B.Tech/BE program in any recognized institute/college/ university should attempt the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
part of the question paper. Ifs/he skips any part then zero score should be assigned to her/him in that particular part. 
Accordingly, the fee charged (perhaps time duration of writing answers too) for GATE exam may be proportional to 
the number of parts the student is supposed to attempt, i.e. if X is the full GATE fee then X/4 may be the fee for 
appearing in each part. 

The (A) and (B) above are small modifications, so these may be incorporated w.e.f. GATE 2023, however, part (C) 
may need little more time for flawless implementation so it may be done w.e.f. GATE 2024,oras the NCB may deem 
fit. 

These small changes in GATE may trigger following possibilities: 

1) PSU's may like to use the GATE score after 3 year instead of 4 year. Then, it will give a major jump to 
admissions in PG program, because the students who are to be placed already got their placement based on 3rd 
Year level GATE score. In such a scenario COAP (Common Offers Acceptance Portal) may not be needed. 

2) In the light of NEP2020 a few novel innovative academic programs may be designed which may allow 
movement of students during their course of study, i.e. after 1 st/2nd/3 rd Yr or so. The above said GATE scores 
(from various partitions) may play significantly role in transparently moving the deserving students upwards, 
and perhaps a few non-performing students downwards too. 

3) Over the time, the syllabus of JEE Mains/Advance may be redefined which will reduce pressure on the school 
students, e.g. a lot of Mathematics/Physics may be moved into 1 st year B.Tech. GATE syllabus (Chemistry may 
be there for relevant streams only). Perhaps, such developments may rule out conducting JEE Advance 
examination after a few years. In long run, there may be many more positive changes e.g. significant reduction 
may be observed in the number of students who choose to drop one or more year to prepare for JEE 
Mains/Advance. 

4) Pvt. Companies may organize all India Campus Placement (or internship) by innovatively using these part wise 
GATE scores and using ONLINE interview. Perhaps, they may find a better mechanism too. As an end result the 
importance of the place/institute of study may be deemphasized. 

5) Some institutes may be interested in linking these part wise GATE scores in CGPA calculation, and/or rules for 
awarding scholarships, merit/honors certificates, institute's/Endowment medals etc.
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Title of Degrees, Specializations, Minor and other relevant
details

The students admitted under FAP will have opportunity of choosing one of many specialization 
modules belonging to their parent stream as well as the other stream (IT, ECE etc.). However, specially 
designed bridging (basic) modules must be completed to become enable to opt for the specialization 
module. Accordingly, one of the following exit points may be availed by each student admitted under 
FAP :

1) After earning 120 Credits (in the proportions mentioned in the curriculum), the awarded degree 
will be as follows,

(a) For the students admitted in IT Stream via JoSAA :  Advanced Diploma in IT.

(b) For the students admitted in ECE Stream via JoSAA : Advanced Diploma in ECE.

2) After earning 160 Credits (in the proportions as mentioned in the curriculum), out of which 
credits from one of the specialization modules (xxxx) of the parent stream are earned, then the 
awarded degree will be as follows,

(a) For the students admitted in IT Stream via JoSAA : Bachelor of Technology in IT with 
specialization in xxxx.

(b) For ECE stream : Bachelor of Technology in ECE with specialization in xxxx.

3) After earning 160 Credits (in the proportions as mentioned in the curriculum), out of which 
credits from one of the specialization modules (xxxx) of the other stream are earned (in lieu of 
the specialization module of the parent stream), then the awarded degree will be as follows,

(a) For the students admitted in IT Stream via JoSAA : Bachelor of Technology in IT with 
Minor in xxxx.

(b) For the students admitted in ECE Stream via JoSAA : Bachelor of Technol;o;gy in ECE 
with Minor in xxxx.

4) After earning 160 Credits (in the proportions as mentioned in the curriculum) out of which 
credits from one of the specialization modules (xxxx) of the parent stream are earned, and 
additional 16 credits (12 credit specialization module +4 credit relevant project) over and 
above the 160 credit are also earned from one of the specialization modules of the other stream 
(yyyy), then the awarded degree will be as follows,

(a) For the students admitted in IT Stream via JoSAA : Bachelor of Technology in IT with 
specialization in xxxx and Minor in (yyyy).

(b) For ECE stream : Bachelor of Technology in ECE with specialization in xxxx and 
Minor in (yyyy).
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5) After earning 160 Credits (in the proportions as mentioned in the curriculum), out of which 
credits from one of the specialization modules (xxxx) of the parent stream are earned, the 
student becomes eligible to register for any number of other specialization modules of the 
parent or the other stream (after qualifying the respective bridging module). After successfully 
qualifying all such parent (other) stream modules (12 credit specialization module +4 credit 
relevant project), respective additional specialization (Minor) will be awarded.

6) Through the procedure as elaborated in para (5) above, if a student accumulates 225 Credits, 
out of which 12 credits of M. Tech. Thesis (in the field of xxxx specialization) and earning 2 
research credits are mandatory. The degree of M. Tech. in the parent stream of xxxx (i.e., IT or 
ECE) with specialization in xxxx will be awarded.

7) After earning a B. Tech Degree, the student becomes eligible to choose a supervisor and earn a 
total of 225 credits and 2 research credits as per the supervisor's recommendations in the field 
of xxxx specialization in line with the IIITA's M. Tech (by research) and/or M. Tech (for 
working professionals) ordinance(s). After successfully earning the credits as mentioned 
above, an M. Tech degree in the parent stream of xxxx (i.e., IT or ECE) with specialization in 
xxxx will be awarded.

8) After earning the M. Tech degree, as elaborated in para (6) or para (7) above (either in regular or 
working professional modes), the student will become eligible to choose a Ph. D. Supervisor. 
As per the recommendations of the chosen supervisor the student needs to earn a total of 260 
credits and 12 research credits to get the award of Ph. D. Degree in line with IIITA's Ph.D. 
(regular) and / or Ph. D. (Working Professional) ordinance(s) after fulfilling the requirements 
of Ph.D. candidates applicable in IIIT Allahabad ordinances.

"We want the education by which character is 

formed, strength of mind is increased, the 

intellect is expanded, and by which one can 

stand on one's own feet."

NEP 2020 Introduction para
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FAP Curriculum in B.Tech. Information Technology

Recommended credits in each semester for B.Tech. IT

"We are that our thoughts have made us; so, take 

care of what you think. Words are secondary. 

Thoughts live; they travel far."

–Swami Vivekanand
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Curriculum of B.Tech. Information Technology
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"The highest education is that which does not 

merely give us information but makes our life in 

harmony with all existence."

–Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore
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NOTES:
1. A few chosen courses from SWAYAM portal, other institutes courses (recognized by IIITA) in ONLINE/ON Campus modes 

may be allowed for Multidisciplinary/ HSS/Sports/Arts/Languages/Community services electives baskets.
st nd th th2. 12-Credits HSS specialization offered by IIITA will be covered during 1 , 2 , 5  and 6  Semesters in a sequential manner. 

stThe student needs to choose one such HSS specialization in the 1  Sem. Independent standalone courses or clubbed 
courses from multidisciplinary baskets (as approved by IIITA) may be allowed in ONLINE/On-Campus mode.

3. Specialized Basic(bridging)/Advanced(specialization) modules in the field of ECE will be specifically designed and offered 

so that the students with the aim of giving preliminary knowledge on M.Tech(ECE) and MTech(IT) programs 
specializations running at IIITA. A few Basic(bridging)/Advanced(specialization)modules developed by other prestigious 
institutes may also be offered. The student may choose any one of these Basic(bridging)/Advanced (specialization) 
modules.
a) Each Basic(bridging)/Advanced(specialization) Module will have several parts.The result of each part will be 
separately prepared as per the applicable ordinance and should be displayed as follows 
Title of the module: 
Part-I GPI= xxx Part-II GPI=xxx
Part-III GPI=xxx Part-IV GPI=xxx
Part-V GPI=xxx Part-VI GPI=xxx
b) C1, C2 and C3 for each part of the module should be separately evaluated as per CCLCAA ordinance i.e., after completing 
the 50% syllabus of the respective PART, the C1 score should be submitted. Later on, the C2 score should be submitted after 
completion of the 100% syllabus, and then C3 should be conducted as a summative assessment. Therefore, the score 
submission dates for the C1, C2 & C3 of all the courses of various modules may be different than the other regular subjects.

4. Summer semesters may also be used for early starting or late closing of courses as the need may be. No additional fee 

(excluding food/stay etc. if applicable) may be charged from students in such cases.
5. The details with * and # mentioned below 1year courses may please be noted too.

6. The Core courses cannot be compensated with additional Elective courses. Also, extra HSS/Languages etc. courses cannot 
be compensated for technical elective/core courses.
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Specialization Module
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Education is the most Powerful Weapon 
which you can use to change the world.

APJ Abdul Kalam
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Recommended Credits in each semester for B.Tech. ECE

Education is not the learning of facts but the 
training of the mind to think.

Albert Einsten
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Curriculum of B. Tech. ECE
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"All of us do not have equal talent. But, all 

of us have an equal opportunity to develop 

our talents."

–Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
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NOTES:

1. A few chosen courses from SWAYAM portal, other institutes courses (recognized by IIITA) in 

ONLINE/ON Campus modes may be allowed for Multidisciplinary/ HSS/Sports/Arts/ 

Languages/Community services electives baskets.
st nd th th2. 12-Credits HSS specialization offered by IIITA will be covered during 1 , 2 , 5  and 6  Semesters in 

sta sequential manner. The student needs to choose one such HSS specialization in the 1  

Sem.Independent standalone courses or clubbed courses from multidisciplinary baskets (as 

approved by IIITA) may be allowed in ONLINE/On-Campus mode.

3. Specialized Basic(bridging)/Advanced(specialization) modules in the field of ECE will be 

specifically designed and offered so that the students with the aim of giving preliminary knowledge 
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on M.Tech(ECE) and MTech(IT) programs specializations running at IIITA. A few 

Basic(bridging)/Advanced(specialization)modules developed by other prestigious institutes may 

also be offered. The student may choose any one of these Basic (bridging)/Advanced 

(specialization) modules.

a) Each Basic(bridging)/Advanced(specialization) Module will have several parts.The result of 

each part will be separately prepared as per the applicable ordinance and should be displayed as 

follows 

Title of the module: 

Part-I GPI= xxx

Part-II GPI=xxx

Part-III GPI=xxx

Part-IV GPI=xxx

Part-V GPI=xxx

Part-VI GPI=xxx

b) C1, C2 and C3 for each part of the module should be separately evaluated as per CCLCAA 

ordinance i.e., after completing the 50% syllabus of the respective PART, the C1 score should be 

submitted. Later on, the C2 score should be submitted after completion of the 100% syllabus, and 

then C3 should be conducted as a summative assessment. Therefore, the score submission dates 

for the C1, C2 & C3 of all the courses of various modules may be different than the other regular 

subjects.

4. Summer semesters may also be used for early starting or late closing of courses as the need may be. 

No additional fee (excluding food/stay etc. if applicable) may be charged from students in such 

cases.

5. The details with * and # mentioned below 1year courses may please be noted too.

6. The Core courses cannot be compensated with additional Elective courses. Also, extra 

HSS/Languages etc. courses cannot be compensated for technical elective/core courses.

"Education breeds confidence. Confidence 

breeds hope. Hope breeds peace."

–Confucious
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Education is fundamental for achieving full human 
potential, developing an equitable and just society, 

and promoting national development.

National Education Policy 2020

72 Hrs. Tutorial
72 Hrs. Lab
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54 Hours

A

A

B. Tech (ECE) under FAP
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Education Policy lays particular emphasis on the 
development of the creative potential of each 

individual.

National Education Policy 2020
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"A nation's culture resides in the hearts and in 

the soul of its people."

–Mahatma Gandhi
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1. Human Resource Management (HRM)
2. Organizational Behavior (OB)
3. Human Resource Management (HRM)
4. Emotional Intelligence and Leadership (EI&L)
5. Employer Brand Building (EBB)
6. Strategic HRM (SHRM)
7. Training and Development (T&D)
8. Operation Management (OM)
9. Business Statistics  (BS)
10. Production and Operations Management(P&OM)
11. Supply Chain Management (SCM)
12. Project Management (PM)
13. Strategic Sourcing and Logistics Management (SS&LM)
14.  Service Operations Management (SOM)
15. Finance (F)
16. Financial Statements and Analysis (FS&A)
17. Corporate Finance (CF)

18. Financial Derivatives and Risk Management (FD&RM)
19. Security Analysis and Portfolio Management (SA&PM)
20. International Financial Management (IFM)
21. Management of Banking and Financial Institutions (MBFI)
22. Marketing (M)
23. Management Thought & Environment (MT&E)
24. Marketing Management (MM)
25. Consumer Behavior (CB)
26. Digital Marketing (DM)
27. Retail Operations and Management (RO&M)
28. Business Marketing and Key Account Management (BM&KAM)
29. General Management (GM)
30. Principles of Management (POM)
31. Principle of Economics (POE)
32. Introduction to Finance (ITF)
33. Introduction to Marketing (ITM)
34. International Business Management (IBM)
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1. Leadership for Social Change (4 credits; L-T-P : 3-1-0)

2. Understanding Indian Society (2 credits; L-T-P : 2-0-0)

3. Economy and Development (4 credits; L-T-P : 3-1-0)

4. Approaches and Institutions : Understanding Social Reality through 

Indian Eyes (2 credits; L-T-P : 2-0-0)
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Software Support System for FAP
The IIIC has involved few Industry partners to design FAPIS such that most of the services should be 
offered through Desktop as well as Mobile interfaces. The main users of the FAPIS backbone platform 
along with their roles and responsibilities are as defined below:

(A) FAP-Query Response System(FAP-QRS)

The scope of Flexible Academic Program Query Response System (FAP-QRS) is as follows:

a) Creating and maintaining a website 

b) Query Collection by text over website/whatsapp/sms etc. and giving suitable auto response 
(24x7 service availability) 

c) Query Collection by voice calls and giving suitable response by an executive (Service availability 
should be during 10AM to 6 PM on working days)

(B) FAPIS Basic Service

The 'Basic Services' includes modules like student specific information collection and storage, 
student/faculty/institute/consortium registration, course registration, class time table, students 
movement management, examination support system, project records keeping, etc.

i. FAP Students

a) After getting admission in FAP in any discipline in any affiliated college/institute of any 
consortium, each student needs to enroll himself in FAPIS.

b) The student can select courses of choice 

c) After selecting maximum allowable courses, s/he needs to pay the fee for these courses and 
other applicable fees of his/her parent institute via ONLINE mode

d) The continuous assessment approach will be followed and the student will be able to see the 
marks awarded to him/her as soon as it is uploaded after each assessment. Also, after 
completion of the course the final marks/grades of each subject, the updated transcript, 
accumulated credits, and other details like fee paid, etc. will remain visible to him/her. A 
dashboard will be created for the student where he/she can get details of all academic activities. 
The student will be able to see his/her registered/completed/failed /incomplete courses, marks, 
SGPA/CGPA, degree requirements, completed and remaining requirements, number of credits 
he/she can take in parent/other institutes. fee details, fellowship/stipend details and other similar 
information as needed. Additionally, students can request for generation of transcripts, 
marksheets, etc through this dashboard.

(ii) FAP Main teachers

a) Any teacher of the participating Institutes, the Institutes of National Importance (INI) or other 
similarly placed institutes as may be chosen by the IIITA may become Main Teacher. He will 
choose the course which he wants to offer and specify the maximum number of on-campus 
(Physical mode) and ONLINE students whom he would like to teach, the fee for the offered 
course, the language of instructions, etc. relevant details.
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b) He needs to choose the slot from the available slots for conducting lectures, tutorials and practice 
sessions (as per the assigned credits to the course e.g. if a course has LTP 1:1:1 then the teacher 
needs to choose 1 hour lecture, 2 hour tutorial and 2 hour practical slot). It may be on a 'first come 
first serve' basis during 8 AM to 8 PM on weekdays. The HSS subjects may however be allowed 
on weekends too.

c) He MUST enter all the aforementioned information after obtaining consent of the FAP 
coordinator (or any other competent official) of IIITA.

d) As per the frozen timetable he/she needs to conduct the course with the help of supporting 
teachers, undertake continuous assessments and keep uploading marks of all enrolled students 
on FAPIS after each assessment session and the final result of each student.

e) A dashboard will be created for the teacher where he/she can find his current and past courses. 
He/she can fill marks of every student through this dashboard. He/she will be able to see other 
details such as courses taught, remunerations, colleges, students and any other similar 
information as needed.

f) A few teachers may be there in more than one consortium e.g. the teachers of institutes of 
national importance.

iii. FAP Supporting Teachers

 a) The main teacher may choose his colleagues or M.Tech/PhD students of any institute as a 
supporting teacher. Particularly, the subject teachers of the parent colleges/ institutes of those 
students should be involved, who have joined the course in ONLINE mode. The list of such 
teachers with contact details will remain available on the main teacher's dashboard.

b) They need to follow the instructions of the main teacher in toto.

(C) Local Academic Bank of Credits (ABC)

Highly Secured services like maintaining Academic Bank of Credits over block chain, On demand 
transcript generation via mobile using metadata, Digilocker interface etc. will be made available.

Note: Soon, all the above services will be available at the following link along with 
           detailed set of instruction.

https://fapis.in/
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Message from FAPIS Consultant

Prof. Unnat P Pandit
Controller General of Patents,

Designs and Trademarks, Mumbai

The National Education Policy 2020 offers us an opportunity to explore 
a Flexible Academic Program (FAP) for graduation to doctoral research level 
offering flexibility in multi institutional, multi-entry and lateral entry, multi-ext 
multi-disciplinary, multi mode, and multi-lingual features. ITA Prayagraj will 
host a two-day conference from December 3 wherein an academician, and 

intellectual community will brainstorm on FAP. It is most unfortunate for me that I am unable to attend. 
However, am sharing my thoughts on the same, which may help define the strategy for what? Why? And 
How? Offerings for FAP

�A concrete strategy will be required to realise the fruits of NEP 2020 to recognise the academic, 
administrative, and financial rules for FAP, which shall be piloted over the next four years, forming the 
consortium of institutions and universities (initially for technical education), learnt that the IIITA will set up a 
non-profit section 8 company by the academic year 2022 to implement the FAP. This company shall 
facilitate a consortium among different Indian and foreign institutes to participate and collectively 
strengthen the FAP initiative. Accordingly, this consortium will consist of a premier institution that wit 
provide technical education from graduate to doctoral levels. There are various silent features of FAP 
wherein few are highlighted below:

�The input and execution process largely determines the quality of a FAP initiative's output. The quality 
of faculty employed by the university is a significant source of input. The course offerings shall encourage 
the recognition of faculty affiliated to their institution and being recognised among the consortium 
institutions to allow enrolling students of other institutions. Such optional teaching among the teaching 
force shall be hand-picked by students to enrol for their course to learn from their experiences, ideas and 
expertise.

�The upcoming consortium shall require all member institutions to send their student entry standards 
to harmonise their next level admission and registration process every year, including the subjects the 
student has studied in their institutions. The students fulfil the minimum subject requirements for the 
programs they offer. The education system needs an improvement in the quality of teaching, learning, and 
assessment process the FAP shall offer, bringing such standardisation. The consortium shall help the 
institutions achieve the same and collectively handhold each other to improve their academic and 
administrative merits.

�Covid era offers us a novel academic design that improves our online learning environments and 
provides new possibilities for various subjects that can be explored virtual/online or through MOOCs over 
Swayam To teach us how technology can offer students a different teaching experience and measure 
student learning to provide a rich, multi-media, online experience for off-campus education. Student 
experience based on more flexible learning options according to their choice among the broader range of 
options will require an initial handholding to explore the selection for students and consortium institutions 
An initial framework for selecting choice-based courses and institutions for non-technical teaching 
experience shall begin the collaboration to standardise the FAP in its operations. 

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY INDIA
PATENTS | DESIGNS | TRADE MARKS
GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS
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�
The consortium of the institution shall also offer optimum use of the resources and facilities. The Role of 
such an establishment will be rapid and optimised. Under this pull, the up-gradation of such an 
establishment may be quick The institution shall leverage the benefits of FAP and NEP, offering improved 
resources for research. 

In establishing the academic expertise for knowledge sharing through the exchange of academic 
resources across multi-institutional, multi-disciplinary features of FAP, the consortium shall facilitate the 
collaboration for a joint research guideship and establish a foundation for collaborative research to fulfil 
domestic needs.

Its time for all of us to explore realising the motive of kemegOewke kegâšgcyekeâced to explore realising 'Dee vees YeõeŠ ›eâleJees  Ùevleg 

efkeMkeleesÓoyOeemees DeheefjleemeGefÆoŠ~ oskee vees ÙeLee meoefceod ke=Les DemevveØeeÙegkees jef#eleejes efokes efokes~~ in reference to FAP. this may 

empower auspicious thoughts to each atom (here all ecosystem enabling elements) coming in touch from 
every side, never deceived, unhindered, and victorious. That the soul energy of thoughts and commitment 
to deliver shall strengthen the blessings of Gods ever may be with us for our gain, our guardians day by day 
unceasing in their care for such novel thought.

Professor Unnat P Pandit (office@unnatpandit.com) is a faculty at Jawaharlal Nehru University and 
teaches intellectual property, innovation and entrepreneurship. He is also actively engaged in Medicinal 
Chemistry research which makes it multidisciplinary. Prof Pandit served as Program Director of Atal 
Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog and served for over 20 Yrs with rich experience in corporate, academic 
and governance.

It is high time to explore the effective utilisation of institutional infrastructure and academic resources 

Prof. Sandeep Shukla
IIT Kanpur

The NEP2020 in para 27.2 states that, 'careful analysis and review of the 
linkages between multiple parallel implementation steps will be necessary in 
order to ensure effective dovetailing of all initiatives. This will also include 
early investment in some of the specific actions that will be imperative to 
ensuring a strong base and a smooth progression for all subsequent 
programmes and actions.' The IIITA's initiative, Flexible Academic Program, 

seems to be perfectly aligned with these clearly defined implementation guidelines. Particularly. the 
development of FAP Integrated Service platform (FAPIS) wherein a academic bank of credits will also be 
created along with many modern features of digital age education system. I will be happy to extend all 
possible support to IIITA Prayagraj in making the FAP a success.
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Prof. P. Nagabhushan 
Former Director, IIITA, Prayagraj

From the perspective of bringing healthy changes in academic practices, the 
National Education Policy 2020. (NEP-2020) provides a lot of scope. The 
concepts such as liberating the learners from high stake examinations, 
ensuring that the candidates remain learners and continue to remain lifelong 
learners, encouraging the learners to make their own academic pursuit, 
follow a flexible academic passage with re entries allowing the learners to lay 

their hands on incubation, startup, research, development and such related activities enroute the study 
period, enrolling for research studies leading to PhD after 4 years of college studies, are all far beyond the 
conservative and conventional academic patterns being followed. The ideas are revolutionary, the 
realization has to be evolutionary however not slowly but steadily with a quick pace.

The opportunity for in-between exits and then for re-entries, the monitoring of academic progression 
through ABC (Academic Bank of Credits) create a very favourable learning ambiance in the country, 
which surely enhances the academic standard and elevates the GQI-Gross Qualification Index of the 
nation.

A framework to realize ABC is the model of Flexible Academic Program (FAP) as conceived in this 
stdocument and as dealt in the 1  National Conference on Flexible Academic Program (FAP) 2021. The 

essential ingredient of FAP is Caring and Sharing-Caring for the next generation, jointly by the institutions 
of higher education, sharing their diverse resources and capabilities to produce versatile choice to the 
learning generation.

The keyword is to provide flexibility- flexibility in the pace of learning, flexibility in choosing the courses, 
flexibility in choosing the institutions and if possible flexibilities in learning methodologies-All for holistic, 
experiential learning. The right proposal is to address the issues at different levels

1. Level 1 : Within the institution. 

(An institution for this purpose has got to be autonomous)

Institutions of National Importance, Stand-alone universities such as Central Universities. Private 
Universities, Constituent-Autonomous institutions should be able to exercise autonomy and 
execute the flexibilities at intra-institution level. 

2. Level 2 : Flexibility across 2-3 institutions, jointly through suitable MoUs A MoU between/amongst a 
close group of 2-3 institutions can enable flexibility through a properly designed credit-transfer 
scheme. This operates at inter-institutional level.
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Prof. Ajay Kumar Sharma 
Director, NIT Delhi

It is a great pleasure to witness the launching of FAP framework by IIITA 

Prayagraj towards NEP 2020 realization. The idea of creating a backbone 

software which can provide services to all institutes/universities which will 

offer FAP is particularly applauded. I am also extending full support to this 

initiative as a consultant.

The FAP framework can be easily customized as per the priorities and needs 

of individual institutes, still it can allow larger collaboration among institutes, and hence, ensure high 

quality education. 

I again congratulate IIITA for taking up this much needed initiative.

Prof. Badri Narayan Tiwari
Director, GBPSSI, Prayagraj

FAP heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece pees efš^heueDeeF&šer Fueeneyeeo ves Øemleeefkele efkeâÙee nw, kees yengle ner 
jÛeveelcekeâ, creative efkeâmce keâe Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece nw Deewj efpemeceW efš^heue DeeF&šer-S Deheves meeLe osMe kesâ 11 
yeÌ[s mebmLeeveeW keâes peesÌ[keâj Gvekesâ meeLe Fme interdisciplinary keâesme& keâes NEP-2020 kesâ lenle Øemleeefkele 
efkeâÙee ieÙee nw, Gmekeâes Deeies yeÌ{e jner nw~ ieesefkevo yeuueYe heble meceepe efke%eeve mebmLeeve, pees meceepe efke%eeve keâe 
Skeâ ØeerefceÙej efjmeÛe& FbefmššŸetš nw, Gmekeâes Yeer Fme keâesme& ceW peesÌ[e ieÙee nw, efpemeceW meceepe efke%eeve kesâ pees keâesmes&pe 
nw, kees nceeje mebmLeeve FAP kesâ mšt[Wšdme keâes osiee Deewj Ùes Skeâ yengle ner DeÛÚer Meg®Deele nw Deewj mebmLeeve FmeceW 

yengle ner leve-ceve kesâ meeLe Meeefceue nes jne nw~ efš^heueDeeF&šer-S Fmekeâes yengle ner lehenkelekevesmeue efkekeâefmele keâj jner nw, Deewj Fme hej pees 
brainstorming ngS. Fme hej pees efkeÛeej efkeceMe& ngS yengle ner GheÙeesieer neWies~ meeLe ner nceeje keânvee nw efkeâ Fmemes Úe$eeW ceW Skeâ Sskeâ[sefcekeâ 
heäuesefkeämeefyeefuešer efkekeâefmele nesieer, jÛeveelcekeâlee DeeSieer, šskeäveesuee@peer kesâ pees mšt[Wš nQ, Gvekeâes peerkeve Deewj meceepe keâes mecePeves ceW ceoo efceueWieer~ cegPes Fme 
FAP Øees«eece ceW Meeefceue neskeâj, ieesefkebo yeuueYe heble mebmLeeve keâes yengle KegMeer nw Deewj nce meye Fme ceW efceuekeâj keâece keâjsieW ~
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Prof. M. Vidyasagar FRS
SERB-National Science Chair and 

Distinguished Professor IIT Hyderabad

The Flexible Academic Program (FAP) being offered for the first time by IIITA, 
Prayagraj, is an excellent initiative. To my mind, the most noteworthy feature 
of the FAP is the possibility of multiple exit points, coupled to the number of 
credits completed, and not necessarily linked to the calendar months spent in 

the program. Acknowledging that different students have different learning needs, as well as different 
constraints, is one of the foundational philosophies of the FAP. It is very laudable that the FAP 
acknowledges this aspect. One hope that, based on the experience gained by IIITA other institutions 
would also adopt a similar approach.

In this connection, would like to mention that right from its inception, the Indian Institute of Technology 
Hyderabad (ITH) pioneered an initiative called 'fractal academics. In this approach, courses could be 
offered for one, two, or three credits. Also, the starting time of a course with fewer than three credits need 
not coincide with the start of an academic semester. This flexibility was much appreciated by students and 
faculty alike. When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, the schedules of all academic institutions were badly 
thrown out of synchrony. IITH could perhaps cope better than other institutions, due to its adoption of 
fractal academics.

Another very desirable feature of the FAP is the possibility of multi-institute learning experience. 
Especially at the post-graduate level, it is often the case that the number of students at any one institution 
is insufficient to mount a course on a specialized topic. However, if students from multiple institutions 
could be 'pooled,' then the enrollment would be sufficient to have a viable course. The pandemic forced all 
academic institutions to innovate on distance delivery of classes. While in-person classes have resumed. 
judicious combinations of in-person and on-line education has the potential to permit aspiring students to 
take courses that are offered at other institutions. In addition, exchange programs, whereby post-
graduate students spend periods of one semester or so at another institution, would broaden the horizons 
of the students, and lead to better outcomes. 

All in all, FAP offered by IIITA is a wonderful initiative that could become a trend-setter for other academic 
institutions. wish the institute and its organizers all success.
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Prof. U.B. Desai 
Founding Director, IIT Hyderabad

First of all, I like to thank the Director of IIIT-Allahabad, the whole team out 
there, for giving me this opportunity. Also like to compliment, congratulate the 
Director at IIIT- Allahabad, and the whole team for conducting this particular 

workshop. I think this is a very important issue in the current academic scenario that is, how do we 
incorporate flexibility? Flexibilities can be incorporated at multiple levels for example flexibilities could be 
within the department, within the institute, across in like minded institutes, across countries, across 
universities and institutes within India and across countries also. So think one has to look at this flexibility 
that NEP 2020 talks about in a more holistic manner and one has to also at times you know it may not be a 
bad idea just thinking about it after the deliberation that we had a little an hour ago, maybe there should be 
some workshops also with students. It need not necessarily be top-down thing with the professors think 
that this is how it has to be done and that's just end of the story after all at the centre of all this discussion it 
is the student. So maybe, in a student themselves, I would say should take up this issue and you know, 
perhaps deliberations among them like what this workshop has done is brought faculty members, 
professors from across the country on the same platform to talk about the very important issue of flexible 
academic program. My feeling is students at various institutes also should take it up. As part of the 
Gymkhana activity, club activity, I mean that I leave it up to individual institution because we need their 
inputs too. And I think today's students are far more aware of what is happening across the globe, what is 
happening within the country, and think there inputs will be quite valuable in shaping proposal or shaping 
some kind of recommendations on how do we go about implementing Flexible Academic Programs. Also, 
various academic institutions have done it within their institutions. We should also explorer those things, 
and I can talk a lot more about this is not the right time. Maybe I did another time! I'm allowed to, you know, 
the kind of flexibility that I brought in at IIT Hyderabad, your Director talked about incorporating music, fine 
arts, we literally had a program on creative arts. We people got credits for music people got credit for 
painting etc, etc. and we found a very unique way of implementing it and there are many other things one 
can talk about. We implemented IIT Hyderabad Program called Fractal Academics which essentially 
gives tremendous freedom both to faculty and to the students on how one can they go it. Okay, of course, 
these have to be now cut across. This was within one institute, we need to go across institutes also. But all 
these things have to be thought out with partnership among faculty members across institutes and 
universities and students too. So, with this few words, once again, congratulate IIIT Allahabad for taking 
this initiative. know it's a lot of work. You put a lot of effort in preparing initial drafts okay, we may have 
disagreed with some of the things in the draft. Please do excuse me okay. But as one of your members 
mentioned that they were looking for inputs which were not necessarily you know exactly. but most talked 
about in their reports. So and think some other report will come out after the deliberations and I indeed 
look forward to those reports and document based on the deliberations in this workshop.
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Prof. V. K. Tewari
Director, IIT Kharagpur

While thanking the organizers for giving me this opportunity, I would like to 

say that in fact there is nothing called non-technical. This is nothing but human engineering and social 

sciences. See the whole body of the man has engineering parts. Otherwise how your blood is being 

pumped so you cannot consider that the relationship that we are talking with one person to another 

person, the gestures that we are making at the feelings that we have, these are all connected and in no 

less than the wireless and telepathy that you are talking of and therefore all though we say that we have 

non-technical subjects like humanities and social sciences. But I would I generally have been talking this 

is human engineering and social sciences. And therefore all engineering, whether you call it civil 

engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and this is also human engineering and 

social sciences, which are in fact complement of each other, it cannot be separated. Somebody give 

example, I was hearing the example of this current COVID. See, the COVID has definitely attacked us 

and we had nothing to go but what was important is immunity and for immunity, it was said that do yoga 

maintain these things, and in fact, to a great extent, that was the only medicine or support that we can 

think of and keep ourselves fit. So, therefore it's the human engineering which has actually worked 

against this COVID-19. So would say that let us not talk of non-technical, it's all every part is an 

engineering if you take it that way, Now, I'll come to what has been said. Well the flexi or flexible academic 

program it has been discussed and its very good thing, because I know, being in IIT here, many of the 

students do not like to read a particular subject, but because of the force of their parents, they go for those 

I would not like to name the parents or the student, but I can tell you that parents have come across who 

wanted that their son should become a computer scientist, but the fellow, the student wanted to read in 

Physics. He wanted to do SALSA something like what Raman did and all that. I've come across a student 

whose parents wanted that he should do engineering, but he said no I'm interested in music and I want to 

become one of the best directors, music directors of the world. See the feeling of that and the many 

people 2020 has given all scopes of that. And being in this context, if I tell you IIT Kharagpur, is virtually a 

multidisciplinary educational research university of the first of its kind in the country. And we have all these 

options open. Very, in fact, very much coinciding with NEP 2020, last year itself we have revamped or 

programed and we have merged the options of NEP 2020 into our program and I can tell you that we have 
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at IIT Kharagpur now earlier it used to be MSc in physics, chemistry mathematics, geology, geophysics. 

We have made it BS-MS and now the entries are at BS level If the fellow is interested to go for MS, he can 

go. If he is not interested, he can take the degre after 4 years. Now, we have also made options, for 

example-school, Many of our students who are talented, Sometimes, once they come in and they come 

across some of the seniors and some of the options which are open, then what do they do? They say that 

okay after 2 years, let me go out and start a startup. The idea which they have 2-3 of them, come out and 

want to do something So we have made options for that. They can go out, work for 1 or 2 years, see that 

their program or their startup starts, and they would like to come back. We have made that program. 

Supposing somebody is interested that I would like to have a few courses of this subject and say for 

example somebody is interested, somebody is reaching in BS Physics, but he wants to have some 

courses of electronics. We have made the option that yes, you can pick up some of the courses of 

electronic which of your choice. And we have not made the cap that you have to get so much CGPA. We 

have made that okay, simple CGPA of around 6.5 is enough, if you are interested. Similarly, we have also 

given options of music. We have an Academy of Classical and folk arts We have a center of happiness. 

We have also opened one center which is going to be inaugurated very soon, Academy of Leadership. So 

we have given so much options to our students that they can pick up. You know that somebody talked of 

the law school. Yes, we have the law school started in 2006. So we give degree to persons who have 

taken law degree, they can come here and read, get a degree from IIT Kharagpur. Some of the scientists 

who have done MSc, B.Tech. they can come here and take a degree in intellectual property law. So the 

options are very much open. We have also talked of some of the IITs students. Some of the students says 

students from IIT Patna wants to come to IIT Kharagpur and pick up some of the courses. We have made 

options for that. He can come here for be at some semesters and then take up some courses and we will 

give him a certificate that okay, these are the things which he has done at IIT Kharagpur. We will not give 

him ultimately degree from IIT Kharagpur, he will get degree from IIT Patna only, but he in his curriculum it 

can be set. Now, this needs to be debated with other IITs as well, but at IIT Kharagpur, we have decided. 

Similarly from IIT Bombay somebody wants to come to IIT Kharagpur, or from IIT Kharagpur somebody 

wants to go to IIT Bombay and pick up some of the subjects in a particular discipline where he is 

interested, I think we need to be we have open up we have discussed and we would like to talk to other 

IITs. So, if in the context of NEP systems of various options that have been given, I think IIT Kharagpur has 

taken lot of things. We have also talked of introducing even the language. Some of the students in 2021, 

those who have joined, we have asked them or we are going to ask them that okay, if you are interested 

that some of the courses will be taught in Hindi or Bengali or in any subject at Telugu we have decided 3 

subjects we can do that help as well. What is important for IITS? Is that in IITs we have a problem 
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supposing the person enters, we cannot give him a diploma or we cannot give him a degree which is 

lesser than B.Tech, but what we have thought that if he can want to introduce what NEP 2020 is there, we 

have said that the first year is a zero year because there he just learns about the preliminary of 

engineering. If he enters into IIT system, and the second year he picks up the subject of his choice in a 

discipline, and after 2 years, if he wants to go out for some time or he wants to say that okay I'm quitting, 

then we can give him a certificate. Then the 3rd year, what we want that 3rd year is learn more subject of 

that, then we would like to give him a diploma. Now this diploma word is being very debated. But still, I 

think it is possible if it is acceptable to the industries and other world-wise. Because IITs have the brand 

name and we would like to maintain the brand name and therefore it is not suddenly possible until it 

decided at a larger level, at the national level that yes at IITs also we can give this and acceptable to all. 

Then we can give at the end of the 3rd, and the 4th year, anyway degree. We can also think of if somebody 

has say 160 credits hours is now 170 or so. Now if somebody does about, say 150 hours credits or so, we 

are thinking that we can give him a B. Sc in engineering on say microelectronics or instrumentation or 

maybe civil engineering, something like that. What resources we are also debating this part and we have 

taken a decision. The whole thing will be parts of more that's why I'm not leaking everything. But these are 

some of the discussions that we have gone through. So while maintaining the brand of the IT system, I 

think we have incorporated more or less all the parts of NEP 2020. So arrived the exit-entry options are 

there. We can allow the NIT students to come in here and take some subjects and go ahead This is also 

possible that we are thinking of non-JEE. Also, we are thinking that we will have some courses on 

certificate courses on economics, certificate courses on law. certificate courses on management and 

even mathematics. We are thinking of these courses are the same for farm machinery, if we can think of 

precision agriculture.

Well, I would also like to join Prof. Desai in congratulating the Institute Director, and the whole team, Prof. 

Neetesh Purohit Ji, and all the people involved in creating this program because these are the beginnings 

that one has to do, and that is why when we talk of the poor better drafts then interrupts and all that. So, I 

think the beginning has been a good one a lot of discussions have taken place from panel one to panel 

five and you are planning to have the whole draft ready, and it will go to other locations for their 

deliberations. I can tell you certain things see MHRD had given us. Think, I attended the council meeting 

in 2019, 27th of September, and there the ministry wanted that each of the IITs must matter it is 10 to 12 

institutes around that So that way even IIT Kharagpur has in the vicinity of 10 or 12 institutes which are in 

Kalyani, Durgapur, IIST, and so on and so forth. So, in fact, I would say that if there is something which has 

to be done may be the beginning of that could be started with these institutes like NITs which are there, 

IIST is there, IISR is there. So think these four five six institutes which are in the vicinity of IIT Kharagpur. 
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IIT Kharagpur can form the consortium of these institutes and can create some sort of a movement of 

NEP that we are talking of with regard to the student's logistics this is what Secondly, I would also like that 

students to IITs agree with Prof. Desai, students do conduct certain programs in all the IITs like Spring-

Fest, Mood-Indigo and Kshitij, and all that and through they also call the students of some other institutes 

and all that. Now there also they can discuss some of the things to shy away, that effect of the fear and the 

working in those institutes or reading with these students and having camaraderie with these students to 

learn from them then so this can be also discussed. Thirdly, what I wanted that the industries the parents 

as Prof. Desai said, I think right. We have to think of these parents, the students and the industries they 

should also know that if such virtual institutions are created how they are going to attract these candidates 

this has to be taken and ultimately the government has to pitch in to answer some of these questions. 

Think, if we take it holistically this particular national conference will go a long way in starting and making 

an initiation for this. I think with this would like to thank you very much for giving me this opportunity and 

may be we'll have deliberations at some other locations when the time permits.

'Imaginative and flexible curricular structures will enable 

creative combinations of disciplines for study, and would 

offer multiple entry and exit points, thus, removing currently 

prevalent rigid boundaries and creating new possibilities for 

life-long learning. Graduate-level master's and doctoral 

education in large multidisciplinary universities, while 

providing rigorous research-based specialization, would also 

provide opportunities for multidisciplinary work including in 

academia, government, and industry.

"Para 11.5 NEP 2020"
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Prof. Ajit Chaturvedi
Director, IIT Roorkee

Let me at the outset thank the organizers for giving me an opportunity to 
address the inaugural session of this very ambitious program. The flexible 
Academic program. The creating a vision and a road map and a 
methodology to make sure that flexibility in the Academy program can be 

introduced at all levels pursuant to the direction and the road map proposed by the new education policy 
2020. This is indeed a very laudable objective if we can keep the students interest at the heart of all our 
academic activity. Naturally, our academic activities will flourish. The students will also integrate well with 
the programs, and we can make the best use of the natural and raw talent. That the students bring to the 
Academy programs using this it should be possible to create a very innovation oriented very forward 
looking and a promising academic program because it will have the best interest of all stakeholders. 
Having said this, must also use this opportunity to highlight what believe may be the most important 
challenges. The first challenge that I that foresee to implementing a meaningful flexible character 
program is coming up with the right admission processes. Because even if the program allows entry at 
multiple levels, I think it will come to finally the system or the process that we envisage and implement to 
be able to provide admission at multiple entry levels. This I see cannot will not be an easy road. It will have 
some hurdles, some bum penis. Will be there, but that doesn't mean that it cannot be addressed. We must 
make a beginning somewhere, even if we don't want to do the best possible scenario at the very 
beginning, we can make a beginning with some limited goal, and then when once we learn with that 
limited goal in mind, and once we succeed in that, it should be possible to Make it more and more liberal, 
the second challenge that! foresee is probably a lesser challenge Master studies or doctoral studies? get 
a feeling that, well this course is too tough this.

Keep that in mind at the design stage itself. When this today Telugu television will take place and that is, 
see that many students during the course of their undergraduate studies or master studies or doctoral 
studies. Get a feeling that, well, this course is too tough discourses, something that probably they did not 
make the right choice by taking admission in this institute or in this program. Yes, sometimes they have 
self doubts. Whether I'm intellectually equipped, academically prepared to pass through this academic 
program into which of short admission, and I've got admission because I am having so much difficulty in 
the assignments. The laboratory practicals are having such, huge amount of difficulty. The concepts are 
not easy when I approach the teacher, the teacher could not explain to me. So lot of these problems arise 
and it should not happen that the student looks at these exit options as the easy way out. Because many 
students, once they pass through this turbulence or through this phase of difficulty in the program, come 
out with shining colours, they will face this difficult. They know that they have nothing else but to swim 
through it and gradually they Start learning to swim and they even start flourishing. Some students who 
have seen, like they have struggled in the second year. They grow up into 3rd year and by the end of the 
final year they are like very proud. Graduates of the academic program. They start doing very well. They 
start loving the discipline, they start loving the profession. They are completely transformed. So what I'm 
saying is that the academic program throws lots of hurdles, throws lots of difficulties. These difficulties, 
the student should learn to swim through navigate. True and of course, if it is truly something that some 
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error has been made in terms of the admission or in terms of the choice of the student, then of course the 
exit options are very welcome. They are required. We routinely face these problems in the IT system that 
some students continue to struggle despite lot of support. From the system, years on together and then 
we feel the need that yes, if we had a good exit option, such students who may have talent in some other 
domain, they may be able to do better in that domain and they should be allowed to exit with an 
honourable exit. So definitely there is a need for it. I have absolutely no doubt in my mind that both multiple 
entry and multiple exit is the need of the our IIIT Allahabad needs to be congratulated that it has taken the 
lead in this direction to spark a debate on this very important topic. I'm sure that these deliberations will 
show the light to other. Institutions that what are the possibilities in this regard and later on I think different 
institutes will adopt different mechanisms of entry and exit, but at least a good pragmatic beginning needs 
to be made. If these deliberations also set milestone in terms of a timeline, that means within a year or 2 
years, will start doing implementing it at some scale. Play some technical difficulties in spirit coming 
forward. I'm profusely overjoyed to take the opportunity to introduce.

Prof. V. Rajakumar
Director, IIT Bhubaneshwar

First of all, it is commendable that IIIT Allahabad has taken up this endeavor 
and involved other IIIT's as well in this exercise. First of all, I hope that am 
audible. Am audible very much? You are audible, sir? Yeah. Okay. So the 
next question is you have put up very relevant questions from the previous 
panel. So are you asking me for my opening remarks or some address the 

issues you have rised just in the preamble? That would be great. If you can please put your views and the 
themes. Floor is yours. We would love to hear your comments on not only just on comprehensive 
academic norms and rule book for students enrolled under FA P you could also talk about Entry-Exit 
norms but we already had a round of discussion on that topic, right? Sure. So certainly flexibility is a 
prerequisite for creating a system with the important features FAP 2020. Certainly that flexibility can be 
provided with a totally redesigned system and it can also be done by applying some important 
modifications and flexibility in the existing system. In one of the previous exercises it was learnt that there 
is an attempt that is being made to bring the entire reply system onto one set of norms to agree to one set 
of norms so that it can be effectively done. On that occasion also made a comment mentioning that this 
exercise can be done also in autonomous board by an autonomous institution and the system can learn 
from there. The entire system involving other institutes can learn from there and therefore one can 
certainly the system will further evolve. It may take longer for the system to evolve in case it is done in an 
autonomous bought by an institution. If it is done by a group of institutions however the implementation 
can be done faster and one can implement the features. Certainly even in the earlier system where we 
have no possibility where the system is not very multidisciplinary in nature the exit is that whether we 
complete the program and leave or drop out in between. So otherwise there were no and no other exits 
possible in the system. Certainly the experience is that we do have performing at different levels. There 
are students who are interested in the program, who do very well in the program and complete the 
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program. There are students who go off the track mentioning that they do not have so much of interest in 
the program. They want to complete their degree and somehow take a degree. But their interest lies 
somewhere else. So we do have a good percentage of such students as well. Who do not perform that 
well in a particular course. If I may say so. It can also make a program somewhat invaluable for a student. 
And once a program becomes irrelevant for a student. It will only become a ritualistic exercise. And 
certainly the student won't pay attention in the courts. And we always find some students who have 
weaknesses. And they're unable to cope up with the program. And they may spend a few years and after a 
few years. So any institution may make a decision saying that the student is not made for this program. 
Therefore his name should be written off of roles of this Institute under this kind of scenario. Certainly 
multiple exit is a very useful exercise. And where it can be it can fix the elements have mentioned in the 
system. And it can be very effectively used. When you have multiple exit. Suddenly a person should have 
score to enter somewhere in some other program. So therefore multiple exits also call for multiple entry. 
And when you do this in a systematic manner Now in my opinion, when you do when you provide multiple 
entry and multiple exists rather I'll put it the other way. Multiple exits and multiple entries into a curriculum. 
It is important that you have certain level of completeness. Ideally speaking, one can switch over at any 
time from one program to another program, and system can permit. But when you do when you expect 
that kind of a system, you need all a good number of institutions to be in such a discipline, strong discipline 
that their curriculum should need to be almost same. And lots of commonalities should be there. 
Therefore, to avoid that kind of requirement it is essential that some degree of completeness is absolutely 
essential at different stages and it is certainly possible. For example, the first year engineering in a typical 
four year beta course, has somewhat common package across the different institutions, so that can be a 
point as well. But then the question of those who lose interest in the faster itself may come up into the 
picture. But then slow pace program can make them complete that kind of completeness and therefore it 
can be implemented. It is a good idea that the completeness up to a certain level is a prerequisite for the 
exit at whatever stage. There is another type of exit that is very much possible in the system. When you 
admit a student into a four year B.Tech program. And if you find a student unable to cope up or not able to 
take a four year degree of the caliber of a particular institution. We can also think of providing a diploma 
degree to the student, in which case you don't have to worry about being the student entering somewhere 
else. You yourself is providing a different degree options to the students. That kind of system is also 
possible.

'This National Education Policy envisions an education 

system rooted in Indian ethos that contributes directly to 

transforming India, that is Bharat, sustainably into an 

equitable and vibrant knowledge society, by providing 

high-quality education to all, and thereby making India 

a global knowledge superpower.' 

NEP2020 Vision para
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Prof. Rajat Moona
Director, IIT Ghandhinagar
Former Director, IIT Bhilai
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I'm happy to be here and looking at the Flexible Academic Program for 
IIITA. There are few points I mean, first of all, let me say that it's a very well 
articulated but I have few points that I want to actually before we get into the 
curriculum of it, I want to actually look at certain other things. First is, I mean, 
are we clear about the objectives? That is number one, because I have not 

seen the objectives very cleasy articulated. Why and what is the reason? Why we want? For example 
lateral entries have been proposed after Class 12th after you know minimum certification but then the 
certification probably does not happen. Then after that there is a diploma or equivalent. Then there is an 
advanced diploma or equivalent. Then there is a B.Tech or equivalent. So essentially, what is being done 
is that entire academic curriculum of B.Tech, M.Tech, Ph.D is created a pipeline where there is a lateral 
entry that is possible, and that's a very interesting point. However, the modality, the method on how do you 
admit students? For example, after class 12th it is through JEE and there is no problem on that through 
JEE Main. But how do you do evaluation of people who actually come in the 3rd semester entry into the 
3rd semester? What is their preparation minimum preparation that is required and how do you judge that 
they actually are there at that level or not? Similarly, how do you do it for the people who are actually 
coming after 2 years, that is entry into the 3rd year, how do you actually what is the minimum 
requirement? What are the minimum exposure that is needed and how do you handle the admissions? 
And same thing goes on. In my opinion entry into the 3 year is probably not a meaningful entry because it's 
too close to the exit of B.Tech final year, I mean B.Tech program. So 3rd year entry is probably getting a 
litÍle to you know little to advance into this thing. You probably would not even know the students well 
enough and their capabilities. The exit side, yes, I mean, I see lot of exits and essentially at every year 
there is an exit. But again, the question is, do we really need these many exits? What is the purpose? 
What is the max you know when a person goes out? Let's say with the advanced diploma in a particular 
program, what is his employability? Where can he actually be, you know which all places can he go for 
higher education? And what is the minimum preparedness that is actually available to him, especially 
considering that a student may actually join at the end of first year may exit out at the end of second year, 
then do we still be able to handle this situation? So these are the things that we need to actually work out. 
To me it appears when we are actually getting into the flexibility then having these rigid structures of years 
should actually not be there. It should be you know program should be made completely credit based, in 
which case students may come at any point in time provided they have certain credits who can specify the 
minimum requirement, and probably one entry into the B.Tech program in between is good enough. One 
entry at the beginning, one entry at the in between. And then there is an exit, which is a formal exit of 
B.Tech program. However, some people might want to continue into the Master's program and few more 
students might actually join into the entry of Master's program. And then probably yes, am fine 
postgraduate diploma after one year and then the Master's program, M.Tech program and then it 
continues for Ph.D. Essentially, outgoing students will actually get at least 2 degree certificates, B.Tech, 
M.Tech and Ph.D of course. But in between they probably are going to get diplomas. They probably are 
going to get only certificate program, So once somebody crosses four year at least, it is guaranteed that 
you will get the B.Tech degree okay or at once 4 year of this program that is proposed. However, I would 
still say that if we look at the credit system and say if somebody has crossed these many credits and then 
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in credits we can specify the mandatory courses of department, mandatory courses of the institute, non-
department, optional electives departmental, optional elective which are open elective Then the 
humanity courses, other social courses, social activities and you can just workout on that. And then one 
somebody qualifies the minimum requirement for an exit. He is now eligible for that an exit. What happens 
in this particular structure, rigid structure is? For example, if somebody because of whatever reason, 
because he was not well, he took a semester drop or because he got a fail grade in one of the courses, 
adjusting them becomes a lot much more difficult unless you have asking him to repeat the entire year by 
itself and that will probably be too taxing for the students. So this is my input right now.

Prof. A. G. Ramakrishna
IISc, Bangalore

To my knowledge, IIIT Allahabad at Prayagraj is the first institution in India 
that is flagging off a full-fledged, planned flexible academic program. The 
Director of IIITA appointed a committee early on to look into creating such a 
program under NEP 2020 and a lot of creative effort, discussion went into the 
same.

It has been my privilege to have been a part of IIITA's Senate Sub Committee, whose mandate was to 
fine tune the various provisions of the FAP implementation proposal. The proposed curriculum closely 
matches with the expectation of NEP2020: 'A holistic and multidisciplinary education would aim to 
develop all capacities of human beings-intellectual, aesthetic, social, physical, emotional, and moral in an 
integrated manner. Such an education will help develop well-rounded individuals that possess critical 
21st century capacities in fields across the arts, humanities, languages, sciences, social sciences and 
professional, technical, and vocational fields; an ethic of social engagement, soft skills, such as 
communication, discussion and debate; and rigorous specialization in a chosen field or fields.' expect 
well rounded individuals to come out of this new program.

IIITA is approaching other institutes/universities of repute for designing new courses and offering to 
FAP students. Such great efforts of the faculty members of IIITA are laudable. I am eagerly looking 
forward to seeing the outcomes of this ambitious initiative of IIITA. When many institutions join hands with 
IIITA, then there will be a favourable position for students to be able to transfer her/his credits to another 
institution, if forced by unavoidable circumstances. In future, one desirable feature am expecting from 
such programs across many institutions of higher learning is that the students of any institution being 
allowed to credit specialized courses (not being offered by them due to lack of faculty members in those 
areas) in other partner institutions across Bharat with seamless transfer of credits (with reasonable 
restrictions to limit misuse). This could also involve Universities of repute elsewhere in the world.

It goes without saying that such flexible programs and their benefits must be extended to primary. 
secondary and higher secondary school students too. This will have the potential to create innumerable 
Stalwarts of the calibre of Abdul Kalam, Ambedkar, CV Raman, Homi Baba, Satish Dhawan, Srinivasa 
Ramanujan, Visvesvaraya, et al. for Bharat.
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Prof. T. N. Singh
Director, IIT Patna

The FAP Framework designed by IIITA seems very promising in 
achieving the objectives of NEP2020. The para 13.4 of NEP2020 states that, 
'Faculty will be given the freedom to design their own curricular and 
pedagogical approaches within the approved framework, including textbook 
and reading mater selections, assignments, and assessments Empowering 
the faculty to conduct innovative teaching, research, and service as they see 

best will be a key motivator and enabler for them to do truly outstanding, creative work.' The FAP 
framework has created almost all these opportunities for faculty. Therefore, it may worth to watch the 
response of the students and faculty to FAP framework, I wish IIITA for successful running of FAP.

Prof. Neelesh Kumar Jain
Former Director, IIT Indore

First of all for moderating the session and enlightening us about your 

limited understanding. But it was a good presentation where certain tone has 

been set. I also compliment the IIITA for organizing this. Think what is 

important that lot of things the IIT have been doing, whether it is old IITs or 

new IITs 2G or 3G, the best practices of IITs, for example, the multi sequence 

research, the flexibility. I think you talked about the PhD student doing the credit course work. That is, I 

think already there in all the IT for the PhD student and can share before start. What we have been doing 

being the new IIT's second generation started 2009 from 2013. What we have done when we started our 

PG program in 2013, we made for our BTech student to have BTech plus MTEK. So in the 6th semester 

the student can go for MTech program and the fourth year becomes the first year of the MTech. During the 

9th semester of the program the student can go for the PhD also. So we had a lot of students, our BTech 

students, at least five, six have graduated who have done B.Tech from it and directly enrolled for the PhD 

and some of these students have done BTech plus MTEK also at the same time, whatever PG program 

we started, whether it is MSC MTech, we make that to the dual degree program. So during the fourth 

semester student can opt for the PhD and it's internal conversion. Also there is an exit option that if the 

student feels that okay, fine, at the end of the two years or she feels that the student needs to exit, then 

they can exit from the program without going into the PhD. And we gave the two different degrees, MTech, 

PG degree separately and PhD separately. So we know that it is a part of this. So it gives the actual early 

exit option which we are talking about. It is there. Recently in 2019 onwards we have started the MS 
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research program in Computer Science, Electrical, Mechanical, HSS and Astrophysics, Astro Nomi and 

Space Engineering. That's one Department. And what we are doing that PhD student somehow. If they 

are not able to cope up with the rigors of the PhD program, then at the end of two and two and a half years 

they can exit with the MS research program. And think this is going to help us a lot. And it is good that 

whatever society door was doing in terms of these things, it has become sort of part of any peak other 

thing which we did. We have been doing that the electric courses of any academic program. We have all 

the open elective courses. So students can take any course. Whether it be tax students or MTech 

students or MSC student or MS research or PhD, they can take any course. So as a result, this has helped 

the student to get a width in their learning. They get the depth when we are doing their own courses. But 

allowing some computer science students to take the mechanical courses or taking the courses for 

computer science, it helped in giving the weight to the student. And as a result, the other thing which we 

did, we dedicated one entire semester for PhD project and also we kept the minimum credit for our PG 

programs and PhD program so that students are more able to do the research. Our experience has been 

that there are two types of students. One type of students who do very good in the course work but they 

may not be good researcher while the other type of students who are not so good in the course work but 

they end up with a very good research. So that flexibility is there. And we also allow these students to do 

the thesis outside IIT Indore. The entire PG thesis can be done entirely. Deposit can be done abroad or in 

the organization or with some other academic Institute with one supervisor from it and the other 

supervisor from that Institute or organization. So that has helped actually in a lot what I would suggest that 

I'm sure that each IIT, NIT and all such Institute isols they have some best practices. And if you are 

thinking of having a Consultium, these best practices from each participating Institute can be 

documented. What are the best practices they have been doing? And it's not that everything is new in this 

new educational policy. A lot of things are being done by our old IIT. That's why they are so good in terms of 

whatever the flexibility, even the research part only problem has been recently the funding part. But all the 

faculty members of this, what you call as the CFTI essentially funded technical Institute, the faculties are 

involved in the cutting edge research. Phd student do that. Now. The other challenge which we should be 

focusing on, the internationalization government has launched a lot of schemes Asian Fellowship is one 

where you have got a lot of things that are coming from studying India and other schemes are there spars 

Bajra where you can involve all the international faculty. But the major problem with this scheme has been 

that it is one to one collaboration. Deep engagement of the international faculty has been for the research 

purpose. But what is important that you involve them in the teaching. And now since this online thing has 

matured to a level where people, any person from any part of the world can engage in that and that 

flexibility, somebody sitting in UK or somebody sitting in USA can take the classes and our students can 

attend either in a hybrid mode or in online mode. So that involvement of the international faculty, which are 

being engaged through spark or yarn or such type of schemes, if that can be increased and accelerated, 

that would help us in the internationalization. Internationalization doesn't mean that the person has to be 

physically present in the campus now, even if they are involved in teaching, obviously they are involved in 

the research. The second part is the supervisor supervising the PG student, PhD student and also having 

this thing, the joint degree program is another aspect which would help in increasing internationalization. 
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Similarly for international student, also physical presence We need to think what we can leverage the 

advantages of this online thing. And think we should thank t covet, which has helped us to take this online 

teaching and learning and even research administration to higher mature level that would help with the 

internationalization. The other part that whether we have the multiple entry or not, am not sure because as 

far as the admission entrance test are concerned, JEE means advance or JAM for MSC program or gate 

for the PG programs. Whether this multiple entries possible or not, am not sure. But yes, multiple exit we 

have been doing and I'm sure that other it is also doing what we can do. We can make a document which 

can include the best practices and if anything is required from IIT, we are very happy to share what we 

have been doing And I'm sure that other IET other, it's doing something unique. But the problem is that it is 

not shared somehow among the Institute. So if such consortium has to be there. Then these best 

practices can be shared not only before the covet but also during the covet.

Prof. Prasad Patnaik BSV
IITM, Chennai

Some of the student having Flexible Academic requirements and 
essentially planning to go their startup. If they are really little focused on 
certain and students actually who are not doing well they have passion to 
peruse and that may want to go ahead little bit natural direction and come 
back to the system alternative points. Perhaps virtual university and 
consensus that IIIT Allahabad is planning to initiate think along with these 

direction. Perhaps look at some of these aspects which virtual university can perhaps help them to sort of 
come back the system in certain reasonable ways. Perhaps I would also suggest that to look at some of 
the global example is somebody has exited after completed 100 credits out of 150 credits and how to get 
the remaining 50 credits completed to the virtual university system can be thought out so that the student 
with whatever reasons the existed at some point their credits can be used in retrofit manner perhaps the 
virtual university can help along those merit and we can initiate the process where students also can 
come up with solution. Especially with the senior students and students who are having the plans to exit 
will have better ideas. I will suggest the student body may come up with ideas to strengthen the 
functioning of FAP.
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Prof. Bhushan Patwardhan
Former Vice Chairman, UGC

Let me first congratulate IIIT A for organizing this excellent conference, the 
National Conference on FAP or Flexibility Academic Program. And I must 
congratulate the Prof. Madhvendra Mishra and his colleagues, especially 
Doctor and Professor Vinit Tiwari who have been in continuous contact with us 
and could not join the conference because of other engagements. But this is 

just to appreciate the effort taken by IIITA prior. And the subject which you have chosen for this conference 
is very important because flexibility is key issue in the national education policy. All these days we have 
been continuing with the British model typically constructed to create clerks and baboons in the East India 
Company and affiliates. Our original education which was the Gurukul system, there was a flexibility and 
the teachers or gurus and shisha used to discover based on your individual interest and capacities which 
track can be taken. But subsequently we lost that and our education program became more rigid. The 
University system adopted the British educational system giving degrees and these degrees primarily 
were leading to the degrees like pact become in the mainstream. The professional focus on education, 
professional education such as technology, medicine subsequently came in after the independence. But 
earlier, although few engineering colleges were there, their focus again was to help that time regime. So 
now as we are celebrating this conference of IIITA is extremely important. All these days we were 
considering students brains as empty baskets and teachers thought that it is our monopoly to teach and 
institutions thought that whatever we offer as programs, students should take it blindly. So when students 
want any course to be taken, she will be given prospectus, prospectus will have different courses. Student 
can choose the course. Once you choose the course then you are given admission to that course. You are 
given syllabus. After you receive celebrities, you also receive some kind of a reading material or you 
receive question banks, model answers and also most important questions as well so that you can 
prepare will for the exams and your evaluation is done based on how best you are able to reproduce what 
teachers have taught you or what you have read as model answers. In the whole process we have not 
considered students aspirations, students interest and the market requirements and the country 
requirements. All these things were not there and the rigid curriculum was blindly followed and it was 
actually mandatory for students to compare. But this new flexible academic program offered by the new 
education policy, the emergence of academic bank of Credit we have seen or what is called an ABC. Now 
ABC is like any other bank in which you can deposit your credits. And why wait till such time you take 
admission in College? Those students who are interested can start earning credits right while they're in 
the schools. And these credits can be from varied subjects, from languages to performing arts to 
engineering or to it or to any other thing, which student wants to excel and why? We have been expecting 
that every student must complete the degree in the duration which you have defined. So who has said that 
BA should be only of three years or become should be only of three years or engineering should be of four 
or five years. Why this? Some student may be able to complete it in half the time which you are 
prescribing. Or some student may take a longer time. If they take longer time, why put a stamp of failure 
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on that? It is a permanent damage you are doing on his emotions, on his social presence This is not good 
for the students career. So all this will be taken care of by academic bank of credit by giving flexibility to 
students to choose anytime, anywhere, anything, any subject. So this kind of student centre approach 
which National Education Policy 2020, under the great leadership of Professor Kasturirangan has taken, 
has really given a very good instrument for the educational institutes to promote flexible academic 
programs. And under this conference, the kind of collaborators I have seen you have been able bring 
eminent institutions all through. And the institutions like promoting voluntary organizations ar connected 
with top of the top institutions including national universities and IITs and IIMs and other state and private 
universities. It's excellent conglomeration. I could see happening at the Priya garage which made actually 
the Sandham of all the branches of knowledge focused to understand how these flexible academic 
programs are necessary and how the new education policy is giving us an opportunity to promote 
flexibility. And this will ultimately help in improving the employability and entrepreneurship among the 
students. I'm sure this national conference has opened many new thoughts. As many new avenues and 
new models will emerge from the discussions which have happened there. I wish again, triple it all the 
very best in their future endeavor. I'll be happy to connect with you for any such programs which are in the 
interest of the students and in the interest of the people and our country.

Dr. Pankaj Mittal
General Secretary AIU

efMe#ee mebmke=âefle GlLeeve vÙeeme kesâ vewMeveue mes›eâsšjer ßeer Delegue keâes"ejerpeer, Fme efš^heue DeeF&šer 

Fueeneyeeo kesâ [eÙejskeäšj Øeesheâsmej heer veeieYet<eCe peer, Deesiee&efveefpebie ÛesÙej veerlesMe hegjesefnle peer. Dee@ue o 

SefceveWš mheerkeâme& ng Deej ØespeWš efnÙej, o heeefšefmehesvšme. S. kesjer ieg[ cee@efveËie št Ùet vecemkeâej~ ceQ mes›eâsšjer 

pevejue ntB S DeeF& Ùet keâer, S DeeF& Ùet cesjer keâce&Yetefce nw, Deewj Gmekesâ meeLe-meeLe efMe#ee mebmke=âefle GlLeeve 

vÙeeme Yeer cesjer keâce& Yetefce nw~ keäÙeeWefkeâ ceQ peeveleer ntB efkeâ Delegue peer kesâ vesle=lJe ceW efpeme lejn mes efMe#ee mebmke=âefle GlLeeve vÙeeme vesMeveue SpegkesâMeve 

heeefuemeer keâes peceerveer ueskeue hes ueeiet keâjves kesâ efueS keâesefMeMe keâj jne nw, Deewj yengle meeje mekeämesme Yeer GvnW efceuee nw~ lees Gme lejn mes keâesF& 

iekeve&ceWš Deeie&sveeFpesMeve Yeer Gleveer cesnvele veneR keâj jner nw~ efpelevee keâer Skeâ Úesše mee efMe#ee mebmke=âefle GlLeeve vÙeeme hetjs Yeejle ceW peien-peien 

pee peekeâj henues GvneWves DekesÙejvesme ef›eâSš efkeâÙee efkeâ efheâj vesMeveue SpegkesâMeve hee@efuemeer keäÙee nw, Deewj Deye keâwmes Gmekeâes FbhueerceWš keâjvee nw~ lees 

Gmekesâ efueS meyemes henues lees ceQ yeOeeF& osvee ÛeentBieer Delegue peer keâes efMe#ee GlLeeve vÙeeme keâes efkeâ GvneWves Fleveer cesnvele Fme hee@efuemeer hej keâer nw Deewj 

Deiej Ùes hee@efuemeer "erkeâ lejn mes ueeiet nes ieF& lees Fmekeâe yengle yeÌ[e keâe@efvš^yÙetMeve nw lees ken efMe#ee mebmke=âefle GlLeeve vÙeeme Deewj Delegue peer keâe 

nesiee~ Deye peye nce heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece keâer yeele keâjW, Fmekesâ ef[šsume ceW, lees yeele keâ™bieer peye ceQ, Skeâ mesMeve ceW yeele keâ™bieer Deewj 
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peye nce heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece keâer yeele keâjles nQ lees lees cegPes ueielee nw efkeâ Ùen Skeâ lejn mes efyeukegâue yeoue ieÙee nw~ pewmes efkeâ keânles nw 

vee efkeâ 100 meeue henues DeeFvmšeFve ves Skeâ heshej efoÙee Deheves yeÛÛeeW keâes Deewj peye kees heshej Gvekeâer šerefÛebie DeefmemšWš ves osKee lees Gmeves keâne 

keâer mej keâesF& ieueleer nes ieÙeer nw keäÙeeWefkeâ same paper you gave to your students last year also- lees mewce mesš Dee@heâ mšt[Wšdme keâes 

mewce heshej efoÙee nw, kegâÚ ieueleer nes ieF& nw, lees DeeFvmšeFve ves keâne ieueleer kegâÚ veneR ngÙeer nw, heshej mewce nw hej Ssvmejme ef[heâjvš nw keäÙeeWefkeâ 
21904 ceW DeeFvmšeFve ves Ûeej heshej efvekeâeues Les õkÙeceeve Tpee& meceerkeâjCe E = mc  Deewj Gmekeâer kepen mes hetje, DeeF& ceerve, efheâefpekeäme keâe 

paradigm hetje heefjÂMÙe ner yeoue ieÙee Lee, efheâefpekeäme SpegkesâMeve keâe efpemekeâer kepen mes keäkesMÛeve mewce Les Ssvmejme [erheâjQš Les Deewj Fmeer lejn 

vesMeveue SpegkesâMeve heeefuemeer kesâ Deeves mes henues Deewj vesMeveue SpegkesâMeve heeefuemeer kesâ Deeves kesâ yeeo mekeeue lees mewce nw keäÙee heÌ{evee nw, keâwmes 

heÌ{evee nw, efkeâmes heÌ{evee nw, Deewj keäÙeeW heÌ{evee nw. hej Ssvmejme efyeukegâue yeoue ieS nw Gmeer ceW mes Skeâ nw heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece efkeâ keâwmes 

heäueskeämeefyeuešer Sskeâ[sefcekeâ Øees«eece ceW ueeF& peeÙes lees Fmekesâ yeejs ceW cesjs mes henues yengle meejs mheerkeâme& ves yeesuee ceušerheue Sbš^er Sefipeš kesâ yeejs ceW 

yeesuee~

ceušerheue Sš^er Sefipeš Ssmeer Ûeerpe nQ, efpemekesâ yeejs ceW nceejs yeÛÛes yengle efoveeW mes meesÛe jns Les efkeâ keâwmes ceušerheue Sbš^er Sefipeš nes Deewj 

heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece Keeueer ceušerheue Sbš^er-Sefipeš veneR nQ. ceušerheue Sbš^er-Sefipeš lees nw ner, Fmekesâ meeLe-meeLe heäueskeämeefyeuešer nw. 

yeÛÛeeW keâes efkeâ keäÙee keâesme& Ûetpe keâjvee Ûeenles nw~ pewmes Deepe Deiej nce efheâefpekeäme keâj jns nw lees meeLe ceW cewLecesefškeäme Yeer keâjvee heÌ[siee Ùee 

kesâefcemš^er keâjvee heÌ[siee, cÙetefpekeâ veneR keâj mekeâles, Fkeâesvee@efcekeäme veneR keâj mekeâles, efnmš^er veneR keâj mekeâles~ šesšue heäueskeämeefyeuešer yeÛÛeeW keâes efkeâ 

keäÙee keâesme& keâjvee Ûeenles nQ, keâewvemeer Ùetefvekeefme&šer mes keâjvee Ûeenles nQ~ Deiej Deepe Deeheves efkeâmeer Ùetefvekeefme&šer ceW S[efceMeve ues efueÙee lees Deehekeâes 

meejs kesâ meejs keâesme&spe Gmeer Ùetefvekeefme&šer mes keâjves heÌ[sies, celeueye Deehe yeeOÙe jnWieW efkeâ Deiej Deeheves efš^heue DeeF&šer- S ceW S[efceMeve efueÙee lees 

meYeer keâesme&spe keneb mes keâjves heÌ[sieW hej pees Skesâ[efcekeâ heäueskeämeefyeuešer Deye Dee jneR nQ GmeceW Ssmeer keâesF& yeeOÙelee veneR nw~ Deye Deehe Skeâ keâesme& 

efš^heue DeeF&šer- S mes keâefjÙes Skeâ DeeF& DeeF& šer mes keâefjÙes, Skeâ pesSveÙet, mes keâefjÙes, Skeâ efouueer Ùetefvekeefme&šer mes keâefjÙes Deewj Skeâ Fueeneyeeo 

Ùetefvekeefme&šer mes keâefjÙes ~ hetjer Deehekesâ heeme heäueskeämeefyeuešer nw ~ FmeceW Ùes Yeer ceesÌ[ nw, celeueye ceW pees ÛeewLeer heäueskeämeefyeuešer keâer ceW yeele keâj jner ntB 

henueer heäueskeämeefyeuešer Sbš^er-Sefipeš nes ieÙee, otmejer heäueskeämeefyeuešer keâesme& keäÙee Ûetpe keâj mekeâles nQ, leermejer heäueskeämeefyeuešer nQ Ùetefvekeefme&šer keäÙee 

Ûetpe keâj mekeâles nQ Deewj ÛeewLeer heäueskeämeefyeuešer nQ keâer Deehe efkeâme cees[ ceW he{vee Ûeenles nw~ Dee@veueeFve heÌ{vee Ûeenles nQ, yueW[s[ he{vee Ûeenles nQ, 

heâsme št heâsme he{vee Ûeenles nQ, Ùes Yeer heäueskeämeefyeuešer Deehekesâ heeme nQ. Deewj heebÛekeer ÌHeäueskeämeefyeuešer pees yeÛÛeeW keâes yengle pÙeeoe efpemekeâer pe™jle 

Leer, kees nQ šeFce keâer heäueskeämeefyeuešer~ pe™jer veneR nw efkeâ Deehe keâes GvneR leerve meeueeW ceW keâesme& Kelece keâjvee nw, Ùee GvneR Ûeej Ùee heebÛe meeueeW ceW 

keâesme& Kelece keâjvee nw, peneB mes Deeheves heÌ{eF& Meg™ keâer Leer~ Deehe heÌ{les jn mekeâles nQ pees Skesâ[efcekeâ yeQkeâ Dee@heâ ›eâsef[š nQ pees cegPes ueielee nQ keâer 

vesMeveue SpegkesâMeve heeefuemeer keâe meyemes Fveeskesefške keâevmeshš nw FmeceW keâesF& meercee veneR nw, vee GceÇ keâer meercee, vee Ùetefvekeefme&šer keâer meercee, vee pevce 

keâe yebOeve, keâesF& yebOeve Ùes yeÛÛeeW kesâ Ghej veneR nw lees mšt[všme keâes Skeâ lejn mes ceQ yeej- yeej yeesueleer ntB efkeâ students are treated like a 

king. Students centric policy nceejs osMe keâes oer ieÙeer nQ, Deewj Students centric policy ceW pees Skesâ[efcekeâ heäueskeämeefyeuešer yeÛÛeeW 

keâes efceueer nQ, celeueye Fmekeâe keâesF& meeveer veneR nw hetjer ogefveÙee ceW peye nce yeele keâjles nQ S yeer meer keâer FbšjvesMeveue heâesjceme ceW Yeer lees kees meye yeÌ[s 

OÙeeve mes osKe jns nQ keâer S yeer meer keâwmes nesiee? keâwmes Yeejle mejkeâej, Deewj keâwmes Yeejle keâer Ùetefvekeefme&šerpe Deewj keâe@uespe Deewj šerÛeme& Sb[ kee@Fme 

Ûeebmeuej Deewj efØevmeheume Fmekeâes FchueerceWš keâjWieW lees cesje Ùes ceevevee nQ keâer mejkeâej ves heeefuemeer efvekeâeueer nQ efkeâ S.yeer.meer. keâer ieeF[ueeFvme Yeer 
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DeeF& nQ. jsieguesMeveme Yeer DeeF& nQ, yeQkeâ Yeer yeve ieÙee nw~ hej Deye Fmes FchueerceWš keâjves keâer efpecesoejer Ùetefvekeefme&šerpe keâer nw, kee@Fme Ûeebmeuejme keâer 

nQ, Gvekeâes Ùes efpecesoejer Deheves Thej uesveer nesieer keâer keâwmes Fmekeâes FchueerceWš keâjvee nw keâwmes Deehekeâes Øees«eece keâer peien keâesme&spe ceW S[efceMeve uesvee 

nQ Deewj keâwmes šeFce šsyeue keâes S[pemš keâjvee nw, keâwmes Skeämš^e meeršdme ef›eâSš keâjveer nQ Deueie Deueie keâesme&spe ceW efpememes keâer yeÛÛeeW keâes 

Dekeâcees[sš keâj heeS~ efkeâme lejn mes neFefyeÇ[ cees[ ceW SpegkesâMeve keâjveer nw, lees cegPes Ssmee ueielee nw efkeâ Deiej Ùetefvekeefme&šerpe Fmekeâer Skeâ lejn mes 

efpeccesoejer G"e ueW efkeâ nceW heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece osvee nw lees yeÛÛes lees KegMe neWieW efkeâ keäÙeeWefkeâ Ùen lees Gvekeâe [^erce nw, Gvekeâe mehevee 

meÛe nes peeSiee keâer nceW heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece nceejs keâes efceue ieÙee Deewj Gmekesâ meeLe ner meeLe NEP efpemekeâes nce keânles nw keâer efpemeceW 

efkeÕe ieg® yeveeves keâer #ecelee nw efpeme heeefuemeer ceW Gme heeefuemeer kesâ FchueerceWšsMeve uewšj Sb[ efmheefjš ceW nes peeSiee~ Deiej nceveW uesšj Sb[ efmheefjš 

keâe FchueerceWšsMeve keâj efueÙee NEP keâe pees efkeâ Ùetefvekeefme&šerpe kesâ neLe ceW nw, keeF&me Ûeebmeuejme kesâ neLe ceW nw, efØebefmeheueme kesâ neLe ceW nw, šerÛeme& 

kesâ neLe ceW nw lees Yeejle keâes efkeÕe ieg® yeveves mes keâesF& veneR jeskeâ mekeâlee~ lees ceQ yeOeeF& osleer ntB Skeâ yeej veerlesMe hegjesefnlepeer keâes oesyeeje mes efš^heue 

DeeF&šerS keâes, efMe#ee mebmke=âefle GlLeeve vÙeeme keâes Deeheves Fme lejn keâe yes[e G"eÙee Deewj Fme Ûeerpe keâes Deeies yeÌ{eÙee, lees cesjer lejheâ mes Deehekesâ 

Øees«eece keâer meheâuelee kesâ efueS yengle yengle MegYekeâeceveeSb Deehe meyekeâes yeOeeF& ~

Shri Rahul Singh
Member BOG IIITA

Managing Director Garg Associates Pvt. Ltd.

I must congratulate Indian Institute of Information Technology (IIIT-A). 
Prayagraj on starting the first batch of 50 students in B. Tech-IT & B. Tech 
ECE under Flexible Academic Program framework in the current academic 
year 2022-23 through JoSAA. This underlines the importance given by IIITA 
to effectively implement NEP-2020. FAP is in absolute alignment with 

National Education Policy -2020 and it clearly proclaims the idea of NEP that emphasizes on 'Inclusive & 
equitable quality education to promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.'

Being an industrialist, I am more attracted to NEP2020 as it talks about novel ways of teaching and 
learning. In particular in para 24.4 it has made a great promise that 'A digital repository of content 
including creation of course work, Learning Games & Simulations, Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality 
will be developed, with a clear public system for ratings by users on effectiveness and quality. For fun-
based learning student-appropriate tools like apps, gamification of Indian art and culture; in multiple 
languages, with clear operating instructions, will also be created. A reliable backup mechanism for 
disseminating e content to students will be provided.'

NEP-2020 focuses on Student-Centric flexible education system that enables the students with 
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choice & flexibility to move within and across the education system as per their interests, abilities and 
requirements.

The kind of flexibility that students will be getting through FAP will allow them to understand their 
interest better (A hallmark of US education system which was missing in India) and act accordingly, which 
I hope will ultimately result in holistic quality learning free of any kind of fear or stress. It will also enhance 
employability & entrepreneurial qualities of students.

I extend my gratitude & best wishes to all the supporters, advisers, eminent academicians, board 
members and last but not the least, all the new students who are getting enrolled in current academic year 
under this new FAP framework. I am confident that FAP will facilitate learning in true sense. It provides 
desired flexibility to the students to plan their academic curriculum as per their requirement which is in 
alignment with their career goals.

Shri Alok Mishra
DDG, NITI Aayog

Thanks a lot for inviting me. I was very intently listening to what Professor 
Neetesh was saying and what other speakers talked about. Towards the end, 
you did raise several issues, and one of them was: what are the governing 
bodies for such a mega university? If you may recall, MERU, as the new 
education policy defines, Professor Neetesh again talked about several things 
abouÍ it, like the number of flexibilities that are already inbuilt in the IIT system, 

which is already working. He gave a great suggestion about documenting the best practices of IITs and 
IIITs and how internationalization needs to be integrated. We start thinking of the FAP if we have to drive 
up on quality and inclusive education. Let me slightly try to broach some of the issues here because 
always thought that higher education was the least disrupted of the sector, but COVID has made possible 
what was only in the realm of possibility. Coming to what matters the most to me because was involved in 
the conceptualization of the BRICS network university as a Director in the Ministry of HRD, realized that 
any idea of this size requires a robust governing structure. That clarity needs to be there. Whether you call 
it a consortium, a Mega University, or a Network of Institutions, they would more or less mean the same 
thing. Therefore, what tried to, as part of this multi-nation effort of BRICS, is that creating a governing 
board right sort of the FAP multi-institution governing board. The members of the board will be drawn from 
all the member institutions and members obviously would be directors of these institutions. There would 
be a Chairperson of this board who will be the Chairperson of the lead institution. It may be a good idea to 
create a lead institution although in the BRICS we did not have this concept of fleet institution. Why I am 
saying is that the lead institution does tend to drive the things in a positive direction otherwise everybody 
starts taking a back seat. Now what this large multi-institution governing board is going to do? I think first 
thing is to develop a strategic direction, second would be that approval of education programs which 
would be coming to it, will draft the regulation that needs to be sort of put in place, it will approve the 
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statutes of various coordination committees which I am talking about and then engaging with external 
institution and faculty. What Professor Neetesh was talking about that engaging with external institutions 
and faculty and the GYAAN or SPARK or watcher program. I think that there should at least be an 
assessment model of how the academic programs are doing. This is role of what you call a multi-
institution FAP governing board and Chairperson being Chairperson of the lead institution so that there 
will be a responsibility and accountability. The second thing what we could look at is, at the next level, is a 
FAP Coordination Committee in each of the institution. Why I would say that this would be required 
because it's a muti disciplinary effort, heads of various departments could be there and different other 
members could be there but the idea is to implement the decision of the governing board but also for the 
operation of management of FAP at the level of the institution. The above are the most critical tasks that 
the FAP Coordination Committee would be doing. The third level of governing structure which i think is 
creating thematic group you may call it subject groups or thematic group for various streams or various 
subjects or various disciplines and they would be across the institutions and they will be providing support 
to the network institution in the identified field of their expertise. New Education Policy talks about multiple 
kind of flexibilities not all of them maybe possible but we need to start small but at least having this clarity 
in terms of putting the governance structure in place.

This governing structure will make us harmonious and the more organically evolved in the direction we 
should be adopting. My understanding has been that National Education Policy has come at the right time 
and implementing it post COVID is very essential. It captured the new trends which are already evident 
during COVID and provided solution of continuous education. Defining this governance structures at 
different levels to protect the interest of different institutions which are going to be involved in this mega 
consortium or network or network of institution would be quite important.

Dr. Mohit Gambhir
Director,

Innovation Ministry of Education

On a lighter note and now coming to the discussion part, it's a real thought 
provoking initiative. I must appreciate, must say it's been going around and 
remember from a couple of my friends who are there who are into European 
education system. We used to come back and then we were so mesmerized 
rather I personally when I used to look around that five universities are 

teaching this particular fellow and this person is so well groomed that anywhere, any part he can go. He 
has made so much acquaintances out there. He knows so many researchers. I'm sure if FAP we are able 
to do efficiently and effectively, it indeed can be done. And again, being nostalgic, I remember my 
graduation day somewhere around 25, 26 years ago. The electives, they were for the sake of electives. 
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We were never able to choose the electives we want because there was death of faculty members. There 
were death of lack of offering of that particular course. Now the point is if this is going to happen, just 
imagine if want to pursue something, certainly. But as per the previous one speaker mentioned and in the 
previous panels as well, the ground it has to be laid in such a manner foundation has to be so strong 
because lives are involved here. And one thing I always say and I must repeat here as well, education and 
skilling. These are two different tangents. What I again perceive maybe the seniors, they may correct that 
I believe education is something which makes us strong, which makes us lifelong learner. And then skill is 
something which comes in the entrance like where we say if want to spy something, I am not able to get in, 
let me enter, let me get this skill, let me be more at the upfront level. But the fundamentals from where? 
From whosoever is being offered it should be at a level that student no matter what, what is the visa we are 
being offering or they enable the Ex Institute or the VI or the Pl. It has to be standardized, standardized in a 
manner that no glitch should be there take it. Because if we are offering something and we don't get it 
right, the outcome it will be hampered then and there. It will be a big thing. Another aspect which think from 
the innovation and the Department. I look around the kind of programs we run around. I personally feel in 
this FAP the way the direction or economies are moving. Question maybe an open question would like to 
throw in front of all these Star Wars because at the end all of you would be much more intriguing, much 
more involved in making this policy and forwarding it further. That why not to include something kind of 
again, I understand a course may be offered like an entrepreneurship, but just imagine if somebody wants 
to do a startup at X facility, X Incubator. Y call it Z facility. Is it included? Is it not? Shall we include that? 
Shall can they make as a general standardized manner? Again, open questions. I don't know. I don't have 
answers for all these things. But to all the seniors, to the learned people, can it be made in such a manner 
that if I want to do something want to go to X institution? But I suddenly realized that at the there is 
something which must go along, I must take. Will there be a flexibility that for the particular time period, for 
that particular direction I can go there and fetch that information and come back to VI. Can there be a 
duration set up? Can there be like two days, five days or two months or ten months? Because in theory, in 
fundamental, in other credit CC based courses it can be done. But how will we parameterize, how will we 
value, how will we put on those chunks when we say if I'm working on some kind of thought process, some 
kind of a startup, something which we now say even to our security members from our end innovation 
cells and we have started doing this in our national innovation and startup policy that they must be 
promoted or given the advantage if they are the board members of some company. It is happening in 
Premier institutions. But pardon me, it is not happening in other institutions. So if they have the Vin 
numbers, if they have other things, all those kind of facilities and can they be promoted in their cast and 
other things?So deliberations are happening, but at the student level, can it be promoted like from then 
and there? Any PSR that there would be much more amalgamation of different multidisciplinarity would 
be coming in and then I believe this is going to play a vital role that as the gist of or the base of our 
discussion topic. It's about the facility and again very strongly believe everything will revolve around the 
person, the course coordinator, the person who is going to initiate and then who are the teammates. How 
are these things going to be validated and credited at the end? Students must not be the software that's 
we have to ensure. It may be four years, five years, seven years. But the key takeaway should be 
something today if we are hoping in technology and other things like in it. I was just glancing through and 
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again just pardon me, I understand typos can happen but on the mindset of students like it's written there 
full stake development that is full stack development our PDFs. We have done that. But the point is these 
are minor, minor things. But if we are looking and if you're looking for that kind of perspective today we talk 
about what will happen down the line even next year when we say open, l would be coming in and we don't 
need to teach code or write code. Are we putting up that kind of flexibility in the course content enablement 
as well that the faculty and the course offer? Today we are having like 100% of enrollment. Will it be 
continuing for the third semester or third year or second year onwards? And what not if not how much 
flexible we are in our setting up as in the course content in the course, how frequently we are going to 
modify ECI, understand it is a core thing, but for it where application focus is more we are going on in EC, 
we can just pop up in it, if we are teaching fundamentals. Other things can also be or what flexibility to the 
coordinator or to the course offerings, we are going to open it. So ultimately to sum up wonderful idea, 
wonderful concept, way forward it has to go. But we must look towards inclusiveness, towards Indigenous 
stuff as well. Blindly not following that, rather taking inspiration, taking leads from what others have done, 
but make a system something of our own. Maybe it's a long race. So down the line, five, six, seven years 
after if somebody looks at they say yes, our policymakers are seniors, our education is there, they made 
something wonderful that others now they want to follow the system which has been created through this 
wonderful thought and kudos to everybody that we are talking and discussing this. Thank you so much 
everyone. Thank you Doctor Camped for your thoughtful comments, really liked your comment regarding 
how in Europe a student can become familiar to five different universities. A very famous example that 
have from us in Harvard and MIT that if you are enrolled in Harvard you are allowed to take any courses 
from MIT and vice versa. So no bureaucratic hurdle, it's allowed to begin with. Okay. But I'm pretty certain 
that it is working in this direction. The ultimate aim is that to have that kind of portability available in India 
we have to go a long way but we will definitely reach there. So thank you for your comment and have also 
experienced that electives are electives just in name. I'm from it Kanpur. We have a new Department, 
Department of Economic Sciences and I'm heading that Department. And when we begin the program we 
had six faculty members and 20 courses on paper. But of course, we couldn't offer those really courses, 
so all electric became just in name. But fortunately, now we are able to recruit. So now we are giving. So 
think the issue there is very different. It's not about what this program is talking about.
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Shri Ashok Mehta
Senior Advocate, High Court Allahabad
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DeYeer-DeYeer Deehe meyekeâes ceeuetce nes ner ieÙee nw keâer ceQ ØeesheâsMeveueer kekeâerue ntB~ uesefkeâve ØeMve Fme yeele 

keâe nw, ceQ efš^heue DeeF&šer ceW keäÙee keâj jne ntB? heäuesefkeämeyeue Øees«eecme keâer yeele ÙeneB hej nes jner nw, Deewj kees 

Yeer Sskeâ[sefcekeäme keâer nes jner nw~ 2002-2003 ceW Ùen keâevmeshš Fvee@iÙejsš ngDee ner Lee~ Ùes meeFbefšmš 

ceeMesuekeâj peer keâes ÙeneB yegueeÙee ieÙee Lee~ ceeMesuekeâj peer keâe meypeskeäš Lee FbšueskeäÛegDeue Øee@hešer& jeFš~ 

nj lejheâ uee@ ceW Yeer Deewj yeekeâer peien Yeer DeeF&heerDeej, Deepe Yeer hesš meypeskeäš jne nw Deewj Gme hesš meypeskeäš keâe yengle yeÌ[e pegÌ[eke 

šskeäveesuee@efpekeâue FefvmššŸetMevme mes Yeer nw~ ÙeneB heäuesefkeämeefyeefuešer veneR Skeâ heâesme& hegâue Dee@hMeve meeceves Dee peelee nw~ Fme heâesme& hegâue Dee@hMeve 

keâer yeele ceQ keäÙeeW keâj jne ntB? keäÙeeWefkeâ jeceke=â<Ce efceMeve, ieeÙe$eer heefjkeej Deewj efš^heue DeeFšer mes mkeÙeb Ùes Deekeepe G"er Deewj kees DeekeeÌpe Leer- 

FLeesme (cepeerkes) keâer, cetuÙeeW keâer kewuÙetpe keâer Øeke=âefle keâer~ peje meesÛe kesâ osefKeS šsefkeävekeâueer efkeâ Deiej efkeâmeer efove metÙe& hetjye keâer peien mes heefMÛece 

mes Gie DeeSiee lees yeme ØeueÙe ner nes peeSiee~ lees nceejs pees keâevetve nw, kees meejs kesâ meejs Øeke=âefle hes ef[heW[Wš nw~ kees vesÛegjue uee@, Gvekeâer Deheveer 

kewuÙetpe nw~ Gvekeâer kesâkeue ceesjue kewuÙetÌpe veneR nw, Gvekeâer kewuÙet meveeleve nw~ efnjesefMecee keâer yeele DeYeer-DeYeer ngF&~ uesefkeâve peye ceQ kewuÙetpe keâer yeele 

keâjlee ntB lees Deye Fmekeâes heäuesefkeämeefyeefuešer keâer lejheâ ues peeves kesâ efueS ceQ Oeerjs mes nj meypeskeäš keâe kesâkeue veece uetbiee~ Ùes keâece pees Yeer Fme Deekeepe 

keâes cesjer megve jns nQ, Ùes Gvekeâe nw efkeâ Gme meypeskeäš keâes efkeâleves ›eâsef[š osves nw? Gmekeâes heâesme&hegâue Dee@hMeve yeveevee nw Ùee heäuesefkeämeefyeefuešer ceW Skeâ 

Dee@hMeve osvee nw~ ome Dee@hMeve ceW mes efkeâmeer keâes Skeâ Ûetpe keâjves kesâ efueS keânvee nw Ùee leerve Dee@hMeve ceW mes Skeâ Ûetpe keâjves kesâ efueS keânvee nw~ 

Liking of the person is Yeer keâeheâer kegâÚ ef[heW[ keâjsiee efkeâ kees Gve meypeskeäšdme keâes Ûetpe keâjlee nw Ùee Gve meypeskeäšme mes Deeflejskeâ efkeâmeer 

meypeskeäš Ûetpe keâjlee~ kees Skeâ meeue ceW ner heÌ{eÙee peevee ÛeeefnS, Skeâ mescesmšj ceW ner heÌ{eÙee peevee ÛeeefnS Ùee meejs kesâ meejs, 8 meeue lekeâ 16 

kesâ 16 mescesmšj ceW efjmeÛe& keâjles ngS Yeer heÌ{eÙee peevee ÛeeefnS~ Ùes meye Deehe keâer heâeru[ nw~ ceQ šÛe keâjkesâ ÚesÌ[lee ntB~ Gmemes henues LeesÌ[e mee 

efjkeeFpe keâjlee ntB We are talking about non technical courses, lees pekeeye efceue ieÙee, technique is an art- lees vee@ve 
šsefkeävekeâue šsefkeävekeâue keâe keâesF& keâkesMÛeve yeÛee ner veneR~ efheâj Deelee nw heäuesefkeämeefyeefuešer lees heäuesefkeämeefyeefuešer kesâ efueS keâue mes pees yeeleÛeerle Ûeue 

jner nw. kees ceušer- FmšeršŸetš keâer Ûeue jner nw~ Deeheme ceW efkeâme lejn mes kees keâece keâjWies lees ceQ peesÌ[ jne ntB ̀ DeesefjSbšue'~ kegâlegye ceerveej kesâ heeme 

kesâ ueewn mlebYe keâe ueesne keâwmes yevee Lee? Deepe Yeer Deiej efjmeÛe& keâe meypeskeäš nes mekeâlee nw lees yengle mes Ssmes ceskesâefvekeâue, kesâefcekeâue, cesšuepeer& kesâ 

meypeskeäš neWies efpeveceW nceejs DeesefjSbšue keâesme&pe kesâ Deboj Gmekeâer [eršsume nesieer Deewj peye Gvekeâes heÌ{ves keâe efke<eÙe DeeSiee lees mebmke=âle kesâ 

peevekeâej hegveŠ Gme kÙeefòeâ kesâ efueS pees GOej keâece keâj jne nw, lees kees heâmš& F&Ùej veneR, Deiej kees Gme hej efjmeÛe& keâjvee Ûeen jne nw lees Gmekesâ 

efueS Ùen Yeer DeekeMÙekeâ nes peeSiee efkeâ keâce mes keâce leerve cenerves keâe Skeâ mebmke=âle keâe keâesme& Yeer keâjW~ GmeceW Yeer ›eâsef[š heeS~ ceušer-

ef[efmeefhuevejer, efke<eÙe Deheves Deehe ceW meyekeâer peevekeâejer ceW nw~ ceušer-Sbš^er. ceQ keâneR mes «espegSMeve keâ™, uee@Ùej yeve Ûegkeâe ntB Deewj efš^heue DeeFšer 

kesâ Deboj heesmš «ewpegSš keâjvee Ûeent, Ùes Øeâer[ce Yeer Deehekeâes osveer heÌ[sieer~ pewmes KeÌ[iehegj ceW uee@ heÌ{e jns nQ~ peer neB. Fbefpeve Yeer efkeâmeer vee efkeâmeer 

efØebefmeheume hej keâece keâjlee nw, Deewj kees uee@ nw Gmekeâe~ Ùes Deueie yeele nw efkeâ nce Gmekeâes cewkesâefvekeâue uee@ keânles nQ, Deewj peye yegefæ kesâ Thej Deelee 

nw lees meeFkeâesuee@efpekeâue uee@ keânles nQ~ Deewj meeFkeâesuee@peer kesâ Deboj ner efheâj ef›eâefceveesuee@peer Dee peeleer nw~ Deewj Ùes ef›eâefceveesuee@peerme efheâj mes FLeesme 

hes ef[heW[ keâj jner nQ lees Ùes Fšj-ef[heW[Wmeer pees nw~ yebotkeâ yeveeSiee kees FbpeerefveÙej cewkesâefvekeâue Ùee Deepe keâer leejerKe kesâ Deboj Ssmee yes[ yeveeSiee 

efkeâ pees FcØetke keâjsiee efkeâmeer jesieer keâes Gmekeâes efpeleves heue nw, efpeleves Gmekesâ heer" kesâ Thej yeue nw, efpeleveer jerÌ{keâer nñer pewmes nQ kewmes kees 

heäuesefkeämeyeue nes mekesâiee yes[, Ùen kÙeefòeâ kesâ Deheves kewuÙetpe hej ef[heW[ keâjsiee~ ceušer-cees[, ceušer- Sefipeš, ceušer-Sbš^er, ceušer-efuebiegDeue 
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Fleves efke<eÙe meeceves jKes pee Ûegkesâ nQ~ ueQikespe Deheves Deehe ceW Skeâ meypeskeäš nw efpeleveer uewikespesme nw Gvekesâ yeejs ceW lees efke<eÙe Dee ner ieÙee~ ¢etceve-

kewuÙetpe kesâ meeLe Skeâ Ûeerpe yengle lespeer mes pegÌ[er ngF& nw, efkeâleeye keâe veece Dee Ûegkeâer nw. S. Sve. ef$ehee"er peer keâe veece Dee Ûegkeâe nw, kees nw 

ØeesheâsMeveue SefLekeäme ~ jeceke=â<Ce efceMeve keâer lejheâ mes yeele Dee Ûegkeâer nw why we work to learn to serve the society vej-meskee, 
veejeÙeCe-meskee keâer Deewj kees ues kesâ pee jns nQ~ Ùes DeefššŸet[ šg keke&â nw~ ceskeâ Jeke&â Ùeesj yeerve heâe@j Fvej efmØeÛegDeue jeryeLe&, Fmekeâes keânves mes ®keâ 

ieS~ peye Deelcee Deewj hejceelcee Skeâ nes peeles nQ Deewj leye pees keâeÙe& efkeâÙee peelee nw, leye hetjer keâer hetjer Øeke=âefle Skeâelce nes peeleer nw~ Gvekesâ efueS 

jeceke=â<Ce efceMeve keâer Yeer DeekeMÙekeâlee nw. ieeÙe$eer heefjkeej keâer Yeer DeekeMÙekeâlee nw~ Kewj Deehekesâ ÙeneB ner efkeâmeer FbmšeršŸetš ceW ceW osKe jne Lee 

OÙesÙe keekeäÙe nw- Ùeesie: keâce&meg keâewMeuece~ Fmekeâe celeueye keäÙee neslee nw? Ùeesie Gmekeâes nce Ùeesiee keânles nw~ Ùeesie hueme pegÌ[vee is skill in 

action. Fmekesâ efueS ceQ ¢etceve kewuÙetpe mes Deeies Ûeue jne ntB Deewj Ùes Meyo S. Sve ef$ehee"er peer ves Ùetpe efkeâÙee nw, pursuit to excelle nce, lees 

ceQ DeYeer Yeer cepeerkes hej ner ntB~ jerpeve keäÙee nw? Deepe Fmekeâer DelÙeble DeekeMÙekeâlee nw- ceeveke kesâ efueS Yeer efmheefjÛegDeuešer kesâ efueS Yeer Deewj 

keâceefMe&Ùeuešer kesâ efueS Yeer~ kesâkeue ceQ ueeYe G"eTbiee Fmekesâ efueS peerkeve veneR nes mekeâlee~ ØeesheâsMeveueer FLeesme Deewj FefLekeäme Deheves Deehe keneB 

Deeleer nw~ ceQ kesâkeue Skeâ sample otbiee DeYeer nj Ún cenerves ceW Skeâ Keyej Dee peeleer nw keeskeämekewieve ves Deheveer ieeefÌ[Ùeeb, Gvekesâ 100 yeÇskeâ heâsue 

keâj ieS, veÙeer iee[er kesâ, lees GvneWves 10,000 ieeÌ[er efJe[^e keâj ueer~ neW[e, efmšefjbie ceW keâneR peece Lee, GvneWves Skeâ ueeKe iee[er keeheme 

cebiekeeueer Ùes SefLekeäme nw~ Ùes keâceefMe&Ùeue SefLekeäme nw~ cebieevee ner heÌ[siee~ uesefkeâve Fmekeâe otmeje heeš& Yeer nw~ ogefveÙee ceW meyemes yeÌ[er Ranbaxy 
Leer Deheves Deehe ceW heâece&metefškeâue Fbef[Ùee kesâ efueS Skeâ yengle yeÌ[e veece Lee~ uesefkeâve efce$eeW Skeâ efkeefmeueyueesDej efpemekesâ efueS peerkeve ceW DeeoMe& 

ØeesheâsMeveue ceer ICS henues vebyej ceW DeeF& he made a complaint ÙeneB peer šsmš nesles nw, Fme okeeDeeW kesâ kees cewvesp[ nw, efkeâlevee yeÌ[e yekeeue 
ngDee, Deepe lekeâ keäÙee efmLeefle Ûeue jner nw, Ùes Deehekesâ meeceves nw~ S Sve. ef$ehee"erpeer keâer efkeâleeye ceW Yeer Skeâ sample nw Bay Area Rapid 

Transit metro keâer yeele Leer~ BART Gmekeâes keâne ieÙee Lee~ GmeceW pees Dee@šescesefškeâ efmeiveue Lee Gme š^wkeâ hej Gme jsuekes hej GmeceW kegâÚ 

ie[ye[ Leer~ leye keäkesMÛeve yees[& Dee@heâ [eÙejskeäšj kesâ meeceves DeeÙee, Gmes jnves efoÙee peeS, Ùee DeYeer withdraw keâjkesâ keâchueeršdueer oesyeeje mes 
efjkÙeg keâjkesâ Gme ef[heâskeäš keâes efjcetke keâjkesâ leye efkeâÙee peeS? ceQves kesâkeue Skeâ meypeskeäš, šsefkeävekeâue keâes vee@ve šsefkeävekeâue ceeveles ngS keâbheuemejer 

ceevee nw Deewj kener ceQ ueskeâj ieÙee Skeâ sample kesâ meeLe peneB Fme me$e keâer Meg®Deele ngF& Leer~ Deye ceQ kesâkeue šÛe keâ™Biee, yeesuetBiee meypeskeäšdme 

Deheves Deehe Deehekesâ yeerÛe Dee peeSbies~ Øeke=âefle, Øeke=âefle keâe mebj#eCe-mebkeOe&ve SvekeeÙejveceWš ØeesšskeäMeve, efØekeWMeve Sb[ keâbš^esue Dee@heâ SÙej 

heesuuegMeve, efØekeWMeve Sb[ keâbš^esue Dee@heâ keešj heesuuegMeve SvekeeÙejveceWš Skeäš, «eerve efš^yÙetveue yeve ieÙee nw~ kesâkeue Ùetkesâefuehšme kesâ 150 hesÌ[ 

Les efpevekeâes ueskeâj Godavarman keâe kesâme Meg™ ngDee Deewj pebieue keâes yeÛeeves keâes ueskeâj kesâ Skeâ ueeFyeÇsjer Yej keâjkesâ Dee@[&me& ngS, Deewj leye pee 

keâjkesâ «eerve š^eFyÙetveue Skeäš heeme ngDee~ megØeerce keâesš& keâe Ùes Deueie ner [skeueheceWš nw, leerve meskeäMeve keâe Skeäš nw, heâejsmš keâvpeke&sMeve Skeäš 

pebieueeW keâes yeÛeeves kesâ efueS Deheves Deehe ceW iepeye keâe SveSkeäšceWš nw~ Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest 

Dwellers Rights- peye Yeer nce heâe@jsmš keâer lejheâ yeÌ{les nw lees keneB hej jnves keeues pevepeeleer nw, efpemekeâe hetje ef[heW[Wme nw Gme heâe@jsmš kesâ 
Ghej nw Gmekesâ Deheves kegâÚ jeFšdme nw efpevekeâe mesheâiee[& Gve ceeFbme keâes Yeer keâjvee heÌ[lee nw, Deewj Gve Fb[mš^erpe Yeer keâjvee heÌ[lee nw~ DeeFÙes 

DeYeer heâece&j uee@ kesâ Thej Deewj Skeâ yengle iepeye keâer yeele ngF&~ Skeâ Deeboesueve Ûeuee, uesefkeâve Gmekesâ heerÚs Skeâ Deewj ›eâebefle nes ieF& uesyej uee@ 

1947 mes henues uesyej keâceerMeve yevee Lee, Decyes[keâjpeer ves yeveeÙee Lee. peye kees uesyej efceefvemšj Les Fbef[heW[svme mes henues Payment of 

wages act Deeefo keâevetve Gmeer meceÙe kesâ yeves ngS nw. Fvkeäuetef[bie Fb[mš^erpe ef[mhÙetš ~ 2019 Deewj 2020, pees 1991 ceW keâne ieÙee Lee 
efkeâ uesyej efjheâe@ce& keâer pe™jle nw, kees meye 2020 ceW ngDee nw~ nj Fb[mš^erDeefuemš keâes Gmekeâes peevevee DelÙeble DeekeMÙekeâ nw~ meypeskeäš keäÙee 

ÂMÙe nw GmeceW? Industrial relations. Labour and social security. Occupational safety Health and working 

condition, Code of social security Code of wages- Fmekesâ yeeo Skeâ meyemes important part pees Meg®Deele nesleer nw efyepevesme 
keâer efyepevesme Dee@ie&veeFpesMeve Fbef[Ùee ceW Skeâ Deueie lejn keâer Ûeerpe nw. yeÌ[er mes yeÌ[er keâe@hee&sjsMeve Yeer Deheves Deehe ceW efnvot Deveef[keeF[s[ heâwefceueer 
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nw~ I am not wrong šeše nes Ùee efyejuee nes, keâner vee keâner heâwefceueer Dee ner peeleer nw, Gvekesâ PeieÌ[s Yeer Deehekesâ meeceves nw~ Reliance nes, 
Ambani nes Deehekesâ meeceves nw Gvekesâ PeieÌ[s Yeer~ ÙeneB heâwefceueer keâer Deheveer importance nesleer nw Deewj nceejs ÙeneB Gmekeâes ceevee peelee nw 

mebÙegòeâ heefjkeej efnbot Deveef[keeF[s[ heâwefceueer Deepe Yeer keâkej keâjleer nw~ peer neB [eueefceÙeepe keâer iÙeejn heeflveÙeeB Leer~ iÙeejn heeflveÙeeB Deewj Gvekesâ 

yeÛÛes meye Skeâ ner efyepevesme ceW ueies ngS Les~ [eueefceÙeepe Deepe Yeer heâsceme nw~ Yeejle kesâ Fefv[hesv[vme kesâ meceÙe hes Yeejle Fueskeäš^e@efvekeäme, 

Fueskeäš^e@efvekeäme veece Lee. Yeejle SÙejueeFvme, Yeejle yeQkeâ, Yeejle veece mes keâjeÛeer jekeueefheb[er mes ueskeâj Deewj keâuekeâòee lekeâ Fb[mš^erpe Leer lees keäÙee 

keâe@hee&sjsš mš^keäÛej Deheves Deehe ceW nj šsefkeävekeâue Deeoceer keâes peevevee DeekeMÙekeâ veneR nw efkeâ keäÙee Gmekeâe keâevetve neslee nw, efyepevesme 

Deeie&sveeFpesMeve keâwmes yeÌ{lee nw? meesue ØeesØeeFFšjefMehe heâce& Yeer nceejs ÙeneB nesleer nw Deewj heeš&vejefMehe heâce& Yeer nesleer nw~ efueefcešs[ ueeFefyeefuešer 

Yeer Deye Meg™ nes Ûegkeâer nw Deewj keâbheveerpe Skeäš lees Deehe peeveles ner nQ, 1956 ceW Yeer heeme ngDee Lee, 2013 ceW Yeer heeme ngDee Lee~ Ûeeš&[& 

DekeâeGbšWš, keâe@mš DekeâeGbšWš kesâ efyevee efyepevesme Ûeue ner veneR mekeâlee~ keäÙee Gmekeâe vee@uespe, Deiej cesje ceve nw lees cegPes veneR nesveer ÛeeefnS Skeâ 

Deewj Ûeerpe nw, meye peeveles nQ multidisipline uesefkeâve Deehekeâe pees IIIT nw FmeceW mewefvešsMeve Yeer nw. FmeceW nsuLe kesâ efueS ef[mheWmejer Yeer nw, 

FmeceW Fuesefkeäš^efmešer Yeer Deeleer nw. FmeceW SpegkesâMeve Yeer Deeleer nw, ØeeFcejer keâe mkeâtue Yeer Deelee nw~ Ssmee ner nj Fv[mš^erDeue FmšsefyueMeceWš ceW 

neslee nw FmeefueS šeGve [skeueheceWšefMehe Deheves Deehe ceW Skeâ vee@uespe nw, Skeâ mhesMeueeFpe[ meypeskeäš nw~ keäÙee efmeefkeue FbpeerefveÙej keâes Deiej kees 

Fme keâesme& keâes Yeer keâjvee Ûeenlee nw lees veneR keâjvee ÛeeefnS? My feeling is yes- Intellectual property, Copyright nce ueesieeW kesâ 
efueS ÚesÌ[ oerefpeÙes pees efueKeves heÌ{ves keeues ueesie nQ, efjmeÛe& keâjves keeues ueesie nQ. sorry I am not making any comment about 

degradation and validity of it As everyone knows copyright violation yengle peesj Meesj mes efjmeÛe& hesheme& ceW neslee nw Deewj 
nce DeYeer Yeer Ssmee keâj jns nQ~ Trademark, patent designs Skeâ heeš& nw~ Semi & Conductors, Integrated & Circuits, 

Layout & Design De}ie heeš& nw~ Protection of plant variation and Farmers Rights Skeâ Deueie ner heâece&me& keâe jeFš 
ØeeskeeF[ keâjlee nw~ lees Biological Diversity Deheves Deehe ces kegâÚ Deewj ner nw and last but not least yeemeceleer Ûeekeue Ùee {ekeâe keâer 
ceueceue Ùee yeveejmeer meeÌ[er Ùee Fueeneyeeo keâe Dece™o, ueKeveT keâe Kejyetpee~ Ùes geographical indications of goods Deueie ner 
meypeskeäš nw~ ceeMesuekeâj peer ves Fmeer hej ÙeneB hes Deekeâj keâece efkeâÙee Lee~ Deye Dee peeFÙes cesjer heâeru[ hes cesjer heâeru[ nw grievance 

settlement committees. nj Fb[mš^er ceW pe®jer nw, peye efkeâmeer Fb[mš^er keâer veype osKeer peeleer nw lees osKee peelee nw efkeâ FmeceW efkeâleves cegkeâoces 
nw~ uesyej uee@ keâer keäÙee heespeerMeve nw. ÙegefveÙeve kesâ meeLe efkeâlevee PeieÌ[e nw? leye Gmekeâe Amalgamation Deewj š^emeheâj osKee peelee nw~ lees 
grievance settlement Deheves Deehe ceW Skeâ mhesMeueeFpe[ heâeru[ nw lees meesMeue kesueheâsÙej keâe kees keâece keäÙeeW vee efkeâÙee peeS~ DeeFS kees 
veece ceQ kesâkeue ueslee ntB, pees Deepe pe™jer nes Ûegkesâ nQ, nj keâevetve ceW nw, nj efyepeveme ceW nw, Deewj kees nw arbitration, mediation, 

conciliation, labours ki special tribunals, other special tribunals, commission act, competition act] 
commercial course, consumer forum, lok adalat Choice is yours. keâye keâneB efkeâmekeâes efkeâlevee heÌ{vee nw, Ùes Gme hej Yeer 
ÚesÌ[e pee mekeâlee nw Deewj academic Yeer ÚesÌ[e pee mekeâlee nw~
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Dr. Santanu Das Gupta
Reliance Senior Vice President, RIL, Mumbai

§ 
to undertake specializations in multidisciplinary courses based on their 
interest and convenience. The provision of single entrance, multiple exists, 
re-entry, lateral entry and certification.

§ On conditional fulfilment of minimum credits makes the program more 
interesting to students.

§ However, the re-entry and lateral entry should be clearly defined for each 
stage of the program. The credit completion, transfer provision should be 
provided for each entry.

§ Control/regulator committee and student counselling cell should be established for monitoring the 
progress or  addressing any issue of the students.

§ In the program the timeline is rigid hence more focus should be given to practical's, industry 
interaction, and internationalization, if required some credits/course work can be minimized.

§ The students should be inducted for developing research mindset from 4th year of degree program 
itself. Frequent evaluations and sufficient time should be given to PhD degree candidates (> 
2colloquium/research monitoring committees).

§ Fellowships, international student exchange programs, training on entrepreneurship and job 
assistance should be ensured to attract for the FAP program.

§ The FAP governing body should be a blend of industry and academia for balanced and holistic 
development. The miscellaneous group of subjects should be clearly defined and needs to be extended 
for inclusion of other specializations or areas.

FAP program provides an excellent opportunity and flexibility to student 

Dr. Chinmay Pandya
Pro. Vice Chancellor

Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar

The eight year Flexible Academic Program (FAP), proposed by Indian 
Institute of Information Technology Allahabad (IIIT-A), Prayagraj, is an 
extremely innovative initiative, that encompasses almost all the aspects of 
academic training, that is needed for a student, wishing to pursue a career in 
the field of Information Technology.

The mandatory inclusion of Non-Technical / Miscellaneous / Value Based 
courses, in every semester of the FAP, is definitely a very welcome step. Besides providing knowledge 
about Non-Technical fields (humanities, business, etc.), these courses will also give an opportunity to the 
students to explore various life management tools and techniques, which will be useful in ascertaining 
their all-round development, and transforming them into worthy global citizens.

We are really thankful to IIIT-A for inviting us to be a Participating Institute (PI) in the FAP, and for 
providing us an opportunity to share our views on the inclusion of Non-Technical courses in the FAP. In 
this regard, we would like to share the example of Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar (DSW) 
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(www.dsvv.ac.in), as a working academic model, that includes value based / non-technical courses in 
technical academic programs, ever since its establishment in 2002, i.e. for the past 19 years.

Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar (DSVV), is an outcome of the divine vision of noted saint 
scholar-philosopher Pandit Shriram Sharma Acharya ji, the founder of All World Gayatri Pariwar 
(www.awgp.org). Acharyaji had great expectations from the youth. He used to say with extreme 
confidence that if the consciousness of the youth could be enlightened, we would readily usher in the new 
era of peace and harmony. He used to be filled with joy when he visualized the future based on the 
potential and capabilities of the youth. He had envisioned a University where truthful, great and divine 
human beings could be created, who would be devoted to uplifting the humanity. DSVV was established 
with this noble vision, which is aptly reflected in the first two lines of its efter

ceevekeer GlLeeve keâe pees Devekejle DeeOeej nw~ oske mebmke=âefle efkeÕeefkeÅeeueÙe me=peve keâe Éej nw~~

The Vision of DSVV states: 'unite contemporary education with spiritual training to cultivate well 
rounded, competent and personally uplifted graduates, who possess a scientifically grounded 
understanding and experience of spiritual transformation, and a powerful drive to use their gifts to 
promote the greater good of society'

The Mission of the University is as follows:

1. Confluence of traditional education with science and spirituality

2. Creation of devoted, righteous and learned students

3. Infusion of scientific spirituality into life style

4. Creation of citizens well-endowed with nationalistic ideals 

5. Guiding future leaders by developing human values and oneness towards all

6. Conducting conventional research in non-conventional disciplines In addition to offering 
undergraduate, post-graduate, doctoral programs in wide array of subjects such as Yogic Science and 
Human Consciousness, Psychology. History and Indian Culture, Theology, Computer Science and 
Application, Animation, Ayurveda and Holistic Health, Tourism Management, Mathematics, Rural 
Entrepreneurship and Development, Environmental Science. Life Management. Scientific Spirituality, 
Languages, Education, Journalism and Mass Communication, etc., the University specializes in the 
character development of its students through fostering an uplifted lifestyle based on spiritual practices.

The result is well-rounded and dynamic graduates who wish to channelize their skills towards 
serving the needs of the society. The academic structure of the University is divided into four Schools.

1. School of Indology includes the Departments of Yogic Science and Human Consciousness. 
Ayurveda and Holistic Health, Complementary and Alternative Medicine, Vedic Studies and Sanskrit, 
Hindi, History and Indian Culture, Indian Classical Music 

2. School of Humanities, Social Sciences and Foundation Courses includes the Departments of 
English. Education, Psychology. Life Management, Scientific Spirituality. Theology and Divinity

3. School of Technology, Communication and Management includes the Departments of Computer 
Science, Mathematics, Tourism Management, Journalism and Mass Communication. Animation and 
Visual Effects.

4. School of Biological Sciences and Sustainability includes the Departments of Medicinal Plants. 
Environmental Science, Rural Studies and Sustainability Undergraduate students, pursuing technical 
pre-decided pool of courses, that also include Miscellaneous / Non-Technical / Value Based courses, 
ademic programs, have to select Generic Electives (GE) and Skill Enhancement Courses (SEC) from 
available at DSVV. This is similar to the format proposed in the FAP. A course on 'Life Management' is a 
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compulsory 2 Credit course (including both theoretical and activity based sections), in every semester of 
every academic program of DSVV. Well structured syllabi are available for each semester of certificate, 
diploma, graduation, postgraduate diploma, and masters programs; it is also a compulsory course in the 
A one month Social Internship, having duly assigned Credits, is also a compulsory part of every academic 
course-work for Ph.D. students.

Besides this, DSVV is a completely residential University, having a pristine Spiritual Environment, 
with a program. daily routine that includes Prayer, Meditation, Yagya, Japa, Yoga, etc. in the morning, 
playing of inspirational songs and Naad Yoga (music meditation) in the evening, and a healthy and satvik 
diet. All these things together lead to the character development of the students, and result is well 
rounded and dynamic graduates. 

DSVV would be readily willing to share this experience in the development of the FAP, and contribute 
as much as possible as a Participating Institute.

Swami Atmashraddhananda
Ramkrishna Mission, Kanpur

nce keâwmes peerkeve cetuÙeeW keâes Deheves peerkeve ceW Gleej mekeâles nQ Ùen yeÌ[e cenlkehetCe& nw~ Ûeens keâesF& kÙeefòeâ 
lekeâveerkeâer #es$e ceW nes Ùee DeOÙeelce kesâ #es$e ceW Ùee ken Skeâ meeOeejCe peerkeve peer jne nes cetuÙeeW keâe lees yengle ner yeÌ[e 
cenlke nw~ ceQ Fme meboYe& ceW Skeâ Úesše mee keâneveer yeleelee nw- 'Skeâ efkeÉeve heefC[le Les, Gvekeâes keâner peevee Lee, kees 
Skeâ veewkeâe mes pee jns Les~ peye kees veewkeâe ceW yew"s Les lees Deheves efkeÉlee keâes veeefkekeâ mes ØeoefMe&le keâj jns Les~ GvneWves 
veeefkekeâ mes hetÚe: ̀ legceves kegâÚ heÌ{eF& Yeer efkeâÙee nw Ùee kesâkeue veewkeâe ner Ûeuee jns nes?' kegâÚ keso Meem$e keâe DeOÙeÙeve 

efkeâÙes nes? veeefkekeâ yeesuee ̀ meenye ceW iejerye Deeoceer ntB~ ceQ Deheves jespeer-jesšer ceW ueiee jne~ ceQves keâesF& heÌ{eF& veneR efkeâÙee nw~' heefC[le peer yeesues ̀ leye lees legcneje 
Skeâ ÛeewLeeF& peerkeve yeskeâej nes ieÙee~' kees veeefkekeâ Ûeghe jne~ heefC[le peer ves efheâj ØeMve efkeâÙee ‘keäÙee legce mebmke=âle kÙeekeâjCe peeveles nes ?' veeefkekeâ yeesuee ̀ peye ceQ 
heÌ{e ner veneR lees kÙeekeâjCe keäÙee peevet' leye heefC[le peer efheâj yeesues ̀ Deye lees legcneje DeeOee peerkeve kÙeLe& nes~ ieÙee~' Fme keelee&ueehe ceW veeke veoer kesâ yeerÛees-yeerÛe 
peye hengBÛe ieÙeer Leer~ leYeer ceewmece yeouee Deewj DeeBOeer ceW veeke [ieceeieeves ueieer~ Deye veeefkekeâ heefC[le peer mes hetÚe ̀ keäÙee Deehe lewjvee peeveles nQ? DeeBOeer ceW veeke 
[tye peeÙesieer~ leye lees Deehekeâe hetje peerJeve kÙeLe& nes peeÙesiee~' Ùen keân keâj veeefkekeâ veoer ceW keâto ieÙee Deewj lewj keâj efkeâveejs hengBÛe ieÙee Deewj heefC[le peer [tye 
ieÙes~' peerkeve Ùen keâneveer nces Ùen efMe#ee osleer nw efkeâ peerkeve ceW keâewMeue efkeâlevee cenlkehetCe& nw kesâkeue efkeâleeyeer %eeve mes~ kesâkeue hegmlekeâerÙe %eeve mes peerkeve kesâ 
ÛegveewefleÙeeW keâes veneR meeOee pee mekeâlee nw~ Fmekesâ efueS peerkeve keâewMeue keâer DeekeMÙekeâlee nesieer~ ceQ Ùetvesmkeâes keâer Skeâ efjheesš& Éeje yeleeS efMe#ee kesâ Ûeej mlecYeeW 
keâes meboefYe&le keâjvee ÛeentBiee- 1. peeveves kesâ efueS meerKevee, 2. keâjves efueS meerKevee, 3. peerves kesâ efueS meerKevee, 4. yeveves kesâ efueS meerKevee~ Ghejesòeâ efMe#ee 
Ùen yeleeleer nw Deehe meyemes DeÛÚs keâwmes yeve mekeâles nQ~ Deehe efkeâme lejn kesâ kÙeefòeâ yeveles nQ ? keäÙee Deehe kesâ ceve ceW efveŠmkeeLe& Yeeke nw ? keäÙee Deehekesâ ùoÙe ceW 
otmejeW kesâ Øeefle Øesce nw? Fmekesâ Deueekee peerkeve kesâ ÛegveewefleÙeeW keâes keâwmes otj keâjW~ yeÛÛees keâes Deheves lejerkesâ mes heÌ{ves keâe ØeÙeeme keâjves osvee ÛeeefnS~ nceW GvnW 
yeleevee ÛeeefnS efkeâ ØeceeefCekeâ lejerkesâ mes meerKeles keâwmes nw? Ùen Gvekeâer Skeâe«elee ceW megOeej keâjlee nw, OÙeeve keâer Meefòeâ ceW megOeej keâjlee nw~ efkeÛeejeW keâes meoe 
keâjlee nw~ keâef"ve heefjefmLeefle keâe meecevee keâjves keâe iegCe efkekeâefmele keâjlee nw~ uesefkeâve Fme lejn keâe hee"Ÿe›eâce yeveevee Deheves Deehe ceW Skeâ Ûegveewleer nw~ Fmekesâ 
efueS keâF& ueesieeW keâes efceuekeâj keâef"ve heefjßece keâjvee nesiee~

cegPes DeeMee nw efkeâ Fme hewveue ÛeÛee& kesâ Deble ceW cenlkehetCe& mebmlegefleÙeeb osMe keâes Øeehle nesieer, pees mkeeceer efkekeskeâevo kesâ Meyoes ceW ̀ Deeoceer yeveeves keâer 
efMe#ee' meeefyele nesieer~
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Prof. C. C. Tripathi
Director NITTR, Bhopal

From the topic, it implies that we are talking about the multidisciplinary 
research universities (MERU) in particular. But, it come it was evolved after 
the discussion that MERU is not a name for the multidisciplinary institutions, 
but program itself. We are talking about a UG program in particular that has to 
be in the multidisciplinary nature. And there was suggestion that when we 
happened to design the flexible academic programs in the many 

multidisciplinary research universities, maybe the UG program, we have to keep it in our mind that the 
courses which are probably liberal art, that should not remain under periphery. It should tamed the bulk of 
the education, the program which may be bachelor of technology or Master of Technology, what could it 
be? Besides this, there was more apprehension that there should be a strategy adopted so to keep a 
balance between the subject's specialization and other interdisciplinary courses while designing the 
flexible academic program for the MERU institutions. There were some suggestions regarding how to go 
about for the multiple research education programs. Well, whatever that we had to extensively use the 
technology, right, from the beginning of the admission examinations, evaluation, academic 
discoursement, facilitation, and so as to democratically provide the digital education to all and 
everywhere. So these were the two suggestion along with this we have already discussed that provisions 
for creating the transfer of credits, provisions for creating the consortium of institutions, so, as I should say 
that we have been discussing that the virtual institutions to provide the degree and the recognition of such 
kind of credits and degree. So this is from my side.
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Prof. P. K. Jain
Director, NIT Patna

The National Education Policy 2020 states that, 'HEIs will play an active role 
not only in conducting research on disruptive technologies but also in 
creating initial versions of instructional materials and courses including 
online courses in cutting-edge domains and assessing their impact on 
specific areas such as professional education. Once the technology has 
attained a level of maturity. HEIs with thousands of students will be ideally 

placed to scale these teaching and skilling efforts, which will include targeted training for job readiness.' 
The Flexible Academic Program framework is capable of achieving these desired goals as it has created 
a great opportunity of involving multiple institutes over an innovative interface. The NIT Patna has been 
continuously working with IIITA Prayagraj in development of FAP. The Senate of the institute has also 
affirmatively nodded when preliminary discussions took place about FAP. I am sure that in near future NIT 
Patna will undertake FAP pilot run in line with what IIITA Prayagraj has done. I wish all the best for success 
of FAP.
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Prof. N. V. Ramana Rao
Director, NIT, Warangal

Most of the balances are quite fine, but not yet to do how much of it is really 
immediately implementable, for example, flexibility, and whether the students 
can break the details and the timings, whether the students return test by 
using the courses which they want. Is it possible so easily, whether the truth 
can design their own list? so all these things are still not very clear, but as 
suggested by the leaders, also, they have a better plan that expandable to 

large scale of students, so let the man probably have to be coming out with other difficulties implemented 
here, then we can find lines and farm license the role, temperatures and everything that actually has a 
honor and books into the whole system is not the way of course, we have now tried to families, but we 
already done, but we already wanted to try to. We have somebody said, you know, after one year, whether 
the degree are the visit really useful, so what we have done that analysis of the first year of study, we are 
giving a one year saturday programming engineering but we find, we believe that very few people will be 
there would like to go out of her, one year after two years of study, we will diploma, we will be able to give 
and but i am not going to do the homework. I really workout in the long run, but yes, we have started 
preventing minors and majors so that the selection of courses from different issues, we already have the 
canadian bank of credits poured by the government, they're the selection of children should be based on 
the national level screening test for this, because you have to see rarely whether students can complete 
these courses, and what of the employment of the students and the end of the program, how they will be 
actually responding to the one of the concerns that i have to thank you. yeah, thank you. professional, in 
fact, this suggestion, which we have given, we have also gathered such type of valuable solution from all 
my experts, and then will be going to tackle one by one annual subscription on that participation is given 
by other experts now going ahead.
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Prof. K. K. Shukla
Director, NIT, Jamshedpur

I was listening to the speakers and on this aspect of flexible academic program 
yes must congratulate IIITA for taking this initiative. It's very easy to say but it is 
very difficult to implement so hope that this deliberations will show some light 
on implementation part right now what we are living if talk about the NIT system 
mostly I'm not talking of the IT system they have little flexibility but in NIT some 
other tier two tier three colleges if I summarize in one word we are having the 

right type compartment. The aim is to have the tight but light compartment. I would like to begin with a 
quote a student says that I cannot understand what you teach sir would you like to teach the way I can 
understand? So this would be the whole philosophy of the teaching and the academic program and 
flexibility is the answer but of course there should be caution in implementation. We talk about the 
multidisciplinary approach, we talk about the electives, we talk about the credit transfer so on but if you 
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see and you go on implementing have the experience at NIT Jamshedpur will say in a couple of minutes 
that when we are going for the course revision for different courses people say if I take the example of soil 
engineering or mechanical engineering the core courses core branches people say that if I don't take this 
subject ESC cannot be a complete, stable or mechanical engineer so there is always that we have a credit 
that should not exceed it should be limited to 160. I was going through the draft credit prohibit also so it's 
well made, well documented that we have the credits. What I feel that in flexibility if we go for we can make 
a basket of different branches say for example civil, mechanical, metallurgy production and industrial and 
so on. One basket another is the electrical, electronics and communication, computer science, IT, 
engineering, physics and so on. So we can have different baskets in these baskets to maintain the 
flexibility. What we can have we can have for example one sub basket of courses containing humanities 
Sciences, considering physics, chemistry, mathematics, environmental Sciences and some courses of 
the programming as the basic courses basic process that may differ. For the civil engineering story, we 
can say the infrastructure or mechanical Sciences and the communication of the electronics. Both have 
to read. But that may be different, and of course we can offer some field courses related to the branch. 
Now this should maintain at least say for example under 20 credit. Now depending upon what the 
Professor Larry was given the example of train that a student has to go one destination to other 
destinations depending upon his choice. So we should leave this flexibility to the students for opting 
elective courses as for their choice. So if we want to implement the flexibility we can have say that for 
acquiring a degree this is the minimum number of grated anything. After deliberations one can decide but 
above this depending upon your own interest because ultimately the interest of the student has to be 
solved that we can offer the electives Anyone can take, say student A takes the 20 credits. Additional 
student B can take 17 credits or 15 credits up to a minimum to maximum credit. So depending upon the 
requirement or interest, the student can take the credit as form of elective courses. Now the real problem 
is with the implementation because most of the institutions they are having lack of the faculty members. 
So what actually happening? We give the electives, but we force that you have to take these electives. So 
in practical, if the flexibility has to be implemented, then definitely we have to take the help of the faculty 
members from other institutions and that the credit transfer. This philosophy of the credit transfer are 
having the courses online more from different institutions or from Soyama moks platform online platform 
that can serve the purpose. Then somehow we can implement the flexibility. Another aspect that mostly in 
engineering in tier two or tier three. I've seen that we may mostly focus on the theory but little bit 
experience on the practical and most of the experiments labs are on demonstrative type that you go and 
you don't have the prototype, you have the model the teacher or the instructor demonstrate. You go away, 
write the things and go away, write the stuff and go away. So there must be some sort of you can say 
courses which we can do like this learning by doing that there should be certain lab classes that whatever 
you want to do it must Give this flexibility to the students. Let's suppose you are studying a particular 
branch and you have something in your mind you want to do it. We'll provide you the opportunity to go to 
the lab, pursue a passion and come up with some product or something. That's what we can inculcate this 
open lab type of concept. In fact, apart from the traditional one, in each and every program we can have 
the open lab concepts where the student can pursue his passion apart from doing projects. So this is one 
thing which may mind another thing that we have to focus on the emerging technologies or the current 
technologies. For example, we are going to implement a course here. That's what IIT Delhi has already 
started. We are also going to start at an item engineering, mechanics and competition. We have disrupted 
this course as multidisciplinary approach. That how to use machine learning and mechanics, how to use 
artific intelligence in mechanics. That's all how to use the data analytics or data structure in the mechanics 
that's what this type of course is where not only will be teaching the basic courses of the mechanics, solid, 
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fluid or bio, we will also integrate it with the current technologies. So that should be the one way where we 
can have the multidisciplinary approach, Right now someone was saying that NIT company, they have 
the courses on the economic sides. So how we can integrate the economy with the technology, I think that 
can be a great sense. That can make a great sense. So these are some things if we want to pursue, infact 
flexibility in real sense, we have to think as far as the academic institutions are concerned. I would like to 
summarize that the course curriculum that has to be though it is there, it has to be learner centric 
Considering the interest of the students apart from the normal pedagogy, we have to go for the concept of 
open labs where the students can pursue. We should also incorporate more electives in addition to the 
basic requirement of the degree where the student can pursue if the facilities or level at the Institute or 
what has taken the lead to find form a consortium that we can take such institutions where the faculty or 
facilities available in other institutions, students can take help of that Institute or facility or faculty of other 
institutions are online mode and can pursue that course to be evaluated by the other issue or at the host 
Institute itself.

Prof. K. Chidananda Gowda
Former Vice Chancellor, Kuvempu University

Senate Member, IIITA

It is heartening to note that IIITA, Prayagraj will be initiating the Flexible 
Academic program from the academic year 2022-23 and will be admitting 50 
students under this. The Education System has moved from the Teacher 
centered one to the School-centered, and then subsequently to the present 
Learner-centered system in the 21st century. This is according to the vision of 
NEP 2020 which highlights the Learner-centric flexible education system 

enabling students to select subjects, schools, training, and periods of Earning and Learning according to 
their interests, conveniences. and responsibilities. The possibility of choosing multiple exits and entry 
points enables the students to move seamlessly between Earning and Learning. The possibility of 
choosing major and minor modules is very useful in catering to the multiple interests of learners.

I am aware of the leading initiative taken by the Director and Professors of all the Departments of IITA 
for the past couple of years to develop a flexible system to suit the background of their Institute keeping 
the vision of NEP 2020 in the foreground. I am glad to see that Dr. Neetesh Purohit is taking a leading role 
in formulating the FAP under the NEP 2020 and implementing it successfully. I heartily wish all the 
success to IIITA in implementing FAP successfully. I am sure that this new educational venture of IIITA will 
also inspire many other and universities to start new programs like this and reach greater academic 
heights.
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Prof. Lalit Awasthi
Director, NIT, Uttrakhand

I thank the organizer for giving me opportunity to be here. So very good 
discussion and the initial talk, and do agree with what Prof. Rajat Moona has 
said. We have done some work in earlier was in NIT Jalandhar and here in 
NIT Hamirpur also. We have allowed the exit and entry and to that certain 
extent the things are quite similar as has been discussed earlier also. We 

have kept a minimum number of credits to be earned for an exit and we are proposing a similar structure in 
the curriculum also that the student can take the courses. In first year, we have some branch specific 
courses, so that the certificate course can be useful, that is there. Second is that how about the 
acceptability after certification and after getting a diploma, post diploma? What we have done is for an 
exercise, the three NITS-NIT Sikkim, NIT Jalandhar and NIT Hamirpur we have with informal MoU kind of 
thing that we can allow the student from one NIT to exit and enter in another NIT if the seats are available if 
he bears the minimum credits. So that kind of thing is there in which we allow the entry exit even after first 
year, second year and 3rd year also because the requisite number of credits have been earned by the 
student in their respective NITS. And because they are coming from the same kind of entry, then we are 
allowing them to enter in our institute also. The flexibility which has been again created at M.Tech and 
even at the research program level also. We have their work is say cases one or two cases where the 
students have opted for and we have started with giving them Diploma, Advanced Diploma. Now as far as 
their employability is concerned, definitely this is a new, totally new scheme where now these students 
are exiting maybe after one year, two year. For first year, the certification we have kept around 30 to 40% 
of the credits they should earn and for having a post diploma after two years or three years, then the 
student must earn 60 to 70% credit. So these employability definitely because it will be only checked 
when these students are out and they opt for some kind of employability and the other inputs which we 
have tried to do at our institute is that we are trying to unify with the this scheme and the credits with the 
IITs, NITS, IIITs so that these students can have because at Hamirpur we are having roughly 180+credits 
for B.Tech. Whereas usually in IITs, we see 125 to 130 credits are there so we are in process of modifying 
and putting the inputs from various streams, including art, science, law, these courses are also being 
quote in this scheme. And so this is what the experiment we are doing at NIT Hamirpur and few of these 
students have taken exit, their employability or their reentry is yet to be because they are going to just be 
there in the market soon. So that is what I think if we need to totally implement it then there need to be a 
consortium of institution, they should be able to accept the input and output of these students from the 
other institution that kind of consortium can be made. Like NIT Hamirpur we can always look for any 
student who exit from any NITS, IITs or maybe IIITs, they can enter the institute provided we have 
sufficient number of seats available or there is a provision made for such seat maybe 10-20% extra seats 
for student to enter or exit. So I think that is that's all from my side at this stage. Later on, I will join. Any 
queries or questions, please. Thank You.
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Prof. Rajeev Tripathi
Former Director, MNNIT, Allahabad

Prof. Nagabhushan, who is chairing this inaugural session, Prof. Neetesh 
Purohit, Shri Kothari ji, Prof. Chaturvedi ji. Prof. Agarwal, Dr. Mittal, and all 
other my distinguished colleagues from different institutions. Yes indeed, as 
has been said that there are challenges and it is a good initiative, which has 
been taken up by IIIT Allahabad and we need to design this Flexible 
Academic Program very cautiously. Number one, the entry point, because 
any student who is preparing hard for one year or two years, for getting entry 

through JEE Mains, JEE Advance. The basic target is to complete the degree, don't think that there will be a 
very very small percentage, which will be there who will be leaving the program in between, especially 
towards the institutions like IITs, NITs, and IIITs. So, lot of deliberations were going on and the step is in 
between that multidisciplinary, lot of courses from moral ethics, social values, law, constitution, music, they 
need to be integrated into the program, plus the specialization which that student is opting for that is also 
coming up, and on the other side, we say that less loading per semester, gives the time for creative 
thinking, creativity. And on the other side, every department, every discipline talks about that well if this is 
the course which is not taught, missed, in this discipline, this course is very relevant, very important. 
Nobody's ready to leave the course. So, there is a lot of debate which is going on in my institution, and I'm 
sure that in other institutions also the similar kind of situation must be there. So, in between having said all 
these challenges. In between, we have tried to come out with some kind of flexible structure model with 
multiple entries, multiple exits and I'm sure that during these two days of deliberations, we will focus it, 
discuss it and come out with the model which will be a modern curriculum and of course, the institutions are 
free to put something in between and make them as per their own requirement of the institution. The 
second thing is on this National Credit Bank that is also a good idea and IIIT Allahabad has taken a lead in 
that by making an attempt to create the consortium of the institutions of ten fifteen institutions, where the 
exchange can take place. So, I'm confident that during coming two days today and tomorrow, we will 
definitely at the end of the day you will come out with certain good model, which can be further deliberated 
at different forums.

All the stakeholders should be taken into confidence and as said in the morning session that after 
incorporating the changes I'm just taking whatever Prof. Desai and Prof. Tiwari has just now said just taking 
it step forward that students are one part another part is whatever deliberations has have taken place over 
the two days that should be incorporated in your draft that should be circulated let it be deliberated in the 
respective senates to have the confidence of the faculty because overall it's faculty who is going to 
implement it effectively and faculty should also know what exactly and how exactly we are planning along 
with the students participation and as has been suggested initial point for the start of the program 
consortium like IITs with mentoring institutions around them yes that's also a good idea to start however a 
lother levels also that can be explored and implemented problems will be there as said earlier also that 
initially in the initial phases the problems will be there some kind of logistics problem or some kinds of 
implementation issues but we need to look at it collectively and resolve the issues with full determination 
then only we can push forward this noble idea and go for the effective implementation of this NEP 2020 
course design evaluation pedagogy all those things needs to be revamped and at all levels faculty students 
industry those who are a real taker of such students they should also be taken into consideration once 
again i congratulate IIIT Allahabad under the leadership Prof. Nagabhushan and the efforts made by Prof. 
Neetesh Purohit and his team for bringing out this least something has started coming this has this will be 
serving as a reference point for further deliberations so we have to start means whatever problems will be 
there that we will take care of it we are capable of with these eminent people here we are capable of 
resolving those issues and but we have to start now with the coming session 2022-23.
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Prof. Swati Patankar
IITB, Mumbai

I'll be very brief and will give a flavor of what we have been trying in IIT 
bombay and will also perhaps give a flavor of them constraints so some of the 
issues that we faced because of course that you know nothing is smooth 
sailing as we all know so i'll start off by telling you know by saying why is this 
flexibility in the national education program something which is very essential 

for student sum. I'll give the example of my own institute as you very well know many of the undergraduate 
students the B.Tech. students, many of them stay in their core disciplines of engineering if they happen to 
be from computer science they definitely stay in that in that discipline as they move ahead in their careers 
and in fact this is very much related to the employability opportunities right so you know they have their 
very practical reasons for wanting to continue in a particular discipline or no thowever there are enough 
students who do not stay in their core disciplines in our institute and they move to other disciplines and 
now a days we are also seeing that many of the students move into entrepreneurship because this is 
something which is being encouraged a lot and it's really a very exciting new angles when or in different 
options and we know that they are possibly going to choose some option later on which will be a much 
better fit for their interests and their personalities right so think flexibility is key for the student sum. I agree 
with the discussion that has happened previously that it's very important for the students but it's very 
difficult to convince the faculty because in fact you know i'll give you examples of this as I explain what 
sorts of things we've been doing the faculty are not always that open to having highly flexible um 
academic curricula so how does one actually try to convince them or how does one work on this issue so I 
think fexibility is absolutely key and this is a very welcome part of our of our of our new national education 
policy ill give you a couple of examples of what we've been doing for this flexibility in the academic 
curriculum so for the undergraduates which is the B.Tech. who come into the core engineering 
department they have for many years now been able to choose from a basket of miners which might be in 
a different department they have a large basket of elected and so even though they're in a particular 
department they have many options in terms of what sort of course work they can do on the campus this 
has been going on for a while but something that has just very recently been approved in our academic 
senate is our new liberal arts sciences and engineering program which is also for the undergraduate 
students it is for the B.Tech and this is a true liberal arts program that we are trying to that we brought into 
our system so when we talk of liberal arts we mean that the student has the choice to take up whatever 
subjects he or she would like to take of are certainly streams so there could be a stream where a student is 
interested in computer science and course the choice is not infinite because otherwise it might get a little 
bit distracted and a bit diffused so there biosciences and bio engineering so how would that student 
navigate his or her path from the first year B.Tech to the fourth, repeat another student might be interested 
in policy and engineering right so there are Such interesting combinations that there are very interesting 
job opportunities out there these days so in our liberal arts and sciences and engineering program will tell 
you first of all you know what it's about so the student enters in the first year does all the core courses with 
all of the other b-tech students and at the end of the first year based on their grades and their academic 
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performance. Students can opt for the Viberal arts program now why did we decide to do it this way 
because in the beginning of our discussions about this highly flexible program right it's very flexible after 
the first year they can take lots of different streams why did we decide to do it after the first year and have a 
grade you know have a cpi a very good academic qualification as one of the criteria it is because as was 
mentioned earlier some of the faculty felt this is diluting the engineering people this is the easy way out 
and in fact it's not because you know it's actually not trivial to be able to handle such disparate courses as 
engineering you know civil engineering and possibly policy right who knows so we wanted the students 
who take the liberal sciences and engineering choice and this is a program that sent academicians they 
were very good in their academics it was their choice and this is a program that is something which one 
would aspire to do which is not something that is all that some kind of default program that nobody really 
wants this is something that should be an aspirational program and we started with 30 because we know 
that if we start small as was also mentioned earlier if things work if things go well then we can start to 
increase the number of seats in this program so how is it actually done. So we do have as you know a 
committee that handles this program right so we have a committee of faculty who are from different 
departments and they actually are the ones who are sort of overseeing this program. We have also 
realized that this high level of flexibility is not that easy for students to handle right you know one needs a 
level of maturity to be able to handle flexibility, so we have very you know it's very clear in this liberal arts 
sciences and engineering program we need very strong faculty who can actually talk to students and sort 
of guide them along the way of choosing this independent path so that's the new liberal arts sciences and 
engineering program and should tell you that we are also doing an undergraduate curriculum revision 
right now, so i'm part of that committee and you know this liberal arts sciences and education program this 
program which is only for 30 students is actually driving a lot of our discussions as we try to revamp the 
entire UG curriculum right so of course the national education policy has been a big factor in all this but the 
fact that we have this you know lace program already approved by the senate is very nice because now 
we have that framework we know how we can build on it or we have some ideas from that for the entire 
undergraduate class, so that you know a little bit of background about flexibility into our undergraduate 
curriculum. You know one more angle of this discussion which is actually to do with you and your flexible 
academic um you know program framework you know you want to have you know there's this proposal to 
have many universities and have a much bigger you know framework certainly very much appreciate the 
comments about the bricks and you because you know was part of the international relations office when 
that was being done and you know it's something which is really valuable in terms of trying to bring 
different universities together. I will just give you quickly my experience as the professor In charge of the 
IITB monash academy so this is a joint Phd degree program with Monash university in Melbourne and it's 
gone very well it's been in existence for over 10 years and we've had hundreds of students graduate. I 
won't tell you too much about it but i'll just tell you one thing which is that you know for us to get to the stage 
where we could do a joint academic program with another university which happens to be Monash but 
think one could generalize this it took a lot of discussion so we had to spend so much time to figure out 
how our two academic programs could be, you know sort of mutually you know meshing so there were 
certainly governance structures in place and that was absolutely that's crucial that's crucial for the whole 
exercise but before that the lead-up time of discussing to figure out what we can do together and what is 
actually compatible or not compatible it took a lot of time so my request is that you know as we move 
ahead in our discussion sum please also you know let's also bring in a little bit of lead time so that we have 
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enough you know a mutual understanding and agreement so that as we go ahead everybody's on the 
same on the same platform so I'll stop right now and you know again thank you so much for having me and 
I look very and I look forward to hearing the rest of the panelists and of course discussing each of the 
points which turn out to be more interesting as we go along so thank you very much once again I'm done 
arts professor partners thank you so much and especially your description of the new program that you 
have for liberal arts and engineering program right was it liberal sciences sorry I miss that liberal arts it's all 
of them so it's called lace lasc liberal arts sciences and engineering so we are really bringing all the 
departments into this world right and so that's a very good illustration of what is happening what in the 
engineering institute sum and that's also kind of gives some photo for thought about where engineering is 
going because you know ones of the concerns that Professor Tripathi had raised was about 
unemployability of undergraduates employability and even Professor Patankar had talked about it. So 
these are issues that we can take up I think faculty members are often concerned about what is the nature 
of the discipline atleast the idea with which they started off is that does it remain or is it organically 
developing into something else I think that's an excellent idea coming from professor Patankar policy also 
has taken off in a big way. I don't know about the new one definitely IT Delhi has a policy school and an 
independent policy school now which is great and also the idea of departmental course has been revised 
and a lot of these institutions are undergoing curriculum review currently so definitely a lot of things are in 
them in the making as we speak about the implementation possibility of NEP 2020 guidelines.

Prof. Pritha Chandra
IIT Delhi

One of the primary goals for any national education policy is to remove 
disparity in literacy and learning among its populace. Likewise, the National 
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 is also placed against the Sustainable 
Development Goal (SDG) of the United Nations Development Program, 
which aims at achieving inclusive and quality education for all.

NEP 2020 covers a lot of ground, but here, we look at some proposals for 
HEIs. The first proposal is to develop Multidisciplinary Education and Research Universities (MERU) 
pulling teaching-intensive universities and degree-granting colleges under their ambit. Mentorship of 
small-sized and new HEIs by established HEls is also presented as a way forward. The second 
suggestion is to establish a regulatory system which will monitor all HEI-related issues, including 
accreditation, funding, curriculum and assessment. The third suggestion is to recognize the work of 
academic workers and reward them accordingly. A tenure-track system may also be introduced for faculty 
members. The fourth is about rethinking and reorganizing degrees; special emphasis is given on 
considering 4 year BTech programs as include removing the MPhil degree. A final point is about 
internationalization of education. Established bachelors with research, enabling BTech holders to directly 
proceed to a 1 year masters. Other proposals HEIs are encouraged to establish campuses in other 
countries, while also inviting international faculty and students to their Indian campuses.
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Prof. Kanchan Choudhuri
IIT Kharagpur

Actually I consider this exercise that is being held under the steward ship 
of IIIT Allahabad is not only important for IIT Allahabad, but it is important for 
the whole country and the future of the exit-entry norms that the NEP 2020 
has envisaged. And the success or failure of this experiment is important for 
the whole nation. So that is the reason that I am actually joined Neetesh ji 
right from the beginning. This exercise, that first of all that what is intriguing to 

me is that anything that we take up first a problem has to be discussed that what is the problem that has 
told us? One thing is that NEP 2020 has told us to do it. That's fine, but NEP 2020 has told us because they 
have found that there is a large number of dropouts in the engineering colleges across the country. And 
that is the reason that they have told us that please try to do something about the exit and entry norms. But 
what is the actual number that has never been, you know, brought to light? How many people have really 
dropped from the engineering institutions in the last decade of the last? These things is very important 
because to sell our ideas to the country. Because whenever we place our, you know verdict this first we 
have to tell that what is the problem and why we are taking. This is number one that the number should be 
in front of us right in the beginning The second one is that have we made any sociological survey about the 
people who have dropped out and the reason for dropping out. Most of the time and our people, there are 
various reasons and financial reasons is only one of them, but there are many other reasons like, you 
know, I've seen many people in IIT Kharagpur also they feel that they are, they are meant for something 
else but their parents have by force put them into IITs and so they're dejected and they so they are upset. 
And that has led to a lot of dropouts and also lower scoring in there you know in their subjects. So that's 
very important that if we have any such results of such studies that has to be brought to fore on every 
occasion magni stating diversional process The next one is that that NEP 2020's dictum is very 
sacrosanct before us. They have told us, and we have to do it. But you say that NEP 2020 has not given us 
any time frame to do it and it may not be absolutely bound on us to make 100% exit and 100% entry 
norms. Why tell you this, that whenever we say that the people exit after one year, two years, basically we 
are encompassing the ITIs and the diploma colleges because ITs they study two years after Class 12, 
diploma the studies say class three years after Class 12 and the degree holders four years. So that 
means by one single stroke we are actually coming in competition with the diploma colleges and the ITIs 
colleges. Now this ITI, the certificate holders or the technician, the mechanics and the technicians are at 
par they will be churned out from the engineering college. So engineering colleges, apart from giving the 
degree giver, they also become the certificate giver and the diploma giver. And then in the job market 
come in direct competition with the ITIs and the diploma colleges. Now the point is that we do not know 
that how the job market will be accepting it. Now if we bring out something like, you know, somebody 
comes out after two years and mean, we have allowed the extra after one year, so one year will be 
competing with two years and then three years. So are those three years, what are they studying? Now 
the job market will be finally be deciding whether we are successful or not. If our exiled students, we better 
than the diploma students, then the diploma colleges will be tuning in to us, but if they are accepted then 
our experiments will not succeed. But similarly, because we have to remember one thing that the 
certificate holders or the ITIs, they are basically skill driven whereas diploma and the engineers they are 
knowledge driven and the skill and the knowledge are actually different paradigms because the skilled 
people there told how to use their hands in mechanical engineering, they will be taught that, ok, you do 
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welding and etc, if the trade is welding and so and if it could be automobile also. So similarly if they are 
exiting after two years, with what degree it will be a mechanical engineering degree certificate? So is 
mechanical engineering, can he compete with automobiles and automobile sector? Probably because 
automobile engineers will be certificate holders simply accepted. Can he compete in the welding sector? 
So these are the questions we have to ask when we allow them to exit, their success in the job market will 
also dictate our success that whether the experiment has succeeded. We don't want to fail. We don't want 
to be too old after five years. What brainstorming did you do that your products are failing today? So we 
have to also consider the possibility that initially in the first few years will be allowing only that three years 
exit, the diploma exit and compete with the diploma. If we succeed, then we will be driving more skills 
because there are many engineering colleges. There, you know they're skilling or the laboratory that it's 
not a laboratory, it is the, you know, where the welding's or the soldering for the electronics or doing any 
such things by the hand is there. So we have to develop that. So we have to actually come into direct 
competition in the job market. Now the 12+2, 12+3 and 12+4 there will be three different kinds of products 
in the job market, and then we have to see. So now from 12+4 if we are producing 12+2 and 12+3, will be 
in direct competition with the already existing products and we have to see and that's one of my biggest 
concern that whether will be succeeding or not. So, at every step, what I believe is that this experiment is 
very good, but we can go in steps. This is number one up to B.Tech and then regarding this Ph.D when you 
say that after eight years he gets a Ph.D as the Ph.D supervisors and I have got great reservation in fixing 
the time frame because have handled different kind of students. I have seen people after M.tech people 
get Ph.D after two and half a three years, people also cannot compete within eight years. They find it 
difficult. So Ph.D throughout the world is a different ball game altogether where time frame is totally 
dependent on the supervisor satisfaction. That is what they took in the Ph.D and there if we say that he will 
get Ph.D in eight years, it might not be taken viewed, you know, positively by the world body. The last point 
that want to mention is that when we are doing this exercise, we have to also tell the public that whether 
there is a similar kind of systems anywhere in the world or not so far. If it is not, we have to tell it is not there. 
We are unique first time in the world. That's also fine, but we have to mention because our education 
system is not stand alone. It is integrated with the whole world. Our products will be going elsewhere in the 
world and they will be seeking, you know, employment as well as, they would be going for further studies. 
So our education system, our all kinds of technologies is the integrated with the whole of the world. So 
therefore just like said in the beginning that the problem has to be stated, similarly, the worldwide effort 
said the worldwide what is the scenario that also we have to say. Whether or not it exists or it doesn't. So 
these are the some of the points that thought when they exercise, but must congratulate and involving a 
lot of spectrum of people throughout the country in the discussions.

"The Flexible Academic Program is quite an 
exciting model."

-Prof. Anil D. Sahastrabuddhe
Chairman, AICTE
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Prof. Vimal Kumar
IIT Kanpur

IIT Kanpur is also thinking about flexibility. When we started, the NEP repo 
was not out. IIT Kanpur has just concluded the revision of its undergraduate 
academic programs. Its implementation has got delayed because of COVID 
and the academic senate has approved the new proposal in principle. So, we 
are talking about flexibility in the curriculum but differently. We had some of 
the flexibility features earlier, and we are now extending them.

For example, a student who comes to IIT Kanpur to do a four-year program in electrical engineering can 
move to Chemistry to do her master's or any other discipline after finishing four years. She will have to 
declare her intent at the end of the third year. I deliberately selected an odd combination to show that this 
is allowed. I teach economics, had a student who joined our BS four-year economics program, and he 
shifted to MTech computer science. So this is the kind of flexibility that we are providing. In principle, we 
have decided to extend it to the students of other IITS, NIT, and perhaps IIITs. We will open the master part 
not only for IITK students but also from other Institutes of repute. This plan has in-principle approval. As of 
now, departments have to get back to the Institute with their admission criteria for such students. And 
perhaps these students will have to spend more time than just a year, like one year and two summers. As 
they shift their branch from one discipline to another, they need to do more courses.

We shall also bring flexibility at the bachelor's level. I don't know how it would pan out because all these 
things are in the pipeline now. So through JEE, we give admission in computer science, Electrical, 
Chemistry, and many other disciplines. But for example, we do not have a program in biochemistry. So 
now, departments have been asked to float such programs, so it is very much possible that Chemistry and 
Biological Sciences, these two departments can come together and propose a program in biochemistry 
So what can happen is that students from Chemistry and Biological Sciences can declare their intent to 
move to this new program at the end of one year or two years, depending on what these departments 
want. So this is another kind of flexibility we are proposing.

Another example could give that the departments of Economic Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics, 
and Computer Science can come together and offer a program in Computer Science, Data Science, and 
Economics. Such a program is popular at MIT. If these three departments agree, it can be made open to 
everyone in the Institute. Only time could tell how successful we would be, but we are doing all these 
things If you look at the NEP 2020, there is a line that says no to rigid boundaries. Of course, it's effortless 
to say bul very difficult to achieve, but the aim here is to make things as open and flexible as possible; 
that's what we are trying.

We have also opened up the current program. Earlier, for example, electrical engineering students could 
do a project in only electrical engineering. Of course, if he wanted to do it in other departments, we had 
some provisions with many bureaucratic hurdles. A student could fulfill all the requirements, but all those 
things have been made smooth. Now it's effortless; a student doesn't need special permission to do a 
project in other departments. As long as a faculty member from the other Department agrees to give 
thema project, they can enroll in a project from another department. The idea is straightforward someone 
learning, let's say, electrical engineering, and he has some tools. Let's say he has learned some 
communication tools and feels that it has a big role in economics the way market is changing. So we 
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should not put a pressure on him or her that he has to do a project in electrical engineering.

Any flexibility that you come up with any target student that you have, there would be some misuse. Now, 
we all have to decide the threshold. You cannot make it. If you try to make if you say that misuse has be 
zero, then there won't be any flexibility. The flexibility comes with a little bit of abuse. Now, the idea is to 
think about how much misuse you could allow so that the system doesn't suffer. All these things that we 
are having and are working on in this direction in other ways.

Also, at IIT Kanpur, we say that all lectures would be recorded by default, but an instructor can opt out. IIT 
Kanpur has the concept of open electives (OE). Open elective means the courses that you can do in any 
Department, including your own Department. But now, we have increased the OE component up to 20%, 
so students also have a lot of freedom to do courses from other departments. And think this will bring this 
multidisciplinary into focus because we realize that research and development happen at the cutting 
edge. At the boundary, it's a tuRulent zone. You have a lot of friction and many issues, but a lot of gains 
also one can make on that boundary. So we are trying to regulate. We are trying to figure out how to 
harness whatever is on that boundary. Let us see how successful we would be.

Prof. Ganesh Kannabiran
Director, IIIT Sricity

You know the idea of Flexible Academic Program architecture is a really a 
nice idea and this is required for the given in current situation where in you 
know we have been following an approach for 30-40 years and we have got so 
many colleges at different levels but still our employability is relatively low in 
many colleges and also the graduates who are coming out of these colleges 

are getting degrees and which with those degrees they are not able to take up proper employment and the 
proper you know career opportunities mean leaving those top institutions like IITs and others now what 
we have not under stood for decades is student is a human being and he has got strengths and 
weaknesses and he has got likes and dislikes and those traits change over a period of time.

These days it changes very frequently and very often it changes and somehow our curriculum a beta 
curriculum for four years or an integrated program for five years is assuming that the students is a sort of 
an entity which has got a fixed expectations and for the next five years and he or she will graduate with 
that you know no expectation but unfortunately it is not true and we have seen in our own cases where you 
know this needs attention and here is an opportunity to do that the first thing that has happened is the 
digital learning or digital platforms that are today you know leveraging and enabling education at any 
where any time done of the important features of that is self learning and you don't need to really teach the 
students for 60 hours and we are the assumption that we think that the students learn only out of our 
lectures is being now you know proved to be wrong and the students have their own pace they have their 
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own ways of learning and the flexible systems will allow us to provide that there are two important things 
that were talked at the beginning one of the stream change and the other one is the electives and both are 
very important points. I don't need to repeat it and the students who join the degree when they are 17 
years old and they come into the college start talking to the teachers talking to the peers listen to lectures 
read on their own then they think that that's this particular branch of study is what they don't want to do and 
their liking is else somewhere else so but our curriculum somehow allows doesn't allow the student to 
changes streams that's the first one the second done is the electives everybody talked about electives 
and we somehow offer electives at the end and somebody pointed out that these electives were offered 
and there were there was no excitement in taking those electives and learning something out of those 
electives so these two are the fundamental issues that can be solved through this proposed approach 
today.

We have in the last two years in our institute of white history city we have introduced what is called a 
specialization we take specialization now why we did this we have 250 computer science students and 
we have one curriculum for 200 companies, it's a typical vanilla curriculum that we have and with the 150 
150 credits and everybody goes through this and the market if you look at the job market they are looking 
at specialized graduate or in the sense that they should have some basics of certain emerging 
technologies only then they are interested to hire them so we realized this vanilla beta computer science 
program or bengal beet hoven ec program is not going to really help and they need to really look at uh for 
the specialization we have out of we what we did was we reduced the credit overall credit requirements 
from 160 to 144 and we introduced specialization starting from the fourth semester they will start looking 
at specialization and they do about 20 credits through courses and projects and we found this approach 
and you know used to be really helping the students with this what is happening is instead of a student 
taking a random electives across various topics when they do a series of different but related electives 
under a specialization, it helps so this flexibility can further be extended in the proposed approach a 
student can take a specialization in from another university or to subject under a specialization from it can 
be taken from another university this is this flexible architecture will allow what we have done is within an 
institution but what can happen is it can be taken across institutions the second thing is about the skill 
focus that someone pointed out now what is happening is today the employability improves their ability to 
become entrepreneurs the ability to work in start-ups improves if more and more skill orientation of skilled 
focus is there in the teaching learning process and for example we have last year last batch of students 
introduceda track of three courses we call it as full stack development now they go through the course 
starting from a third fourth of the semesters and they do an internship in the summer and their 
employability has improved significantly.

So this is about the how do we integrate skill now this kind of courses let's say it's a full stack 
development! can be something else you know this particular opportunity can be made available 
students of other universities well this flexible architecture will provide that as well and finally we are now 
looking at continuing education programs where the it is for working professionals where we are looking 
at multiple exits and a two year mtech program is divided into three stages of eight months or in terms of 
time through period in terms of credit they will do one third of the credits in eight months and another 
probably another two thirds of credits in eight months and complete they get a certificate in the first stage 
they get a diploma second stage in the third stage we he'll he or she will get degree empty degree this has 
been approved by the board and senate we are launching it soon in the next academic year. This is being 
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proposed in the scheme are very good and as professor Raj Kumar was saying it is more about you know 
making sense and there is we need to see completeness in a small module level or a big module level or 
at the program level and otherwise you know whatever confusion that we have whatever weakness that 
we have will continue to be there in the system we are not able to ensure completeness with these few 
ideas

I thank organizers once again for the opportunity given to me.

Prof. Anupam Shukla
Director, SVNIT Surat

Former Director, IIIT Pune

I heard the inputs given by Dr. Rajat Moona, Dr. Awasthi, Dr. Kanchan 
Chaudhary, Dr. Pankaj Jalote and Dr. Chaubey and they are very relevant 
and they tell us the another aspect of the concept since multiple entry-
multiple exit. This complete scheme has been done by a committee and part 
of that and we have several meetings in last five-six months and then we 

come out with this structure which is also a tentative structure. Its needs to be structured in a proper way. 
So we are working on it and I will say a few things which are seeing the other aspects of the scheme and 
syllabus. As we know, that when we implement this scheme, it should be for the betterment of the 
students. Betterment in the sense they get good knowledge as well as they become eligible for the 
placement also. Because IIITs which are in Public-private partnership. The placement is very key element 
for the students, for admission. So student undergoing undergo the skilling pipeline graduates are 
expected to exhibit graduate attributes as define for program accreditation. So but there are few bugs in 
the higher education system which we should take care while implementing the scheme and syllabus that 
admission are not meritorious. First year adjustment is challenging due to switch off the regional 
language to English. So there is a provision in the new education policy that the teaching should be done 
in their own mother tongue in the regional languages. So, secondly, that is lack of this ancient concept, 
lack of peer learning, lack of self- evolution, lack of practical-skills, lack of ability to apply knowledge to 
solve real life problems, weak skills in problem-finding, problems solving and innovation, lack of cross-
cultural communication and cross business functional skills, lack of knowledge of related industry 
standards, lack of imperative teaching, lack of research focused student projects, rare scope of cubators, 
lack of interdisciplinary courses, disconnect with the society. So it would be good to visit some seminars. 
There should be 80% to 20% ratio, 80% technical subjects, 20% will be liberal arts, Indian heritage 
subjects. These subjects may have been awarded credits, maybe, one or two credit. Online good medical 
science institutes to witness the interdisciplinary case treatments, and weekly all disciplines sessions 
may have interactions, related questions and explanations, virtual labs may be successful for 
programming subject like electronics, computer hardware may be required physical practice in lab. Peer 
instruction may be encouraged; self-evaluation will inculcate, field of self-discipline and complete self for 
excellence. Student projects need to be either well defined, research based or industry based. The 
course on few subjects which are out of box like Biosciences, Bio-design, it should be done under 
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collaboration with other institutes. Project management, account designing, thinking-ideas, maybe the 
core subjects of one or two credits. And that PG level that thesis work should be a consists of some 
complex problem, that is lies into some problems. The research students closely interact with fellow 
working on the slice sub problems and during the mid-presentation on all of them need an active 
participation. Arrangement may be made for teaching and practicing Indian languages. In a semester we 
may arrange the interaction with local farmers, small business entrepreneurs and worker and encourage 
the interaction in natural local language. So these are few things which keep in mind while designing the 
scheme and syllabus. Rest the proper structuring of the credits which we have done they are in a flexible 
mode. It will also be a better option that instead of fixing the time they should fix the number of credits 
before giving any degree. So that's all, if anything needed in the between I will let you know about my 
ideas.

Prof. Naveen Chandra Seth
Vice Chancellor, GTU, Ahmedabad

First I congratulate the organizer, particularly for this wonderful flexible 
academic program and every details they have discussed and every details 
mentioned in the concept not also, as far as the implementation is concerned, 
there is one concern to me that for a full-fledged FAP implementation think to 

create by the act of the parliament is I think it is to be a very, very difficult all it will take time, bureaucratic 
orders and other thing so restricted FAP to be implemented from these academic year either by the 
cluster of university or by intra-institute flexible collaboration or by the consortium of the institute or 
universities. I think that will be easy to implement and because the panel number one, they have raised 
the question that what is the acceptability of the certificate diploma or the degree from this. So I think the 
degree given by the existing institutes, so the goodwill is there. So there will not be any problem of such 
value of their certificate. In later on this FAP is slowly percolated to the difference institute, then it can be a 
means full-fledged FAP to be implemented. Second thing, instead of a pilot run with a only few institutes, 
think we should have a pilot run at the regional level. So, there will be a more penetration and the 
experience of different regions, it will be useful for the full-fledged implementation. And second thing, the 
Indian knowledge system, how it is to be integrate with this FAP? So that is also to be we have to think it. 
And the change in the stream that is also a one of the points to be discussed, I think that so, but overall it is 
a very good and it is the exactly I say the heart of this NEP 2020, if it is fully implemented there. But we 
should initiate with the restricted implementation. So that is my opinion.
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Prof. Vineet Kansal
Former Pro Vice Chancellor &

Acting Vice Chancellor, AKTU Lucknow
efš^heueDeeF&šer Fueeneyeeo Éeje efueÙee ieÙee heäuesefkeämeyeue Skesâ[efcekeâ Øees«eece yengle ner Fveeskesefške Deewj 
Deekeâ<e&keâ Skeâ Øees«eece nw~ pees keâer Deheveer Fme Âef<š mes Yeer yeÌ[e jesÛekeâ nw, efkeâ FmeceW nce ueesie vesMeveue 
SpegkesâMeve hee@efuemeer kesâ implementation keâer yeele keâj jns nQ~ Deewj Fmekesâ ef›eâÙeevkeÙeve kesâ Âef<šiele 
pees Yeer FmeceW cegKÙe DeeOeej mlebYe nw cegKÙeleŠ Úe$e heâwkeâušer Deewj mebmLeeve Gvekeâer mkeeÙeòelee Gvekeâes 
mkeekeuebyeve, Gvekeâes meeceLÙe&keeve yeveeves keâer Âef<š mes pees pees Yeer initiative cenlkehetCe& nw. Gvekeâer yeele 
nce keâj jns nQ FmeceW meyemes cenlkehetCe& Deiej yeele keâjW lees nceejs pees Úe$e nw Gvekeâes Skeâ competitive 

environment osves keâer Deewj Gme competitive environment mes Fme yeele keâer opportunity osves keâer nw, efkeâ kees mebmLeeveeW ceW pee 
mekesâ, Deheves mebmLeeveeW keâes yeoue mekesâ~ kesâkeue competition Deewj cesefjš kesâ DeeOeej hej ner Gvekesâ Úe$eeW keâe, pees mebmLeeve nQ, GmeceW kees 
continue keâjW, retain keâjW Deewj GmeceW kees entry }s mekesâ~ efkeâmeer Yeer ke<e& ceW efkeâmeer ef[«eer Øees«eece kesâ heâmš& F&Ùej ceW, meskeWâ[ F&Ùej ceW, Le[& 
F&Ùej ceW, heâeFveue F&Ùej ceW, lees Ùes Deheves Deehe ceW yengle ner jesÛekeâ Deewj cenòkehetCe& keâoce nw, Deewj cegPes ueielee nw efkeâ Fmekeâe ØeÙeeme mejenveerÙe nw~ 
Fmekesâ Deefleefjòeâ pees efMe#ekeâ nQ Gvekeâes mkeekeuebyeer yeveeves kesâ efueS kees kesâkeue mebmLeeveeW mes uesvee ner veneR, mebmLeeveeW keâes osves keâer Âef<š mes Úe$eeW kesâ 
meeLe efceuekeâj kesâ project keâjves kesâ efueS Deewj giving back to institutions keeues cees[ ceW pees keâece keâjves keâer Skeâ heefjkeâuhevee nw, lees 
GmeceW Fmekesâ ef›eâÙeevkeÙeve kesâ efueS pees G"eS ieS Âef<šiele keâoce nw Deewj Gmekesâ yeejs ceW pees keâece keâjvee nw yengle ner jesÛekeâ nw, yengle ner 
mejenveerÙe nw, Deewj efš^heue DeeFšer Fueeneyeeo keâe ceQ OevÙekeeo oslee ntB efkeâ GvneWves efpeme lejn mes Deeies neskeâj kesâ osMe kesâ meYeer mebmLeeveeW kesâ meeLe, 
universities kesâ meeLe mecevkeÙe keâjles ngS Fme keâoce keâes G"eÙee nw. cegPes ueielee nw efkeâ Fmekesâ keâeheâer otjieeceer heefjCeece neWies Deewj ceQ kÙeefòeâiele 
leewj mes Deewj mebmLeeve kesâ ™he ceW [e@keäšj Sheerpes Deyogue keâueece šsefkeävekeâue Ùetefvekeefme&šer kesâ Deesj mes Dehevee hetje menÙeesie Fme cegefnce ceW Fme 
je<š^erÙe cegefnce ceW osves keâe Deehekeâes keÛeve oslee ntB Deewj Fme yeele keâe Yeer ØeÙeeme keâ™biee efkeâ FmeceW nce ueesie pees Yeeieeroejer keâj mekeâles nQ, nceejs 
Úe$e, nceejs efMe#ekeâ, nceeje efkeÕeefkeÅeeueÙe nce FmeceW ncesMee De«eCeer jnWies Deewj meeLe ceW efceuekeâj keâece keâjWies~ efš^heueDeeF&šer Fueeneyeeo Éeje 
efueS - ieS Fme ØeÙeeme kesâ efueS yengle yengle MegYesÛÚe ~ OevÙekeeo ~

Prof. Manish Arora
Team Leader, FAP Logo Design

Assistant Professor, BHU Varanasi

yeeyee YeesuesveeLe keâer veiejer mes nj nj ceneoske~ pewmee efkeâ Fme ueesiees keâer ef[peeFve ceW yeveeÙee ieÙee nw. 

kees efMekeefuebie keâes Skeâ keâe@vmeshš ceevee ieÙee nw~ keäÙeeWefkeâ efMekeefuebie pees nw, kees me=ef<š kesâ nce Gvekeâes Ùes 

ceeveles nQ efkeâ pevekeâ nw Deewj Gme keâe@vmeshš keâes uesles ngS FmeceW nceves pees je<š^erÙe he#eer ceesj nw Gmekesâ 

keâe@vmeshš keâes efvekeâeuee nw Deewj pees heerheue keâer mkeÛÚlee nw efkeâ 24 Iebšs pees Dee@keämeerpeve oslee nw Deewj Megæ 

jnlee nw, Gmekesâ MeeKeeDeeW keâes ueskeâj nce ueesieeW ves Fmekeâe hetje Fbšjveue keâesuewyeesjsMeve efkeâÙee nw Deewj 

Gmekeâes Skeâ Meshe oskeâj yeveeÙee nw efkeâ Skeâ DeeF[Wefššer efkeâme lejerkesâ mes pees heerheue keâer yengle meejer yeÇevÛesme nesleer nw, Skeâ otmejs ceW Debleefve&efnle nesleer 

nw, uesefkeâve pees Gvekeâe efveÛeesÌ[ neslee nw kees neslee nw Megæ nkee Øeoeve keâjvee~ kewmes ner Ùes FAP pees Øees«eece nw Ùen yengle ceušer ef[efmhuevejer, š^ebme 
ef[efmhuevejer Deewj Fbšjef[efmhuevejer ueskeue hes Skeâ otmejs kesâ meeLe keâece keâjsiee~

Abstract of the speech delivered during 1st National Conference
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Prof. Pankaj Jalote
Founding Director, IIIT Delhi

Just first let us take global scenario of knowledge as we are in the knowledge 

world, engineering and sciences and so on. Actually people require more 

knowledge more skills to be employable than last five years that is ground 

truth. Companies, PG Programs they all requires student or whoever intakes 

the intake to be much better prepared. Now because the world is becoming more complex or jobs 

becoming more complex. So actually today the scenario is that we need more education to be 

employable or to be desirable than less. Let us understand that five years ago, if just you knew 

programming, you can simply get a job. Today you need to know just taking from IT you need to know a lot 

more. Ten years ago anybody any programming would get a job, today you cannot, you need to know a lot 

more before S/he can get a decent job. Let us understand the context because the world knowledge is 

increasing complexity is increasing, companies are demanding a lot more skills not less. So when people 

have been saying companies have been saying, our gradutes are not employable. They are complaining 

about lack of skills. You know by reducing a duration is unclearly they could not get more skill is going to 

less. So first of all therefore there is a need for keeping that unperceptive and the second point before 

have two or three suggestions only but the second point context is this, think the speaker just now 

mentioned that the data was share by Prof. Kanchan. If look it have involve in three four Institute people 

exiting before completing the degree are very very few. I would be imagine IIIT Allahabad similar few 

percent may be is what that my suspicion. The fact that the colleges where education is very poor, there 

were people want to leave that a different problem to work it. It is not a problem of people will be want to 

leave after three years because of non employability and so on so forth. So in the Institution that are 

familiar with mostly. The problem of people wanting to leave early is actually not. There most people come 

there to earn a B.Tech that probably 95% plus , most people who come to a M. Tech. Program and actually 

pay a heavy substantial fee they do not want exit a PG Program. They want to be M.Tech. and similarly 

though in PhD there are more people you would see more peoples are leave not without completing but 

even there incompletion rate in India are usually very very high.

So my main point is that 4th kind of institution at least one. I am familiar with both at B.Tech., M.Tech PhD 

level. The main use case is dominant use case remains that a person comes and want B.Tech. and exit 

with best B.Tech. S/he can, exit with M.Tech S/he can & exit with PhD, that is the main use case 90%+ for 

B.Tech. I would imagine 100% for M.Tech. and may be somewhat lower for PhD. Now, if that is the 

dominant use case which is said know is the case for many more good Institution.

Abstract of the speech delivered during 1st National Conference
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My point is this design whatever you want to but the dominant use case. Please do not short change them, 

people come to IIIT Delhi, IIIT Allahabad. IITs to get a B.Tech, and that for M.Tech PhD and that should 

remain and focus should remain to make sure that the truly dominant use case was tuned. They get best 

B. Tech., best M.Tech, and best PhD. Now the Flexibility is desired thing, globally without NEP with NEP 

flexibility is desired thing but the flexibility without compromising the main use case.

"The new education policy must provide to all. students, irrespective of 

their place of residence, a quality education system, with particular 

focus on historically marginalized, disadvantaged, and 

underrepresented groups. Education is a great leveler and is the best 

too! for achieving economic and social mobility, inclusion, and 

equality. Initiatives must be in place to ensure that all students from 

such groups, despite inherent obstacles, are provided  various targeted 

opportunities to enter ana excel in the educational system."

NEP 2020 Introduction para

``Ùen veerefle GÛÛelece efMe#ee ØeCeeueer ceW DeecetueÛetue yeoueeJe Deewj veS peesMe kesâ mebÛeej kesâ
efueS GheÙegkeäle ÛegveewefleÙeeW keâes otj keâjves kesâ efueS keânleer nw''

``Ùen veerefle GÛÛelece efMe#ee ØeCeeueer ceW DeecetueÛetue yeoueeJe Deewj veS peesMe kesâ mebÛeej kesâ
efueS GheÙegkeäle ÛegveewefleÙeeW keâes otj keâjves kesâ efueS keânleer nw''

–je°^erÙe efMe#ee veerefle 2020 DevegYeeie 9.3–je°^erÙe efMe#ee veerefle 2020 DevegYeeie 9.3
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Shri Sumit Kumar Pandey
National Incharge, Think India

Think India foundation is a non-profit, apolitical think tank which involves the 
students of the institutes of national importance and other similarly placed 
institutes in achieving its mission to enable and empower people to live 
economically, emotionally, and socially fulfilled lives by leveraging Innovation, 
Science and Technology. Education, Entrepreneurship and Knowledge.

I would like to thank IIITA  Prayagraj for involving 'Think India' in designing 

the Flexible Academic Program framework. The members of think India have been discussing the FAP 

concept since last 18-20 months and we have been continuously giving inputs to Prof. Neetesh Purohit.

It is a great satisfaction to note that almost all goals of NEP2020 have been very intelligently imbibed 

in the FAP framework. Particularly, we welcome the introduction of multi institute movement, 

multidisciplinary opportunities, flexible fee, multi exit and multi entry opportunities.

Think India will give wider publicity to the FAP framework so that more and more students should opt 

for studying under FAP framework. Also, think India will not leave any stone unturned for motivating other 

institutes to start admissions under FAP framework and to build the homogeneous and heterogeneous 

consortiums.

Received Student's input on FAP

"A nation is advanced in proportion to 

education and intelligence spread among 

the masses."

–Swami Vivekanand
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      Student Gymkhana IIITA, Prayagraj

The student's Gymkhana of IIITA Prayagraj is grateful for giving us this opportunity of expressing our s and 
coordinating with other institutes gymkhana or student's bodies (organizations) for triggering larger 
discussions at their end. The Multimode, Multi-Institute, Multi Entry and Lateral entry, Multi Exit, 
Multidisciplinary Multilingual, the most needed features for academic curriculum which are fulfilled by 
Flexible Academic Program On behalf of students's fraternity IIITA Prayagraj, following comments are 
submitted: views on FAP

Aovid genertion offers us a unique academic design that improves our online studying environments 
and affords new opportunities for numerous topics that may be explored digital/online. To train us how 
generation can provide students exclusive coaching enjoy and meare scholar mastering to offer a 
rich, multi-media, on line experience for off-campus schooling. Students revel in based totally on 
more bendy learning alternatives according to their preference most of the broader variety of 
alternatives would require a climinary handholding to discover the selection for college kids and 
consortium establishments. An initial framework for selecting preference-based courses and 
establishments for non-technical coaching experience shall begin the collaboration to standarde the 
FAP in its operations. The effective utilisation of institutional infrastructure and academic resources is 
one of the best benefits of this program,

Entry-Exit Norms offered specializations and Curriculum under FAP. The entry and exit mechanism 
menioned is flexible. Similarly, reentry and lateral entry can be also more flexible. Theirs no rigid 
credit earning system, which is one of the important features of current curriculums in all IITS, IIITs 
and NITs. The overall scheme of subjects is good and opportunities can be given after every exit 
point. Sports and other cultural activities should also be given more considerations.

Three-step Multi- Insitute FAP implementation seems wonderful. Restricted, Top-UP, Full FAP by 
proper involvement of Vls an Pls is great.

Comprehensive Academic norms and Rule book for students enrolled under FAP. Rigid scheme of 
choosing subjects, Credit completion can be given more emphasis rather than Years completion. 
Involvement of students in amendment of any rules ca be given some attention.

Non-Technical Courses in FAP. This is a great step taken by the FAP committee by involving non-
technical subjects in this curriculum. Multidisciplinary subjects under FAP seems good enough. The 
credit weightage of these subjectscan be slightly increased.

Overall, FAP is flexible as it should be. This Program is much needed after the Covid Era which taught us 
to never stop. There are many seats available for engineering students but are not utilised and filled in an 
efficient maner FAP makes solutions to this problem much more efficient. Not only filling seats but also 
effective learning is fulfilled by this program.
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Incubation Center

Description of the FAP Visual Identity
The visual identity displays F and P in the bottom left and right parts such that these form 

an earthen lamp which represents the positive energy with a feeling like Tamso Maa 

Jyotirgamay. The letter A at the center has roots of a 'PEEPAL TREE', It represents the 

entire academic system with intermingled multiple branches indicating the multi 

disciplinary knowledge. Each branch has been upper bounded by a smooth curve giving 

it the shape of a SHIVLING, which is the ultimate knowledge and one can attain this 

supreme knowledge through any branch. The overall look from distant seems like a 

ZERO (0) and closer look reflects INFINITY (¥) too, which is the core of Indian Vedic 

science. The blue color used in this logo to enhance and explore the thoughts of FAP,  

blue represents the positivity, openness and great motivation as like Mother Nature. The 

visual identity made in line drawing and a single color makes the logs compatible for 

different platform like print, web and other new media.



ueÛeeruee Mew#eefCekeâ hee"Ÿe›eâce (FAP) ceW meceeÙeesefpele
je°^erÙe efMe#ee veerefle 2020 ceW GuuesefKele kegâÚ cetueYetle efmeæeble

vueÛeerueeheve

vkeâuee Deewj efJe%eeve kesâ yeerÛe, hee"Ÿe›eâce Deewj hee"Ùesòej ieefleefJeefOeÙeeW kesâ yeerÛe, JÙeJemeeefÙekeâ Deewj Mew#eefCekeâ OeejeDeeW, 
Deeefo kesâ yeerÛe mecegefÛele SJeb meblegefuele mecevJeÙe

vveweflekeâ, ceeveJeerÙe Deewj mebJewOeeefvekeâ cetuÙeeW keâe meceeJesMe

vyeng-Yeeef<ekeâ Deewj DeOÙeÙeve-DeOÙeeheve kesâ keâeÙe& ceW Yee<ee keâer Meefòeâ keâes Øeeslmeenve

vpeerJeve keâewMeue pewmes Deehemeer mebJeeo, menÙeesie, meecetefnkeâ keâeÙe& Deewj ueÛeerueeheve

vmeerKeves kesâ efueS meleled cetuÙeebkeâve hej ]peesj

vmeYeer Mewef#ekeâ efveCe&ÙeeW keâer DeeOeejefMeuee kesâ ¤he ceW hetCe& mecelee Deewj meceeJesMeve, meeLe ner efMe#ee keâes ueesieeW keâer hengBÛe Deewj 
meeceLÙe& kesâ oeÙejs ceW jKevee - Ùen megefveefMÛele keâjves kesâ efueS meYeer Úe$e efMe#ee ØeCeeueer ceW meHeâuelee neefmeue keâj mekeWâ

vmJeÙeòelee, megMeemeve Deewj meMeefòeâkeâjCe, Glke=â° mlej keâe MeesOe

vYeejleerÙe peÌ[eW Deewj ieewjJe mes yebOes jnves keâe ØeÙeeme

vefMe#ee Skeâ meeJe&peefvekeâ mesJee nw, efpemes meJe&peve nsleg megueYelee keâe ØeÙeeme

vSkeâ cepeyetle peerJeble meeJe&peefvekeâ efMe#ee ØeCeeueer ceW heÙee&hle efveJesMe

vnj yeÛÛes keâer efJeefMe° #eceleeDeeW keâer mJeerke=âefle, henÛeeve Deewj Gvekesâ efJekeâeme nsleg ØeÙeeme

vmeYeer %eeve keâer Skeâlee Deewj DeKeb[lee keâes megefveefMÛele keâjves kesâ efueS yeng-efJe<eÙekeâ ogefveÙee kesâ efueS efJe%eeve, meeceeefpekeâ 
efJe%eeve, keâuee, ceeveefJekeâer Deewj Kesue kesâ yeerÛe Skeâ yeng-efJe<eÙekeâ (multi disciplineary) Deewj mece«e efMe#ee keâe efJekeâeme

vDeJeOeejCeelcekeâ mecePe hej peesj, ve efkeâ jšble heæefle Deewj kesâJeue hejer#ee kesâ efueS heÌ{eF&

[e@. veerlesMe hegjesefnle
cegKÙe mecheeokeâ

[erve Skesâ[efcekeâ SJeb ØeesHesâmej
DeeF&.DeeF&.DeeF&.šer.S., ØeÙeeiejepe

[e@. veerlesMe hegjesefnle [e@. efJepeÙe kegâceej ÛeewjefmeÙee
mecheeokeâ

SmeesefmeSš ØeesHesâmej
DeeF&.DeeF&.DeeF&.šer.S., ØeÙeeiejepe

cees. : 9415648188
E-mail : vijayk@iiita.ac.in

[e@. efJepeÙe kegâceej ÛeewjefmeÙee

FAP's YouTUbe Channel : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0bB8ahyiSs_za8m1jpbxLA,

FAP Integrated Services Available at https://fapis.in

Twiter : @FAP_for_NEP

FAP's YouTUbe Channel : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0bB8ahyiSs_za8m1jpbxLA,

FAP Integrated Services Available at https://fapis.in

Twiter : @FAP_for_NEP
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